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1Tm CLASSIC AND imHEVPJj II'IFLIIENCE IN KEATS
The Purpose .
The purpose of this survey us to explain the classical and medieval
elements found in John Keats 's poetry and to giye the young student, who
is pressed for time, an appreciation, in simple language, of the genius and
mind of one of the most famous of the English poets, who is especially
beloved in our times. There have been many scholarly treatises and bio-
graphies written about Keats, but they are very lengthy, such as Amy
Lowell's excellent life of John Keats, which consists of two volumes of
over eight hundred pages in each book, or they are very technical and
scholarly, such as the critical volumes of Sir Sidney Colvin or J. Middle-
ton Murry. In addition, these latter volvimes are of foreign publication
and are very difficult for the student to own or, in some instances, to
have access to, because there have been no importations or reprints in
this country during the depression years or because of v/ar time curtail-
ments.
Because of the public's interest in John Keats 's poetry, there have
been many articles printed concerning Keats and his poetry. These, hew-
ever, are fragmentary, dealing with certain phases of Keats 's genius and
appeal. Much of the material is repetitious and entails considerable
time upon the student's part to assemble and read. It is the intention
of this survey to assemble the essential data for an understanding and ap-
preciation of the poet in one easily-read thesis, end to arrange the in-
formation in chapter headings so that the student interested in some par-
ticular poem or phase of Keats 's development may not have to search
through detailed biographical material describing Keats 's travels, the

details of his illness, or his unfortunate love affair before finding the
data concerned aith his particular problem.
There are also many students v/hose preparatory education today does
not include courses in Ancient History, Latin, or Ancient Mythology.
Since Keats makes frequent allusions to the stories of classical myths and
refers often to names made famous in classic literature, it is essential
for a true appreciation and understanding of Keats 's poetry that the
student familiarize himself with these stories. For the benefit of the
young student many of the most important references are explained in a
chapter concerning Keats *s use of classical mythology. It is suggested
that the uninformed student read these chapters first before undertaking
to read the poems themselves. This will obviate the necessity of the
student's interrupting his reading of beautiful poetry for constant refer-
ences to an index or for reading extensively in Ovid or Homer. Such pre-
paratory reading will eliminate much of the drudgery involved in frequent
reference to notes or to supplementary material, and will make the student'
introduction to one of the best of the English poets an excursion of de-
light through realms of aesthetic beauty, tinged with mystical romance.
In former times ease of securing information was not so essential as
it is now, when the student is faced with obtaining a college education
as quickly as possible. College years are being shortened, and vacations
are being eliminated; but this only increases the mental fatigue of the
student, for the assembling of information and the reading of sufficient
background material for a liberal education takes considerable time.
Anything, therefore, which eases this time burden for the student, labor-
ing to secure a cultural background for a post-war world, should be
II
6•encouraged. Our young people must not only prepare themselves for the
dreadful years ahead, but must constantly look ahead to the future when
preparation for living will be the goal instead of preparation for death-
dealing to our enemies.
Only those, who have struggled to fulfill the desire for knowledge with
insufficient time at their disposal for adequate study and preparation,
can appreciate the problem facing the young student of today. Keats him-
self is a graphic example of this depressing realization. He felt keenly
his lack of knowledge and seemed prophetically to realize that his life
was, indeed, to be short in which to acquire knowledge and to fulfill his
poetic destiny. Often Keats, both in his letters and in his poetry, ex-
pressed regret at his lack of knowledge and of insufficient time in which
to acquire it.
If this survey assists in any way to ease the burden of a busy stu-
dent in his search for information and appreciation of the cultural ele-
ments in life, its purpose shall not have been in vain.

THE CLASSIC AND MEDIEVAL INFLUENCE IN KEATS
Chapter I
Introduction and Statement of the Thesis
"I know not how it is the Clouds, the Sky, the Houses all
seem anti-Crrecian and anti-Charlemagnish". (1)
These words, written by John Keats to his brother Tom when Keats was
on a walking trip to Scotland and in a despairing mood concerning the
spark of genius which seemed to be running low at this time, really give
the key to the understanding of Keats 's poetry and the two prevailing in-
terests which dominate his poems. Keats used his creative ability as a
sort of escape. He was never truly happy except when he was imagina-
tively absorbed in the creation of beauty expressed in melodious verse,
emotionally and aesthetically satisfying to the reader.
Keats lived in a post-war world, just after the defeat of Napoleon.
This was a world of middle class mediocrity in which the people experienced
a loss of former high ideals. The enthusiasms of the battle for freedom
of man had been completely destroyed by the excesses of the French Revo-
lution and the dreadful years of war culminating in Wellington's final
victory over the conqueror, Napoleon. The early nineteenth century was an
era of triviality, absorption in commercialism, the beginnings of indus-
trialism, and yearnings for imperial expansion. Keats was a man of the
world in which he lived. He took part actively in its interests and its
activities. He was not a recluse. He saw the lack of beauty in life
around him and sought escape from it in the glories of the past.
(1). Letter to Thomas Keats, May 1818.

Keats *s absorbing interest was in medieval romance and in the anti-
quities of ancient Greece and Rome. It is the ability to recreate these
by-gone eras in lovely language, clothed with gorgeous and sensuous trap-
pings, that makes Keats one of the best-loved poets. J. Middleton Murry
states that Keats is the "greatest of Shakespeare's successors. "^^^ Dr.
Bridges says that "Keats 's poetry has an excellence which sets poetry
above all other arts. h(2) These are the opinions of scholars, but
there is no lover of poetry, I dare say, who has not been stirred by the
haunting richness and breathless emotion of The Eve of St. A^nes or the
beauty and sadness of the Ode on a Grecian Urn . The first carries one
back to the gloom and mystery of a medieval castle which is endowed with
life and beauty; the other impresses the reader with the transitoriness of
life and the pathos of lost splendor. These poems, perhaps the best-loved
of Keats 's, illustrate his ability to recreate the world of long ago and
to endow it with life and feeling — the life of the middle ages, or the
life of classic Greece and Rome.
These two interests of Keats developed early in his life. He read
Spenser and Chaucer. He studied Virgil and spent long hours poring over
the classical dictionaries and the stories of classic myth. This interest
continued throughout his career and found expression in his poetry. The
poems that reflect the medieval atmosphere are The Eve of St. Agnes , The
Eve of St . Mark (unfinished), Isabella , and La Belle Dame Sans Merci .
(1) . J. Middleton Murry — Keats and Shakespeare
(2) . Dr. Robert Bridges ~ A Critical Introduction to Keats in
Collected Essays and Papers
.
Chapter IV.

6Those of classic theme and interest are Endymion, Ode to Apollo « Ode to
P3yche« Ode on a Grecian Urn , Lamia , and Hyperion .
Keats was able to recapture the feeling of medieval romance. His
verse carries his reader away into the far distant lands where spells and
fairy creatures haunted the minds and feelings of men and women. To read
these poems is to seem a part of a living tapestiy. One mingles with the
brightly colored pageant and is swept by the same mysterious, superstitious
emotions as those who lived in this distant age. To read Keats is to en-
joy a condensed Faery Queen in more sensuous and perhaps richer language,
at least emotionally more appealing. Yet Keats is not an imitation of
Spenser or Chaucer. Keats creates similar pictures, but they are un-
deniably Keats *8, colored by Keats *s imagination and endowed with Keats 's
emotions or philosophy.
Keats loved the days of ancient Greece and Rome. His poetry is
filled with references to classical literature. He used the myths of old
for their beauty and for their story. Keats, however, was not a classi-
cist. He used the literature of the ancient world as background material
to express his own philosophy or his own sensations. Keats softened and
beautified the pagan myths j he inserted humanitarian ideals into his
classic poems} he substituted for pagan stoicism and blind acceptance of
fate a haunting, yearning emotion. Keats recaptured the scenes and beauty
of ancient Rome and Greece. He makes the ancient world live again for his
readers; but they feel as Keats felt, not as the ancient people did. Keats
makes the ancient world seem to have been an ideal one of love and beauty;
not, as the ancient writers themselves revealed it, a cruel world of
commercial rivalry and bitter warfare, dominated by lustful, vengeful gods

and goddesses. Keats 's classic poems recapture in beautiful language a -
romantic world of ancient days. We live, dream, and love with Keats in an
ancient setting, but the philosophy, the emotion, the atmosphere is that
of Keats, the highly imaginative and sensitive poet of beauty and feeling.
Endymion, for instance, is based on a classic myth, which retells in
vivid language the ancient story of the moon goddess and her human lover.
The poem does not lack unity, although some passages are concerned with
fairy figures, suggestive of the world of medieval romance. Unseen music
is heard in the po«n which is reminiscent of the enchantments of Glen-
dower and the ancient Celts; a mysterious atmosphere, which was brought
to such perfection in The Eve of St. Agnes, peraeates certain passages.
After reading Endymion the reader is acquainted with Keats 's ideas re-
garding universal beauty, as symbolized by the moon goddess, and the
fusing of physical and spiritual love. There is nothing of this in the
original myth. This is Keata speaking. This is Keats 's philosophy, in-
spired and clothed in the beauties of the past. Endymion is but an ex-
ample. Most of Keats* 3 great poems will be found to contain these two
elements, medieval romance and classic reference, both imaginatively
endowed by the mind of the great poet who used the images of ancient
times to impress with beauty his own thought and ideas.
We, too, as Keats did, need an escape from the world. Ours is not a
time in which "peace and plenty breed cowards" (1). but one in which
"hardness ever of hardiness is mother". We are not bored with the medi-
ocrities engendered by peace and commercial success, but we need an escape
(1). Shakespeare - Cymbeline, Act III, Scene VI, lines 21-22.

8from the cruelty and worry of war in a world of plenty, of hatred in a
world of struggling men. Keats 's poetry can do much for the sensitive and
poetically minded person, for it recalls the troubled spirit into a
dream world of beauty, where medieval romance and classic myth combine
to charm the spirit with imagery and thought.

9CHAPTER II
A Brief Sketch of Keats *8 Life
Before attempting to interpret and appreciate the poetry of an
author, a cursory knowledge of his life is advisable. To know the ar-
tist himself, aids in knowing his works. Although an author may attempt
to write from an objective point of view, he inevitably stamps his crea-
tion with his own personality and interprets life according to his own
particular philosophy. This is especially true of the poet. Therefore a
brief sketch of Keats 's life should assist the student in interpreting
Keats *s poetry.
Keats was not a recluse. He was active in the affairs of the world
in which he lived. He had many friends and enjoyed social intercourse.
His letters tell of his love for the theater, describe his attendance at
a bear-baiting, and show the intimate terms upon which his friendships
rested. In appearance Keats was said to be a handsome man, although he
was short of stature. George Felton Mathew, (1) a contemporary of Keats,
described hiin as, "A painter or sculptor might have taken him for a study
after the Greek masters, and have given him a 'station like the herald
Mercury, new lighted on some heaven-kissing hill*".
Keats was a living example of the statement, "a genius has the capa-
city for taking infinite pains"^^^, or "he who casts to write a living
line must sweat". ^ ' Keats was not a scholar. He did not have the
(1). J. Middleton Murry, Studies in Keats
,
Leeay 1
(?.)« Tressler III - Junior iijiglish in Action, pace 125.
(3). Ben Jonson - Lines written To the Memory of My Beloved Master
William Shakespeare , line 59.
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advantage (or is it disadvantage to a creative artist?) of a university
training at Oxford or at Cambridge j yet by sheer genius and indefati-
gible effort he attained world fame so that now his name ranks with the
best of the English poets — with Chaucer, Spenser, Milton, ^.nd Shakes-
peare. Keats' 8 poetry has not only won the acclaim of knowing critics,
but it has been the means whereby many young students have been led to an
appreciation of the depth, beauty, and emotional appeal of English verse.
What countless lovers of poetry can attest to the reading of Keats as the
source of their first stimulation toward further study in tils fascinating
field of literature!
Keats was born into a middle class family in London. His father h-ad
been the head ostler in a livery stable kept by a LIr. John Jennings. He
later married the daughter of the owner, Frances Jennings. Kis father-in-
law, upon retirement, left the management of the business to his son-in-
law, Thomas Keats. Evidently this must have been a rather thriving busi-
ness, for it provided a comfortable home for the family which consisted
of three brothers, John, George, and Thomas, and a young sister, Frances.
The income was ample enough to send the boys to a good private school on
the outskirts of London. Several years later, when the grandmother, Mrs.
Jennings, died she left an estate of 13,000 pounds to be administered by
her executors.
John's childhood seems to have been a singularly happy and fortunate
one. Although his father died as the result of a fall from his horse
(when John was only nine years old), John continued to enjoy his school
days during the term and spent his holidays with his grandmother who
seems to have been a sympathetic and capable woman. John's mot) er

remarried about a year after her first husband's death. Report indi-
cates that this was an unfortunate adventure which ended in separation
and the return of John's mother to her mother's home. Here the grand-
mother managed the household both during the lifetime of Johji's mother and
after her death in February 1810. In July 1810 Mrs. Jennings executed a
deed putting her grandchildren under the care of two guardians to whom she
made over the chief part of her property to be held in trust for the
children. One of the guardians, Rowland Southey, soon gave up the re-
sponsibility; the entire charge of the estate and the children was as-
stimed by Mr. Richard Abbey who became a rather strict guardian of Fran-
ces and was anxious that the boys should become self-supporting as
soon as possible.
The family ties were very close in the Keats family. John, the
poet, was very fond of his brothers, Tom and George. He felt keenly the
loss of his brother Tom, whose death caused Keats great sorrow and a
period of bitter mental depression which lasted for many months. Keats
also evidenced great interest and kindness to?/ard his little tister
Fanny. All through his life he wrote charming, friendly, fairy-tale-
like letters to Fanny, although he was not permitted to visit her by the
harsh edicts of the stern guardian, Mr. Richard Abbey. How graceful,
light-hearted, and gay these letters to young Fanny areJ How different
from the scholarly discussions carried on in the letters written to his
intellectual friends upon the perplexing philosophical problems of that
day I
Keats was educated at a private school in Enfield which was kept by
a Ur. John Clarke. Keats was fortunate in his school experience. The

school was attractively situated in pleasant surroundings on the out-
skirts of London. The building was a Georgian mansion in the midst of
a spacious garden. Mr. Clarke, the master, was an excellent teacher
with understanding of boys and advanced in his educational methods. He
used (rare, indeed, in those days) kindly methods and encouraged boys of
intellect to make the most of themselves. The master's son, Charles
Cowden Clarke, became a young instructor in his father's school at the
time Keats attended and was instrumental in fostering Keats 's love for
literature and developing his interest in poetry.
In school Keats was not outstanding for his intellectual achieve-
ments, but was a careful and conscientious worker. Charles Cowden Clarke
telle how Keats won three consecutive times prize medals offered by his
father for the pupil who had performed the greatest quantity of voluntary
work. This scholarly interest, however, made itself known during the
last two terms of Keats 's school days. During his school days Keats was
known as a person with a quick temper and a lively spirit. His brother,
George, was once being disciplined by the usher in the school for some
misbehavior. John, then much younger and frailer than George, responding
to his strong sense of family loyalty and obeying his pugnacious spirit,
in anger struck the usher. George also writes of holding his fiery
brother down until one of his passionate outbursts would burn itself out.
Sir Sidney Colvin suggests that the name, Keats, is indicative of Cornish
ancestry; indeed, Keats, with his strong family devotion and fiery temper,
exhibits the characteristics of the Celt rather than those of more stolid
Anglo Saxon stock.
When Keats was almost sixteen, his guardian, Mr. Abbey, decided that

Keats '3 school days must end. Keats was apprenticed to a Mr. Thomas
Hammond, a surgeon and apothecary. The usual term of service was five
years. Here Keats was to learn to become a doctor. Keats is described
by one of his fellow students as a day dreamer and an idler; perhaps be-
cause he spent so much of his spare time reading and studying poetry. In
fact, however, he must have been a conscientious student, although not an
enthusiastic one, because on July 25, 1816, Keats passed the examination
given by the Court of Apothecaries and obtained his license to practise.
In fact, he passed with ease and credit. This could not have been done
by an idler. He was also reported to be skillful in dressing wounds and
in performing operations, one of which was opening the temporal artery of
a patient, which he did with "dexterity and skill". Keats in later years
could always converse with authority concerning medical subjects. In
fact in his own tragic illness he recognized in the drop of arterial
blood the dread symptom of tuberculosis and realized his imminent fate.
Keats did not like surgery, but he was not unqualified for it as far as
knowledge of that day v«as concerned.
These were the days before the discovery of anesthetics, scientific
antiseptics, or the germ theories and practices of Louis Pasteur.
Imagine what horrifying, bloody, pain-filled torture rooms tl ese early at-
tempts at surgery produced! How a sensitive, imaginative, passionate per-
son such as the young poet Keate must have rebelled and recoiled at the
scenes he was forced to witness and to participate inl In addition, many
of the surgeons were quite unequipped for their office, being crude, net
overburdened with brains, and often badly performing their tasks, with
much bungling and consequent suffering and mangling of their victir.s. How

repugnant this must have been to the sympathetic cind of the poet who
years later remarked, "Why must women suffer"!*^^^/hat reccllectioas cf
pain, suffering, and horror must have been relived in his mind at that
poignant utterance!
Early in t}:e autur.n of 1815, just tefcre Keats tecame twenty years
cf age, he decided, against the wishes of his guardian, to forsake the
career of a doctor and devote himself to poetry. All this time he had
been reading and studying with the encouragement of his former tutor,
Charles Cowden Clarke. He had also been composing, at first secretly,
and then for the pleasure of his friends. From his grandmother's estate
he had a small annuity, for he was almost of age. This would enable him
to live and to devote himself to his self-appointed career.
At first he wrote short sonnets and lyrics, but v/as meditating
poetry of a larger scope. Since Keats was very young, most of the
poetry was exuberant, over-stimulated expressions of jcy in nature or his
personal feelings toward his friends. This was the period which pro-
duced Sleep and Poetry and the beginnings of Endymion . Although his
poeti^ impressed his friends who introduced him to Shelley and Words-
worth, the important literary personages of the day, the critics did not
regard his work favorably. They pointed out the crude expressions, the im-
perfect rhymes, and were incapable of appreciating the subtle beauty and
hidden meanings of his verse. Keats w»»s accused of using "Cockney" ex-
pressions and of being obscure*
Keats desired fame; he wanted to be among the immortals. "I that do
ever feel athirst for glory" he said in his sonnet on Chaucer, and "To see
(1). Letter to E-«vje^in Eailey, Je-nuary 23, 1818.
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the laurel wreath, on high suspended, That is to crown our name when life
is ended", he cried in Sleep and Poetry * Then he asks for ten years in
which to accomplish his high endeavor. "0 for ten years, that I may over-
whelm myself in poesy; so I may do the deed Tijat my own soul lias to itself
decreed". It is ironic that this was not to be. Sleep and Poetry was
written in the fall of 1816: Keats died in 1821, five years later, hiaving
been granted only four years of creative activity.
Naturally Keats, with this high ambition and sensitive nature, felt
keenly the public's reception of his works. Ke was plainly a man out of
his time. Future generations, with far different tastes in poetry, found
the golden treasure hidden in Keats 'e verse. Keats v;as not killed by his
unkind critics. He worked harder than ever. He tried to cram a lifetime
of learning into a few years. He felt keenly his lack of knowledge and
strove feverishly to supply this requisite. (1) He had periods of great
elation followed inevitably by periods of deep mental depression He was
never really happy unless composing. He was troubled by vague, half-
expressed impressions and thoughts in his over stimulated and supremely
active mind.
About this time he went to the Isle of Wight. Here the sight of the
sea for a time reinspired him. He spent his days in study, meditation, and
(1). Letter to Benjamin Robert Haydon, May 10, 1817, "I read and
write about eight hours a day".
Letter to John Taylor, April 24, 1818, "I know nothing - Ihave read nothing - and I mean to follow Solomon's directions,
get learning
- get understanding'. I find earlier days are
gone by
- I find tliat I can have no enjoyment in the World but
continued drinking of Knowledge. There is but one way for me.
The road lies through application, study, and thought. I will
pursue itj and to that end purpose retiring for some years."
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worked unceasingly to finish Endymion . He worked methodically, setting
himself so many lines to compose each day. At about this time the ideas
for a larger, mors ambitious poem, Hyperion , were becoming the constant
companion of his mind. In fact in Endymion he says "Thy lute-voic»d
brother will I sing ere long, And thou shalt aid—hast thou not aided me?"
This is a direct reference to Pferperion. for which, he feels, Endymion has
been merely preparation.
Keats, however, missed the society of his friends. He seemed to be
lonely and depressed at the Isle of Wight, in spite of the stimulating ef-
fect of nature. He returned to London, where he made plans to go on a
walking tour through Scotland with his friend, Charles Brown. Keats was
further depressed at the beginning of the tour by the departure of the
newly married George for America. Changes and breaks in a closely knit
family, such as Keats *s was, are felt keenly. In addition, America was
very far away in those days. The trip to Scotland was arduous, in fact too
arduous for one of Keats 's constitution. The weather, too, was most in-
clement. Keats returned from Scotland in very poor health, from which he
never fully recovered.
Now another period of trial and sorrow had to be endured by the poet.
His brother, Tom, who had been ill for a long period of time, was dying of
the dread disease, tuberculosis. Keats spent long hours by the sick bed.
His poetry .vas little consolation to him, and a period of severe mental de-
pression set in. This was natural in a family so devoted to one another
as the Keats family. In addition there were money troubles, for a long law
suit had developed over the inheritance of the family. In those days
the court proceedings were long and involved processes. It was unfortu-
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nate that the Keats family did not have the opportunity to enjoy their
inheritance when it was most needed. Thomas Keats died December 1, 1813.
Earlier in Keats*s career his attitude toward death was quite stoic, almost
pagan in its acceptance. In a very early poem called On Death Keats
speaks of death as an awakening, something to be looked forward to, at
least to be accepted with acquiescence. Life is but a dream, death is an
awakening, a forsaking of the rugged path of life. This v/as written in
his youth; now that death has touched him very intimately Keats was deeply
affected by it. He said in a letter to Geroge and Georgiana Keats,
written Dec-Jan. 1818-1819, after Tom's death, "During Tom*s illness I
was not able to write, and since his death the task of beginning has been
a hindrance to me".
Charles Brown, Keats 's intimate and loyal friend, recognized the deep
depression of Keats. Brown, therefore, suggested that it was not fitting
that Keats should live alone and suggested that Keats come to live with
him. Brown's house was a spacious, attractive one, with an almost
mansion-like exterior, and set in a large garden. Here Keats enjoyed the
privacy of the front parlor, and Brown the back parlor. This arrangement
was made that the noise of the neighbor's children might not disturb Keats.
Keats entered his new lodgings with, as he said, "not the shadow of
an idea of a book in my head, and my pen seems to have grown too gouty
for verse. "^"^^ Yet in spite of this handicap, these were the golden
years for Keats. The year 1819 produced additional work on Hyperion
and the remarkable odes of beauty, depth, and soul-stirring melody -
Ode to Psyche , Ode on a Grecian Urn, Ode to a Nightingale and Ode on
(1). Dec. -Jan. 1818-1819 - Letter to George and Georgiana Keats.

Melancholy
.
This fruitful year also gave the world Lamia, The Fall of
Hyperion and the Ode t£ Autumn. The tree -shaded garden of Brown's home
was the scene and inspiration for the beautiful nightingale ode with its
haunting melody. This was also the year in which The Eve of St. Agnes,
the fragment The^ Eve of St^ Mark , and the well-known La Belle Dame Sans
Merci were written. It is almost a miracle that Such creative power
could have blossomed and borne such golden fruit during one brief year.
Critical discussions of each poem will be given in later chapters. Suf-
fice it to say here that these are among the best loved and critically
applauded verse that have ever been produced by an English poet. Upon
these rests Keats 's firmly based and richly deserved fame.
All this time Keats 's health was steadily failing. The year 1820
brought recurrences of the dreaded hemorrhages. In September of that year
Keats set sail for Italy, accompanied by another faithful friend, James
Severn. He remained with Keats during his months of fatal illness in
Rome, to comfort and care for him. On February 23, 1821, Keats died in
Rome, where he was buried in the Protestant Cemetery. Here flowers
blossom above his grave, as he wished, and the shadows of the ancient
past^"^^ fall across it. Even in death is Keats 's grave sheltered by
beauty of nature and by dreams of the golden past. Ancient Rome and pagan
beauty, ever the symbols of Keats 's inspiration, still hover over the poet,
Keats, who loved them so much and interpreted them so poignantly in his
beautiful verse.
( 1) . This Wi.s the fc.ncient pyramid- like tomb of Caius Cestius.
Severn described this burial place to Keats who said that
he seemed already to feel the flowers growing above him.
Keats then chcse his own epitaph - "Here lies one whose name
was v/rit in water." Epilogue, page 510, Choice of Epitaph,
Sidney Colvin, John Keats .

CHAPTER III
Keats* 8 Philosophy
Before studying seriously the poems of Keats, a knowledge of the
philosophy behind the poems will be found helpful in making adequate
interpretations of the individual poems. It is easy to read some of
Keats' 8 poems superficially and, as a result, consider him as a mere
exuberant poet steeped in sensuous detail and delight. This was the
fault with the critics of his own day and of those that immediately
followed him, the early critics of the nineteenth centuiy.
Keats' 6 philosophy is best found by a careful reading of his
letters. Here Keats is found not only to be an impressionistic, sen-
suous admirer of beauty, but a deep thinker, interested in discovering
the truth about existence. In twenty-six short years he evolved for
himself a comforting theory of life, one based on truth and beauty,
which might have taken another person, less astute intellectually, a
life-time of contemplation to conceive.
Keats began his career as a nature worshipper, not in the theo-
logical sense, but in awareness to the beauties in the world about him,
with a keen sensitiveness to the delights of nature. He lived during
the age of Wordsworth, but seems to have been completely unaffected by
the transcendentalism of that era, based upon the theories of Sweden-
borg who taught that God is love and that in spirit God himself is
actually present in every manifestation of his art. Thus a flower, the
handiwork of the Creator, is actually an expression of God himself.
Keats does not worship nature in this sense at all. He merely revels in

the beauties of the world v/ith youthful effusiveness. Keats could^^^
"Stand on tip-toe on a little hill or
Linger awhile upon some bending planks
That lean against a streamlet's rushy banks,
And watch intently Nature's gentle doings."
Keats during this stage of his poetic development wrote with an appre-
ciative eye on Nature, and gave delightful details concerning his obser-
vations tind his joy in response to these beauties. Wordsworth, too, de-
lighted in Nature, but in the form of Pantheism.
(2) "For I have learned
To look on nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youthj but hearing often times
The still, sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue. And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused.
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns.
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And rolls through all things."
There is nothing of this idea in Keats 's poetry; Keats loves nature for
its delights alone, not because it is an expression of the Deity. It is
really strange that Keats did not imbibe some of this popular philosophy
of Swedenbcrg's which was so current at that time, and spread even to
America in the form of a new religion still actively supported by a few
loyal followers. Because Keats *8 poetry is merely physical beauty, and
not an attempt to cloak a religious theory, is one reason that Keats is
80 popular today, for most persons tend toward a retionalized religion
(1) . I stood Tip-toe - John Keats
(2) . Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey on Revisiting
the Banks of the Wye during a Tour . July 13, 1708.
William Wordsworth, lines 93-103.

rather than a mystic and obscure belief.
The second stage of Keats growth philosophically was in his ex-
panding interest in his fellow men. Keats, as his life revealed, was a
man of the world. He had many friends and retained most of the friends
that he made. He enjoyed the activities of the world in which he lived.
He played cards, attended social functions, attended lectures, and en-
joyed the sporting events of his time. Since he was a lover of men, he
was interested in the social welfare of men. The nineteenth century
was the age of humanitarianism. Keats was a follower of his age in de-
siring to improve the conditions of his fellow men.^^^ In Sndymion it is
interesting to note that Endymion was not made woirthy of the goddess
Cynthia until after he had become filled with human sympathy for the old
man Glaucus. This is the seme humanitarian philosophy which Coleridge
used in the Ancient Itoriner , for the mariner was not relieved of his
sufferings until he had felt sympathy for the water snakes, "blue, and
green, and glossy black," the lowest of the creatures that God has
created. Here Keats is also following the theory of his day, when per-
sons were becoming less selfish and more interested in their fellow men.
The final stage of Keats 's development philosophically was reached
in his later poetry in which his contemplation of beauty and his sym-
pathy for humanity led him to wonder why there is so much suffering and
pain in a world of beauty and love. For a time he seemed to find no
solution to this problem. Keats was not a religious man. At the time
(1). Letter to John Taylor, April 24, 1818 - "I find that there is no
worthy pursuit but the idea of doing some good to the world."

of Tom's death Keats wrote, "The last days of Tom*s were of the most
distressing nature; but his last moments were not so painful, and his very
last was without a pang. I will not enter into any parsonic comments on
death — yet the common observations of the commonest people on death are
true as their proverbs. I have scarce a doubt of immortality of seme
nature or other — neither had Tom". Scarce a doubt is a revealing
phrase. He was not quite sure. His religion was not firm and deepj^^^
it could not give him comfort. Keats sought comfort in thinking about
sorrow and pain and its place in the world. He had come to believe that
( 3)
'"Every ill has its share of good - this very bane would at any time
enable me to look with an obstinate eye on the Devil Himself - aye to be
as proud of being the lowest of the human race as Alfred could be in be-
ing the highest". Pain and sorrow were to Keats a sort of purifying
(1) . Letter to George and Georgianna Keats, Dec. Jan., 1318-1319.
(2) . Letter to Benjamin Bailey, Nov. 22, 1317. "The imagination may
be compared to Adam's dream - he awoke and found it true. for
a Life of Sensations rather than Thought si It is a 'Vision in
the form of Youth', a Shadow of reality to come - and this con-
sideration lias further convinced me for it has come as auxiliary
to another favourite Speculation of mine, th^at we shiall enjoy
ourselves hereafter by having what *e call happiness on Earth
repeated in a finer tone."
"It is necessary that 'years should bring the philosophic
liind'. Such an one I consider yours, and therefore it is necessary
to your eternal Happiness that you net only drink this old Tine of
Heaven, which I shall call the re-digestion of our most ethereal
Uusings on Earth but also increase in knowledge and know all things."
Keats is expressing a belief in the hereafter, but not a
deep, fervent religious faith. It is Keatsean philosophy
rather than orthodox doctrine. Notice also "the belief
that immortality brings omniscience. If one had infinite
knowledge one would understand pain and sorrow in a
world of beauty.
(3). Letter to Benjamin Robert Haydon, May 10, 1817.

process, making one feel more deeply for himself and for his fellow men,
and making one more worthy of progress. Keats believed that there was a
reason for pain and sorrow in the world, but that man did not comprehend
this large view of the world. If one could see with the eyes of a god,
or as we would say the eyes of the Creator, one would understand the
reason for pain and suffering. We could then see that pain and sorrow
were creators of beauty and had a place in the eternal scheme of life.
Keats had moments of deep despair and despondency which he struggled
against. He, however, was constantly seeking the larger truth, the
eternal reason behind all petty cares, and wars, and sorrows. Keats felt
that it was the business of the poet to seek and find eternal beauty and
truth and to express this "unison of sense Which marries sweet sound
with the grace of fom." Keats was also an optimist. He believed in the
progress of the world. There were troubles and hardships and set-backs on
the road, but the world was ultimately marching toward a way of life
better euid more beautiful than it had attained hitherto.
Keats 's poetry deals with basic human problems. There is sorrow and
hardship in a world of beauty. Why should this be? Keats does not deal
with some transient political problem or phase of life in his particular
age, but with the great problems of life that face all persons living in
every age everywhere. His comforting philosophy of an omniscient power
governing the universe with reason and beauty is a consoling one,
clothed as it is in images of pagan and medieval beauty, enhanced with
glowing, sensuous emotion, and sweet with melodic verse.
Keats himself has explained these theories both in his poems
(1). Fall of Hyperion
. John Keats, Lines 441-442, Canto One
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Sleep and Poetry
,
Endymion , and Autxmn. He has also explained them in
his letter concerning the stages of human thought .^^^ He likens the
three stages of mental awakening to a journey through a large Mansion of
Many Apartments, "two of which I can only describe, the doors of the
others remaining as yet shut upon me."
"Infant thought, thoughtless Chamber, in which we remain as long as
we cannot think. We remain there a long time, and notwithstanding that the
doors of the second Chamber remain wide open, showing a bright appearance,
we care not to hasten to it; but are at length imperceptibly impelled by
the awakening of the thinking principle within us. We no sooner get into
the second chamber, which I shall call
"2. Chamber of Maiden-Thought, than we become intoxicated with the
light and the atmosphere, we see nothing but pleasant wonders, and think
of delaying there forever in delight. However, among the effects this
breathing is father of is that tremendous one of sharpening one's vision
into the heart and nature of Man — of convincing one's nerves that the
world is full of Misery and Heartbreak, Pain, Sickness, and Oppression,
whereby this Chamber of Maiden-Thought becomes gradually darkened, and
at the same time on all sides of it many doors are set open, but all
dark, leading to dark passages. We see not the balance of good and evil.
We are in a Mist. We feel the burden of the mystery.
"3. The Third Chamber of Life shall be a lucky and a gentle one,
stored with the wine of love — and the "Bread of Friendship".
Here is found the crucial, underlying basis of Keats 's philosophy.
It is the key to an understanding of the thoughtful and beautiful poetry
(1). Letter to John Hamilton Reynolds, May 3, 1818.
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of this artist. In life there are three distinct stages; during the
first stage - the stage of infancy and childhood - one exults in
physical pleasure entirely; one eats, sleeps, enjoys physical exercise
and out-door pleasure, romping and running about. The second stage is
one of the awakening of thought and intellect. One still enjoys the out-
of-doors, but for its mental stimulation as well as for its invigorating
quality. One thinks about nature, enjoys sensuously its beauties and
pleasures. This thinking leads one to feel intensely, to become less sel-
fish, to think of others rather than ourselves. In this stage of intel-
lectual awakening one is apt to be despondent, worrying about the evils
in the world and the presence of pain and sorrow. The third stage in
this early letter is left undeveloped, but Keats often meditated over this
idea, endeavoring to clarify his thought. The closing couplet in the
Ode on a Grecian Urn is the result of this thinking. The epic attempt,
Hyperion, .vas to be an elucidation of this theory. Keats, however, was
only human. He found the attempt to fathom the omniscient mind too com-
plex and abandoned his fragment. However he has given enough for us to
grasp the underlying principle. The Third Chamber of Life is one in
which one can see eye to eye with the Creator. We can understand the
pattern underlying all creation; we can see that there is a purpose in
pain, suffering, and defeat. Ultimately the world progresses from age
to age;^^^ if we knew the truth, as the omniscient intelligence does, we
could understand the design in life and see it as an exemplification of
beauty.
Keats was not religious. He had no deep faith to console him in his
(1). Written in a letter to Reynolds, May 3, 1818.

last illness. Yet he was a thinking man, propounding an optimistic
theory of life in spite of moiaents of despair which come to all.
To Autumn , written in September 1819, is the best expression of this
philosophy. Here one finds beauty in life, quietness and untroubled
serenity of thought.
With this basic philosophy in mind one can now turn to the poems
themselves. No one Arho is conversant with the underlying philosophic
principles, propounded by Keats in his letters as well as in his poetry,
can regard Keats 's poems as mere expressions of poetic beauty in melodious
verse, or as mere "pretty pieces of paganism".
(1). Wordsworth's remark when Keats read to him the Hymn to Pan
from Endymion . Sidney Colvin, John Keats , Chapter VIII,
page 249.

MILESTONES IN KEATS 'S LIFE
1795 Born in London, October 29 or 31.
Middle class family, grandfather owner of a livery
business.
1803 - 1811 Attending the Clarke school at Enfield.
Kindly, progressive school master.
Meeting and beginning of friendship with Charles
Cowden Clarke.
Father's death.
Keats 's mother remarried to Will Rawlings, later proved
an unhappy affair.
Keats* 8 mother's return to the home of the grandmother,
Mrs. Jennings, with her children. Step-father disappears
from records.
Keats 's awakening interest in reading and scholarly
achievement. Winning of two prizes in school, 1810, 1811.
Death of Keats 's mother.
Grandmother's will, which later caused such legal entangle-
ments. Estate amounted to 8,000 pounds*
Keats' 6 apprenticeship as an apothecary and surgeon.
Continued literary readings. Introduction to Spenser's
Faerie Queene .
Death of the grandmother, Mrs. Jennings.
Poem inspired by her death, On Death .
Enters Guy's and St, Thomas's hospitals to continue his
medical career. Meets Haslam and Severn, a life-long friend.
Passes his examinations and receives his medical certificate.
Meets Haydon - Also Hazlitt, Lamb and Shelley. Never in-
timate with them; casual acquaintances only.
1816 - 1817 Intimate with Hunt.
Gave up medical career, devoting himself to poetry.
V/orking on Endymion .
1818 Published Endymion .
Marriage of George Keats to Georgiana, making their new
home in America.
Walking trip to Scotland with Brown.
Keats 's health breaking down.
December, Tom's death
Working on Iiyperion .
1804
1805
1806
1809
1810
1811
1814
1815
1816

Meeting with Fanny Brewne whom Keats loved deeply, but
circumstances prevented marriage.
Living with Brown in London
The great creative year. (See other charts)
(Pages 75 and 126)
Year of ill health.
Trip to Rome.
Keats 'a death in Rome, February 23rd,
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CI-IiJTER IV
Keats *s Interest in Classic Mythology
Keats *s interest in classic mythology began very early in his life.
As a child Keats did not show any remarkable intellectual ability; but
as an adolescent pupil in Joh-n Clarke's school at Enfield, he was constant-
ly poring over the classical dictionaries in his spare tirne. He had a
retentive mind and memorized much of the material in the classical diction-
ary which was available in the school library. This dictionary was
Lempriere*s Classical Dictionary. Another book, Tooke's Pantheon , and
Spence's Polymetis , also gave Keats his knowledge of Greek mythology.
Keats liked to read. He had early exhausted all the volumes in the
school library; but the three mentioned above were a recurrent source of
interest and enjoyment to him.
Childhood is the time of high imaginative power. Here we find Keats
stimulating his childish mind and feeding it with the magic stories of
Greece and P.ome. We can easily conjure up images of the rather frail, but
handsome, child reading in some window embrasure of the school and dream-
ing idly of far-away days when gods assumed any shape whatsoever they de-
sired, and dropped to earth, often on the backs of eagles, to mingle with
beautiful youths and maidens near sylvan streams and bubbling woodland
fountains. This interest in classic literature and myth later became a
dominant influence in Keats 's life and the wellspring supplying incen-
tive for the creative achievements of his career. Thus we find the in-
spiration for much of Keats 's great poetry directly traceable to a
leisure time activity of childhood.
Keats, also obtained knowledge of classical antiquity through Virgil's

Aeneid v-hich he read and studied in Latin during his adolescent school
days. In fact, Keats became so interested in the Aeneid that he at-
tempted a voluntary translation of it while he was still a stuaent. The
only classical training that Keats had was a high-school knowledge of
Latin, plus a deep personal interest in the subject. Keats had no uni-
versity training or a scholar's knowledge of classical languages and
literature. This was not a detriment to Keats, the poet, for it en-
abled him to retain his wonder and high imaginative interest in an-
tiquity which might have been lost under the analytical and often
dulling drudgery of classical research. Keats' s mind was filled with
keen delight, fresh wonder, which endowed the old conceptions of ancient
myth with personal intuition and imaginative response. It made no dif-
ference to ^eats whether it was Coi*tez or Balboa who first discovered the
Pacific: he was concerned with the imaginative expression of an idea in
concrete and vivid image. The dilettante, as well as the serious student
of poetry, enjoys Keats 's verse, recapturing the delight and wonder that
Keats felt so long ago.
Keats '8 interest in classical literature did not end with the abrupt
ending of his student days when Keats was about sixteen years of age.
While a student apprentice to the apothecary and surgeon, Mr. Thomas Ham-
mond, Keats continued to foster his love of classical antiquity and im-
prove his knowledge of it. He continued to work on his translation of
Virgil's Aeneid . His old school at Enfield was within walking distance;
therefore Keats on his free afternoons and evenings, five or six a
month, used to walk to Enfield to visit with his former tutor and
friend, Cowden Clarke. Clarke lent books to Keats. The two of them

would often read aloud to each other, commenting on the passages that
struck their fancy. Cowden Clarke thus unconsciously fostered the love
of musical verse in his young friend.
It was during one of these visits with his former teacher that the
famous Chai»nan*s Homer incident occurred. Keats and Clarke had already
read together Pope's translation of the Iliad and the Odyssey , with its
stiff, unrelenting, heroic couplets. This evening Clarke had a beautiful
copy of the folio edition of Chapman's Homer , which had been lent to
Clarke by a friend. It is difficult for a modern student to realize the
importance of this acquisition. Books were not available in cheap re-
printed editions then. There was no public library where the world's
literature is available for the poorest student, merely upon the proper
application. Books were scarce and valuable. If one did not have ac-
cess to the folio edition at that time, there was no other source open to
him. Therefore this new book of Homer was a rare and deeply appreciated
privilege.
Clarke turned to the more famous incidents and read them aloud to the
keen young Keats. Clarke commented^^^in a letter on the pleasure he re-
ceived in noticing the rapt expression of delight on Keats 's face when
certain lines impressed him favorably. Later Clarke took down Pope's
version, and the two young men commented on the improved, vitalized style
of Chapman's. Clarke remembered that Keats was especially pleased with the
phrase, "The sea had soak'd nis heart through", which had been weakly ren-
dered by Pope,
(1). Passages from this letter of Cowden Clarke written in later
years as he recalled the Chapman's Homer incident are quoted
in Sidney Colvin's John Keats , Chapter II.
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"From mouth and nose the briny torrent r&n.
And lost in lassitude lay all the man .
"
We, who have access to much better versions of the Iliad and
Odyssey than Chapman's, cannot be so stimulated and stirred as these
earnest young men were, but we can relive with Keats his joy in intellec-
tual discovery through his immortal sonnet written that night after their
first reading of this translation. Keats laft Clarke rather late at
night, probably about midnight. He walked home through country lanes and
fields with stiles and winding paths. He was probably dwelling upon re-
membered passages of Chapman's verse and meditating upon the wonder and de-
light of his recent experience. The next morning at about ten o'clock the
famous sonnet had been delivered to Clarke in the morning's mail.
This was Keats 's first important poetic achievement. It placed him
at once among the great poets of the English language. It is one of the
best sonnets ever to have been written in English. Everybody knows the
theme of the sonnet, in which Keats sets forth the idea that he feels
like a discoverer of unknown lands, after having been introduced to the
literature of Greece and Rome. He feels as the discoverer of the Pacific
must have felt when the vast unknown Pacific Ocean lay spread before his
view. The poem is almost perfect in its construction. The imagery of
discovery is maintained throughout. It begins with references to Keats 's
travels in western isles. Just as travelers hear tales of distant lands
that lure them on to further voyages, so Keats, an adventurer in the field
of literature, had heard tales of the Grecian isles, but had never really
disccvered them (Keats 's vivid language says "breathed" them) until
Chapman's Homer gave him this experience. Then the image of discovery
continues. This new discovery of Homer gives Keats the same feelings as

.those of an astronomer who discovers a new planet in the sky or as an ex-
plorer who discovers a new ocean - for instance, the Pacific.
The sonnet is not only unified in its imagery, but is condensed and
imaginatively suggestive. Such lines as "deep-brow* d Homer ruled his
demesne", recall in five words legendary tales of ancient Greece and Troy.
"When a new planet swims into his ken" recalls in a few words a scientist'
patient vigil of the sky through his telescope after dreary hours of
study within a laboratory. IJany years of watching and study are quite
unrewarded, until suddenly appears a whole new astronomical world within
the lenses of his powerful glass. What joy was his, the joy of discovery,
the discovery of a new worldJ Just another star it may appear to the un-
initiated, but a whole world to the scientist, bringing to him further con
jecture concerning soil, productivity, inhabitants, and manner of life
on this new sphere. Six words can do this for an imaginative reader.
Just such joy Keats felt when the world of Greece and Troy was unfolded
before him.
In addition, the sonnet is structurally well-formed. Each four lines
is a distinct entity, the first - western travels, the second - Homer's
land, the third - the feelings of the great discoverers in science and in
travel. All of these are arranged in climactic order and psrvaded with an
atmosphere of silent wonder. The sonnet is alive with movement, a sense
of swiftness inducing breathlessness. Notice the words "ruled", "heard",
"speak", "breathe", "watch", "swim", "stared". Here we find for the
first time the quality of Keats which makes him beloved, an ability to
make the past live, move, act, and breathe for the reader. S&y those
words quickly, one after the other, and a sense of liveliness, speed,
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activity is created that is breathless with nervous suspense.
The short time within which this almost perfect sonnet was con-
ceived and completed seems almost miraculous. Yet it must be remembered
that this sonnet was but the culmination of many months of poetic ac-
tivity and deep contemplation upon the part of Keats. This sonnet was the
flowering of this long interval of poetic activity. Nothing that he had
written previously is comparable with the On First Looking Into Chapman's
Homer
. He had written much light verse, and many personal tributes and
sonnets dedicated to his brothers and friends. He had been thinking in
verse form and meditating upon suitable images for his verse. Much of
this preparatory verse contains awkward phrases, weak rhymes, strange
"cockneyisms", and fine trappings for weak stories or ideas; yet it was
preparation, the laying of foundations. Keats in his verse dedicated to
Charles Cowden Clarke describes his state of mind prior to the writing
of the Homer sonnet.
"Just like that bird am I in loss of time,
7/hene*er I venture on the stream of rhyme;
With shatter*d boat, oar snapt, and canvass rent,
I slowly sail, scarce knowing my intent;
Still scooping up the water with my fingers.
In which a trembling diamond never lingers.
By this, friend Charles, you may full plainly see
Why I have never penn'd a line to thee;
Because my thoughts were never free, and clear.
And little fit to please a classic ear."
His mind was brimming with half-formed thoughts and images. He was
constantly experimenting with phrase and sound effect. His progress may
(1). A detailed discussion of the preparatory poetry leading to
its culmination in the Chapman's Homer sonnet will be found in
J. Middleton Murry's Studies in Keats - Essay 2.
(2). To Charles Cowden Clarke, Sept. 1816. Lines 15 - 24

have been slow, but it was sure, leading him inevitably to the scoop-
ing up of the real diamond, ^rhich did linger, namely the Chapman's Homer
sonnet. He not only captured the diamond, but exhibited it for future
generations to admire. Here he succeeded nobly, creating the sonnet
"swelling loudly up to its climax and then dying proudly". ^"^^ The list
of images which crowded into Keats' s head reveal that he had often thought
of Greece and Rome. This supreme expression of devoted interest was the
result of long continued thought and meditation. On First Looking into
Chapman's Homer on close study is found not to be the inspiration of a
moment, but the culmination of many hours of previous poetic preparation
and sincere reflection. A genius is said to be born, not made; but in-
tense driving hours of work lis behind the achievements of a genius
which at first glance seem to be the inspiration of the moment. Not for
many months did Keats again equal the poetic achievement of that inspired
night
•
This first reading of the Chapman's Homer was but the prelude to
many delightful readings together. Cowden Clarke wrote, "Chapman sup-
(2)plied us with many an after treat". ' When Keats was about eighteen,
the age of the average college student, by readings and discussions with
his friend Clarke, he was cultivating his interest in the classic past.
Keats was also continuing his independent reading in the field of classic
antiquity whenever he was released from his medical studies. He read a
translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses by Sandys. This book supplied Keats
(1) . Epistle to Charles Cowden Clarke, lines 60-61.
(2) . Sidney Colvin's John Keats, Chapter II, quotations from Cowden
Clarke's letter concerning the Chapman incident.

with much of his knowledge of classic myths, especially those he used in
writing Endymion. This edition of the Metamorphoses had many interpola-
tions and explanations of the myths that were not to be found in the
original. Sandys tried to explain the myths and in so doing gave ethical
interpretations, lacking in the original Roman poet. Sandys also tried to
explain the myths as if they had been based on actual historical occur-
rences. This intermediary source may explain much of the mingling of the
classic and medieval elements which is to be found in Keats *e classical
poems, especially in Endymion .
Keats 's interest in classical literature and mythology was thus en-
couraged and increased by reading and independent study, under the stimu-
lation and co-operation of his friend, Cowden Clarke. This leads to the
supposition that Keats, if he had not enjoyed the friendship of the intel-
lectual and cultivated Cowden Clarke, might not have retained his interest
in classical Greece and Rome, or even in poetry itself. Perhaps he might
have devoted himself whole-*-heart edly to medicine and have become a
capable surgeon.
However farfetched this idea may be, it is certain that Keats 's
friends were influential upon his career, supplying a stimulation that
eventually led him to forsake medicine and devote himself to literature.
Keats was a friendly person who enjoyed social gatherings and contacts.
Cowden Clarke, impressed by the Chapman's Homer sonnet, sent it to Leigh
Hunt, who was a figure of literary importance in those days, being both
an author and a critic. Keats later became intimate with the Hunt family.
In the library, adorned with classic prints and the sculptured heads of
famous poets and writers, Keats was always welcome. Here he engaged in

literary discussion and in competitive attempts at composition. Hunt,
although eleven years older than Keats, enjoyed Keats 's society. Hunt
was interested in the stories of classic fable, and he had made some
fairly good translations of pastorals and stories from Homer. Hunt's
writing was elaborate in style and effusive, similar to Keats 's early
verse. Hunt's connection with the literary publications of the time
and his interest in classic fable created a bond of sympathy between the
older and the younger man. Hunt undoubtedly increased Keats 's natural
interest in a literary career and in classic tales. Through friendships
made at Hunt's home, Keats was introduced to other literary men, in-
cluding ?/ordsworth. Lamb, and Shelley. Keats did not become friendly
with any of these literary leaders, but an acquaintance with them must
have strengthened his determination to make a name for hJtmself in the
world of letters. The discussions that Keats listened to and took part
in also must have increased his determination to obtain as much knowledge
as quickly as he could. There is an incident told of this friendship
with Hunt, when Keats and Hunt placed laurel wreaths on their heads and
thus bedecked vied with one another to see who could write the better
sonnet. Ii8.dies came visiting at this awkward moment. Keats stubbornly
retained his wreath, while Hunt hastily removed his. Silly as this in-
cident was, it shows how Iftint's friendship was instrumental in maintaining
Keats 's active interest in composition. It also shows their mutual pre-
occupation with classic Greece and Rome, where the laurel was used as the
symbol of victory and known as the favorite plant of Apollo, the patron
of poetry.
Reading and study were not the only influences that were stimulating

Keats and increasing his interest in mythology and ancient history. At
this time Keats made another influential friend, namely Benjamin Robert
Haydon. Haydon was an artist and member of the intellectual clique
rapidly rising to importance in London at that time. Keats met Haydon at
Leigh Hunt's after he had long anticipated this meeting. "The thought of
seeing this glorious Haydon and all his creations"^^) delighted Keats. An
intimacy quickly developed between the artist and the young poet. Haydon
fostered Keats 's interest in classic Rome and Greece. In 1817, Haydon
sent Keats a copy of Goldsmith's Greek Histoir * Haydon often visited the
British Museum accompanied by Keats to whom he explained the glories of
Greek art and sculpture from the artist's point of view. Haydon had
worked for eight years to publicize the achievement of Lord Elgin in
bringing to London the Elgin marbles, the sculptures from the Parthenon
in Athens. Keats, thus introduced to art by ffeydon, found a new stimu-
lus for creative writing. At this time Keats wrote the two little son-
nets on the Elgin Marbles. Here Keats expresses for the first time his
delight in Grecian grandeur and the sadness of devastating time. This
was the first expression of the idea so much a part of Keats himself and
which he expressed more effectively in the later Ode on a Grecian Urn .
These two compositions are also worthy of comment in that they show, like
the Homer sonnet, how long an idea lies fallow or at least half-formed in
an author's mind, until it becomes a part of the poet himself and later
finds expression in original and inspired verse.
Keats 's meeting with Haydon formed a milestone in his career because
(1). Letter to Cowden Clarke, October 31, 1816
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.it made him turn to an additional source of inspiration, often used by him
later, namely art. Keats made many excursions to the British Museum,
sometimes with Haydon and sometimes alone. He pondered over the sculp-
tures that he found there. Returning home he let the impressions he had
received sink into his subconscious mind. Then when Keats recreated a
classic scene, he reimagined similar views, recalling from his subcon-
scious the impression of an actual scene or picture he had observed, re-
fined by the creative genius of his active mind. Thus the Grecian urn in
the famous ode is no specific urn, but an imagined one, bearing ideas ob-
tained from a vase and a frieze, plus imagined figures culled from the fig-
ment of the author's brain. Sometimes these pictures v/ere fused ones.
For example, in a letter to Reynolds in about 1816, Keats describes in
verse a sacrifice on a hill. The priest has his sacrificial knife poised
for the fatal stroke. The blade gleams in the setting sun; a heifer
stands waiting for the death stroke, and in the background a white sail
is seen rounding a headland into a harbor. Sailors are soon to disembark
to join in the sacrificial hymns. Keats said that this picture was a
Titian painting. Scholars, however, have discovered that there is no such
picture by Titian, but think that Keats visited the Museum one day and saw
near a Titian painting one called the Sacrifice to Apollo . He remembered
the painting, tut confused the artists' names. This one he described was
a painting by Claude. The scene shows an altar erected to the pagan god,
Apollo; before it is a group of attendants waiting upon the priest who is
about to perform the sacrifice, his knife poised. Flocks of sheep are
peacefully grazing in the field, and worshippers with gifts are wending
their way up the hill to the sacrifice. In the background is a stream

Qver wnich other v/orshippers are seen approaching. Off in the distance
mountain peaks enclose a peaceful bay. This is a remembered view which
Keats later used as imagery for the Ode on a Grecian Urn.^^^ Keats later
fused this view with a medieval picture by Claude called the Enchanted
Castle
.
This shows a lonely castle on a hillj the castle has turrets and
bastions, and is situated on the edge of a moor which stretches off into
lonely desolation. A woman dressed in flowing robes is seated on the grass
watching five sheep which are grazing by a stream. The picture suggests
loneliness and empty distances, swell on swell leading off into endless
space. Keats used this view in his Ode to the Nightingale , when he de-
scribed the plaintive anthem which
"Fades past the near meadows, over the still stream,
Up the hill-side; and now 'tis buried deep in the next glade."
V
Keats blended a medieval picture with one of classic theme and used it in
two poems, the Ode on a Grecian Urn and To a Nightingale . Remembered
pictures were fused in the imaginative mill of Keats 's creative mind.
The images he used were not actual replicas of definite pictures, but
were based upon remembered scenes, out of -avhich his mind created some-
thing entirely original. Nevertheless the original impetus was given
by objects of art, studied, meditated upon, and recalled long afterward,
fused with one another and enhanced by the creative powers of Keats 's
fluent mind. This incident also shows ho* Keats often conceived an idea
a long time before he expressed it effectively in verse. Keats expressed
(1). Sidney Colvin, Chapter VIII of John Keats, traces in detail the
pictured source of the letter in verse sent to John Reynolds,
April 1818.

his first impression of these pictures in a rhymed epistle to Reynolds,
A year later Keats repeated the image in a more condensed and more Mghly
imaginative form. The ideas, expressed in the letter and inspired by art
later bore fruit in two excellent odes.
The Musee Napoleon ivaa another source of pictorial inspiration for
John Keats. This is a collection of engravings on works of classic art
which had been collected by Napoleon Bonaparte as spoils of war and
brought to Paris. Keats had access to this collection. In these
four volumes he could study the artistic achievements of ancient Greece.
A sketch of the Sosibios Vase is found in this collection. This vase has
embossed Grecian figures on it and a "leaf-fringed" design. The figures,
however, are disconnected and very sedate in their movements. The Ode on
a Grecian Urn is an example of Keats 's creative ability. He remembered a
vase, but endowed it with images of movement and vitality as well as the
pathos of passing time. Other views of ancient Greece v/ere also mingled
with those on the remembered vase.
Keats in ttriting Lamia found another source to increase his knowledge
of Grecian life and customs. This was John Potter's Archaeolo^ia Graeca ,
(3)
sometimes designated as Grecian Antiquity . ^ In Lamia Keats follows
(1) . Dorothy Hewlett in Adonais said concerning this epistle, "In
these extracts from the epistle the stuff of poetry is found
rather than poetry itself. There is more of Keats, the indi-
vidual, than in his later work. Here is poetic conception,
but not detachment."
(2) . Sidney Colvin, John Keats , footnote Page 416, Chapter XIII.
(3) . Historical data in Lamia is very accurate, based on material
taken almost verbatim from John Potter's Grecian Antiquity ;
the fable, however, was obtained by Keats from Burton's
Anatomy of Melancholy . See Page 52.

exactly the data given in the treatise concerning the costumes, the ban-
quet hall of carved cedar, the lamps, the sphered tables, and golden gob-
lets. Keats did the ssjne thing that Shakespeare did in his iJitony and
Cleopatra; Shakespeare, (^) in his description of Cleopatra, followed pre-
cisely his source material, but rendered it in emotional and lovely verse.
Keats in Lamia used a treatise to obtain historical facts which he fol-
lowed accurately and in detail, but remade into beautiful and haunting
verse.
In summarizing our study of Keats 's interest in classic mythology,
we find that Keats became interested, when only a cliild, in the stories
of Greece and Rome. He cultivated this knowledge during his medical
career, reading independently and discussing classic literature with his
friends. Keats was not a classic student, but read as a dilettante Vir-
gil, Ovid (in translation), and historical treatises on ancient Greece
and Rome. In addition Keats found inspiration and knowledge of Grecian
life and customs through the medium of art, taking frequent trips to the
British Museum. He also had access to collections of pictures, such as
the Musee Napoleon . The classic myths and the life of ancient Greece
were constantly in his thought. He was always endeavoring to increase his
knowledge about them. Hie poetry, like his life, is filled with refer-
ences to these ancient days or devoted to an imaginative development of
some classic theme. Through Keats*s poems the reader may familiarize
himself with the ancient world, which Keats 's genius makes glowingly
relive, embued with deep-felt emotion and stimulating thought.
(^)* Shakespeare's source of Antony and Cleopatra was Sir Thomas
North's translation of Amyot's version of Plutarch's Life of
MS££iis. ^Sl2Iliyi» Enobarbus's description of Cleopatra in Act II,
Scene II, is an almost verbatim account in blank verse of North.

CHAPTER V
Keats *s Use of Classic Material
Kaate made almost constant use of his classic knowledge. There are
very few poems which do not contain some reference to classic myth or
to the names important in Greek literature and culture. Keats used
these names as references to increase the beauty of his imagery. He also
used Greek antiquity as the background for his poems, or sometimes as the
basic theme of a poem.
Classic allusions are used abundantly. Even in poems of medieval
interest and theme, classic names are found. If the student does not
know the reference and the dramatic images which the mention of this
name should evoke, the beauty of the line, and often its emotional sig-
nificance, is lost. The verse becomes a mere reading of meaningless
words. The appreciation of Keats 's poetry demands that the reader be a
cultivated and informed person.
In the sonnet. To a Young Lady Who Sent Me a Laurel Crown , Keats
wrote "and 'gainst my temples press Apollo's very leaves". The signifi-
cance of this line is lost, if the reader does not know the story of
Apollo, the Greek god of arts and learning, who had a special reason for
admiring the laurel. In three words the whole myth^^^is recalled to one
who knows Greek mythology. Apollo had just subdued the Python, an in-
vidious serpent whose great length covered many acres of ground. Apollo,
proud of hie achievement, boasted to Cupid of his strength and skill in
using the bow and arrow. Cupid, incensed by Apollo's conceit, vowed that
(1).. Ovid, Metamorphoses , Book I, Fable 12.

he would pierce Apollo with a love-awakening arrow. Cupid aimed a golden
arrow, which had the power to arouse passionate love, and shot it deeply
into the very marrow of Apollo's bones. At the same time Cupid, the
rascal, aimed one of his leaden arrows, which had the power to repel
love, piercing the heart of the nymph. Daphne, daughter of the river god,
who inhabited the river Peneus. She, as a result, although very beauti-
ful and sought by many suitors, abhorred the society of men. She fled
from love and begged her father to grant her the privilege of living as
the chaste Diana, untroubled by the bonds of love or marriage. Apollo,
as Cupid had intended, burned passionately with love when he saw the
beautiful nymph. Daphne. He pursued her as she fled in terror through
the forest. Apollo in his pride called out that he was divine, the son
of great Jupiter, .who ruled all the gods. Still Daphne fled from Apollo,
exerting all her strength and swiftness; but the god Apollo had greater
endurance. He gained upon her as her strength began to fail. In dis-
tress Daphne called to her father, asking that the earth swallow her up
and destroy her form which had proved too pleasing to Apollo. Scarcely
was her prayer ended, when a heaviness overcame her. Her limbs were
robbed of movement ; her body was covered with a thin bark; her hair
turned into green leaves; her arms became branches. Daphne had been
transformed into the laurel tree. Apollo still loved her. he embraced
the branches as if they were the soft body of the nymph herself, but
even the wood shrajik from his kisses. Apollo vowed that his quiver
should ever be filled with laurel, v/hich he would take for his very own
tree and dedicate as the symbol of victory. Apollo also declared that as
a token of his own immortality the laurel tree should ever bear green

leaves, as fresh and teautiful in winter as in summer. "Apollo's very
leaves" is a condensed, suggestive phrase, recalling proud Apollo, the
alarmed river nymph, the mad chase through the green forest, the trans-
formation of the nymph into the laurel tree, and the dedication of the
laurel as a symbol of victory. This is one of the many delights of re-
reading Keats. His verse recalls classic knowledge, projecting the reader
with delight into a far-away time, reawakening learning which might
otherwise lie forgotten in the recesses of memory.
Another example of Keats *s use of classic allusion to enhance the
imagery and emotion of his verse is found in an excellent line in Lamia,
Hermes has just been greeted by Lamia, the sorceress. She told Hermes
of her dream in which he found the maid of his desire. Keats wrote,
.li
Whereat the star of Lethe not delayed his rosy eloquence". "Star of
Lethe" is a fortunate phrase. It recalls a whole concept of classic
mythology. ^'^ Lethe was the river of forgetfulness in Ifedes, the under-
ground home of departed spirits. To this river were brought those
spirits who, after having their life reviewed by Pluto, the ruler of
Hades, in the Hall of Judgment, were deemed as mediocre individuals.
They had done little in life that was worthy of praise, and were often
selfish and thoughtless during their existence on earth. They were not
bad enough to be sent to Tartarus, where the evil were cruelly punished,
or good enough to be taken to the Isles of the Blessed, the Elysian
Fields, where the heroic lived in comfort on the happy islands where the
air was perfumed, gentle breezes always blew, and all lived in ease amid
fruitful gardens, filled vvith blossoming flowers and luscious fruits.
(r). Greek Myths and Their Art by Charles E. Mann, Introductory Chapter

Here no scorching heat or chilling frost ever penetrated. Unusual
heroes were occasionally judged as worthy of being taken to Olympus where
they dwelt with the gods themselves. The mediocre persons, by far the
greater number, however, were brought to the Pdver of Lethe, where they
were permitted to bathe in the water which would revoke all memory of
their former selfishness or unworthiness. Hermes, the winged messenger
of the gods, was assigned the task of leading these spirits to the
sluggish stream. This was but one of the duties of Hermes, who often
accompanied his father, Jupiter or Zeus, in amorous visits to eairth, to
which they were enticed by the loveliness of some beautiful rymph or
Grecian maiden.
"Star of Lethe", a magic phrase, recalls to the informed reader the
whole shadowy, strange underworld, with rivers, dark caves, melancholy
pits of pain and vengeful wrath. Into this dark haunt of gloomy phantoms
Keats projected a shining contrast, bringing the very light of Olympus,
in the form of the winged god Hermes, into the shadow land of death.
These are but two examples of almost countless references to classic
myth in Keats 's poetry. They are always vivid picture phrases, however,
not mere allusions to some classic name. At least a cursory knowledge of
their meaning is essential for an adequate understanding and interpreta-
tion of Keats *s verse.
Keats not only used classic references in his poems, but he often
built his poem against a background of classic antiquity. P^perion ,
Lamia, Ode to a Nightingale , and Ode on a Grecian Urn are illustrative of
this. In Hyperion Keats used the old theology of ancient Greece as the
grovind work for his poem. Here we see, although the poem is but •:
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fragment, the struggle between the very old gods, Uranus (the sky), Gaea
(the Earth), the Titans and the Cyclops, and the old Hundred-Handed Gods,
their children. These were the gods who emerged after the world had been
evoked from Chaos. Ovid tells of the world once being all a shapeless mass
and confusion. Then order -vas created by these old gods, and the four
elements became separated. The earth had been an undigested mass, with
discordant elements fused together. No sun gave light to the earth, no
moon governed the seasons. There was no land, no sea, no air. The
earth was without firmness, the sea was not navigable, and the air was
without light. The gods ended this chaos, separating the earth from the
heavens, the water from the earth, and distinguishing the heavens from
the surrounding atmosphere. The elements >*ere put each in their proper
places. The sun assumed a place in the highest position, next the air
assumed its proper place, and the earth, being the heaviest, sank into
its position. Next the waters of the earth nere separated from the dry
land, making the seas and oceans, and placing springs and rivers upon the
earth. It is interesting to note that the elements of the world were
earth, air, water, and fire. Fire was the lightest element and was set
above the earth and air, namely in the position of the sun and stars. ^^^^
At this time Cronus, called Saturn by Keats, governed the world. Next
created life was given to the earth in the form of animals on earth, fish
in the sea, and birds in the air. Man was created last and given a
countenance to look on high and to see the heavens. He could raise his
(1). Keats in Endymion follows this order of the elements as given by
Ovid, : Jetamorphoses , Book I, Fables I and II. Endymion visits
the underworld, wliich is a cool, spacious place of arched re-
cesses containing fountains and temples. There is no fire
there as the Christians conceived the underworld.

8face to the stars. Man had higher faculties and ruled over the rest of
the animals.
Uranus, ^^^the Sky, became displeased with the behavior of his child-
ren, born of a union with the earth, Gaea. He imprisoned the unruly
Cyclops and Hundred-Handed ones in the bosom of the earth, Gaea grieved
over her imprisoned children and sought the aid of Cronus, one of her
other children, a Titan, to help her. Cronus, or Saturn as he is va-
riously called, wounded seriously his father Uranus with a sharp sickle.
The blood f It *ed from his veins. Out of this blood were born the Furies
and Giants. Over the brood of Giants and Furies Cronus ruled in his
father's plac;.
Cronus, because of a prophecy, now feared that he too would be re-
placed by a son of his own, who would depose Cronus as he h^d done to his
father. Therefore Cronus swallov/ed each of his children as they were
born. One, however, escaped. This was Zeus, or Jupiter. Rhea, Cronus 's
wife, (called Thea by Keats) had the child hddden away from its cruel
father. She had the child placed on the island of Crete, where he was
brought up on goat's milk and cared for by the daughter of the king of
Crete, who was called Amalthea. As a reward, Amalthea was later changed
into a constellation. She is often represented as carrying a horn of
plenty, made from a goat's horn, which serves as a symbol of her power to
produce fruits and flowers as she desires.
men Jupiter v;as grown, he did fulfill the prophecy dreaded by his
father. He gave his father a dose of medicine v/hich made him disgorge
(1). Theogcny of Ifarperion - Clarence DeWitt Thorpe in his
volume John Keats
,
pages 280 - 283

the other children he had swallowed. This led to warfare among the gods
in heaven. Cronus and the Titans opposed Jupiter and his disgorged
brothers. After Jupiter became triumphant, he forced the Titans and
Cronus into Tairtarus, the torture pit in lower Hades.
This is the story which forms the background of Keats*8 poem,
I^perion . Keats undertook to tell the story in verse beginning his poem
when all of the Titans except Saturn had be6n driven into Tartarus.
The details of the struggle, the feelings of Saturn and Ilyperion had to
be supplied by the poet.. In fact the theogony of this period is rather
sketchily given in ancient literature, so that much detail and all the
plot had to be supplied by Keats. In addition this myth was not to
be the real theme of Keats 's po«m. In Hyperion Keats was using the
fall of the Titans as a trapping about which he was to develop his
theories concerning the ultimate progress of the world from age to
age.(^) Here Keats is trying to show that the god of culture and
learning, Apollo, is to overthrow the older, harsh god, Hyperion,
who ruled the sun. Thus under the kindly, intelligent Apollo, artist,
and poet, the world would be a kindlier and happier place. The poem
did not progress beyond the first three books, at which time Apollo
had not yet faced in conflict the older sun god. It is clearly
evident, however, that the old myth concerning the unseating of the
old sun god Hyperion and the replacement of him by Apollo, the god of
(1). May 3, 1818, letter to Reynolds concerning his faith in progress.
"It proves there is really a grand march of intellect . It
proves that a mighty Providence subdues the mightiest Minds
to the service of the time being, whether it be in human
knowledge or religion."

learning, was but artistic setting to be used by Keats to explain his be-
lief in the progress of the world from age to age.^^^ The world of Keats
was not a golden age, but it represented a finer life than the ages that
preceded it; yet it was but a step in the world's march of progress.
Keats was an optimist in spite of his haunting passages on sorrow. He
believed sorrow a purging influence, an era of misery, making one more
worthy of ultimate fulfillment. In Hyperion Apollo must pass through a
period of sorrow and tears before he is worthy of being the ruling deity
of the new era, bringing higher happiness and greater achievements to
mortals*
In the Fall of Hyperion . Keats 's revision of Hyperion , Keats used
the same early theology of Greece as the background material. He changed
the opening image from a garden to a temple, with a long flight of stairs
to be climbed by the young Apollo in his rise to ruling deity. Here,
however, Keats reverted to his early theme in Sleep and Poetry , and was
expounding the rise of the ideal poet and his place in society; he also
discusses the place of a dreamer in the world. Keats believed that the
(1). Oceanus's speech in Eook II, lines 160 - 205, clearly explain
this. A few of the most important lines are
(1) . "V»e fall by course of Nature's law, not force."
(2) . "One avenue was shaded from thine eyes
Through which I wandered to eternal truth.
First as thou wast not the first of powers,
So art thou net the last."
(3) . "We, the giant-men
Found ourselves ruling new and beauteous realms."
(4) . "So on our heels a fresh perfection treads,
A power more strong in beauty; born of us
And fated to excel us, as we pass
In glory that old Darkness."
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.poet needed a far-seeing knowledge that is almost god-like in its scope,
so that he may understand the relationships between joy and sorrow and
unveil the ultimate beauty of creation. The poem is unfinished; it seems
more personal than f^perion and is more bitter in certain passages.
In both Hyperion and the Fall of Hyperion Keats used classic material
that is not very well-known to create an artistic background against which
he expounded his theories of life and its meaning.
In Lamia , Keats used ancient Greece as the background for his once-
read, never-to-be-forgotten poan about a serpent woman, who although a
witch quite captures the sympathies of the reader. In this poem just as
in the Ode on a Grecian Urn Keats succeeded admirably in recreating the
life of Ancient Greece. In Lamia old marbles are waked to breathing life.
The reader may not only see, but feel the life of old Corinth. There are
views of its palaces, its temples, its populous streets, the twinkling
lights as the city people come forth at night with "shuffling sandals" and
"fluttering robes". To read Lamia imaginatively is to be transported to
the very days of antiquity, to mingle with the people beneath the "wide-
spread night", to sit at sumptuous feasts begirt with silken couches and
laden with heavy golden goblets, filled with flowing wine. The setting
in Lamia is no cold sculpture, but a vaulted hall, whose marble arches
reflect the warm hue of rich hangings dyed with Tyrian purple. Ancient
Greece is waked to life by the poet's art, but it is background only for
the tale of enchantment. The story of Lamia, although a part of Grecian
tradition, came to Keats through the mind of Burton, in his Anatomy of
Melancholy . The story and Grecian setting were used by Keats, however,
as a backdrop against which he depicted an abstract idea, namely the

presence in the world of a struggle between sensuous pleasure and in-
tellectual pursuits.
In the Ode on a Grecian Urn Keats also used Ancient Greece as back-
ground work for his poem. Here no myth is explained to the reader, but
the figures on an imagined vase, created by Keats from his reading and
study of various friezes and urns, are again magically used to give life
to the history of a dead era. The emptied town, the sacrificial altar,
the happy girl and her importunate lovo- are vividly and concisely por-
trayed to the joy and satisfaction of the reader. The recaptured
Grecian life, however, is not the main purpose of the ode; but is used
to set forth graphically Keats 's theory concerning the ultimate ideal
beauty which exists in the world if one had an omniscient knowledge to
discern the truth and ideal pattern of creation. (1) The urn is applied
to all life, in which glories fade and all beautiful things wither and
die. This pathos is revealed by contrast, because here on the vase the
temple »vill not be crumbled or aged by time, and the love of the youth
for the beautiful nianph will never wane.
The Ode to a Nightingale also was created against a classical
background. The voice of the nightingale heard outside Keats's window
carries him back to the similar voice of another nightingale which sang
in the ancient days. The poem is filled with classic references which
assist in reawakening in the reader's mind the v/orld of ancient Greece.
Such words as Flora, Hippocrene, Lethe, hemlock drinks, and Bacchus
with his leopards and his chariot, all serve the purpose of whisking
(1). See Chapter III, Keats 's Philosophy, page 25, concerning the
meaning of the Third Chamber of Thought.
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the reader away from the midnight air of suburban London into the far-
away land of Greek antiquity, where Bacchus was worshipped and Socrates
drank the fatal hemlock potion. This is masterful picture work, effective
and artistic, and indelibly fixed in the memory. Keats *s purpose here is
net to explain Greece and its beliefs to us, but to emphasize the melan-
choly sadness of the hour and the haunting sweetness of the bird's song,
which lures Keats, and his readers too, into desiring to escape with the
beautiful song of the bird from the cares and sorrows of life; but it is
a temporary escape only, for one must return to the life of reality.
Beauty, this time in the form of lovely melody, has charmed away sorrow
and care, but for a moment only. Keats is in a mood of sadness. He
feels that beauty has a power to take his mind away from this sadness,
but that the mood of melancholy will return again. It is the same mood
which inspired the
Ode on Melancholy
"Joy, whose hand is ever at his lips
Bidding adieu; and aching Pleasure nigh.
Turning to Poison while the bee-mouth sips."
Or in Lamia,
"Not one hour old, yet of sciential brain.
To unperplex bliss from its neighbour pain."
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•This was a favorite theme of Keats in his letters. (^) He felt the near-
ness of bliss and sorrow and that in the midst of joy, ironically sorrow
is v/aiting "Brimming the water-lily cups with tetirs". Yet he also thinks
sorrow serves a beautifying purpose in the world. "Sorrow gives colour
to the rose, light to the glowworm, the song to the nightingale". It is
a power equal to love in its ability to create essential beauty. It is a
sort of ennobling force, giving the soul depth and strength, and sympathy
for others. It was through sorrow, it is to be remembered, that Apollo
was to be made ready for his godlike power.
Thus it \7±11 be seen that in these well-beloved poems Keats is
developing classic myths or describing life and customs in ancient Greece,
but he is not interested merely in this reproduction or revivifying of an
old civilization. He is using these myths and historical information to
give imaginative color to his idea. One will remember the idea because of
the vivid pictures and eloquent stories with which the idea is presented.
In Endymion and in the Ode to Psyche the entire poems are concerned
with the depiction of one myth. In Endymion the story is told of the
love of a shepherd for the moon goddess. It is the same story that Drayton
used in his poem Endimion and Pho ebe and The Man in the Moon. It is the
story of the goddess who visits the shepherd at night. Each dawn she
returns to the heavens. Once she kisses the sleeping Endymion, who
(1). May 3, 1818, letter to Reynolds - "An extensive knowledge
is needful to thinking people - it takes away the heat and
fever; and helps by widening speculation to ease the
Burden of the Mystery."
"Knowledge is Sorrow" and I go on to say that
"Sorrow is wisdom" - and further for aught we can know
for certainty "Wisdom is Folly".

awakens and confesses his love. After making Endyraion woo her, she tells
him that she is a goddess and promises to make him a god too. In the
Man in the Moon Drayton includes an annual feast in honor of Pan. Here he
has Phoebe visit a young astronomer v/ho studied the moon. She viras not
disguised as in Keats *s poem, but wore a mantle depicting various scenes,
which remind one of the robe worn by Glaucus in Keats *s poem. Phoebe in
this poem lectures the young man on the nature of the moon and its influ-
ence on the world. He falls in love with her. Endimion follows her
through various regions of the world which she ruled. Then he enters her
chariot, rises into the air and thus gained a full knowledge of astronomy.
Students are interested in the similar features of these two poems which
have been woven together by Keats in his Endymion , and wonder if by chance
Drayton's poem could have been the source of Keats 's poem, or if a lost
source were available to both Drayton and Keats. At any rate this classic
tale seems to have come to Keats through some intermediate medieval
source. There is really very little concerning the old Greek myth in
any of the extant classic literatiure. It is believed that there was an
old lyric poem by Sappho about this myth, but this old lyric was lost.
There are allusions in classic story to the moon goddess who made nightly
visits to her shepherd lover, who was transformed into ever- lasting youth
by Zeus, but no developed myth. The story must have become legendary and
then been transferred into the literature of other European ages. There
are varying names for the moon goddess, Cynthia, Artemis, Lucina, Phoebe,
and Diana. From whatever source Keats obtained the details for his poem,
he transformed his material just as he did those myths which he obtained
directly from the classic source. Here in Endymion Keats had his own
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ideas and philosophy to depict. This time Keats is using the moon goddess
as the symbol of ideal beauty, .vhich the poet is seeking to find and to re-
veal to the world.
In the poem, Ode t£ Psyche
, Keats is depicting in lovely language the
story of Psyche, the very youngest of the Greek goddesses, who was deified
so late that no temples were erected in her honor, and no sacrifices of-
fered before altars tended in her name. Psyche was a very beautiful
princess. (•'^ Cupid, Venue's son, fell in love with her. As a consequence
Venus became jealous of Psyche and devised various hardships for her to
perform, one of which was to go to Proserpine, the wife of Pluto, and
obtain a powder capable of producing perfect beauty. Venus expected that
Psyche would never return from the regions of the lower world. However,
through Cupid's aid, Psyche was given a coin to pay Charon for his ser-
vices in ferrying her across the River Styx, and was also given a cake
v/hich stilled the barking of Cerberus, the three-headed watch dog of the
lower world. In spite of Venus 's jealousy Psyche was reunited with Cupid
and was made immortal. Keats did not tell the whole legend. He felt
sorry that this "latest born and loveliest vision far of all Olympus*
faded hierarchy" should have had no shrine or priest. He said that in
some recess of his mind he would erect a "rosy sanctuary" in her honor
and in his thought enshrine her. He himself will be the priest of love.
Keats entered into the myth he was explaining. There is a hint of regret
for a past era and a new note of delicate whimsey in the thought of a
modern temple and priest to worship the goddess of olden times, where "a
bright torch can be lighted and a casement opened to let t}ie warm Love in".
err Greek Myths and Their Art, Charles L. ilann, Eros and Psyche
.
Page 86 - Cl-aron and Psyche
,
Page 96.

This study of Keats 's uses of classic lore reveals that he made
three distinct uses of classic mythology. He, even in poems based on
medieval theme, ^ ^^made references to the names of antiquity. He also
used classic stories, which he developed in beautiful verse, as the
central theme of a poem, such as in Endymion and in his Ode to Psyche .
Keats also used Greek life and mythology to serve as a concrete ar-
tistic background for a compelling mood or idea that is not classic
in tone at all. In both of the last two instances, where the classic
influence is mere background or the central motif, it is always the
philosophy or emotion that is important, and which quite changes rCeats*
poems from a mere retelling of an old story. He makes the old myths
romantic in atmosphere and in thought.
(1). See Chapter IX, Erief Critiques of Keats *s Foems under the
Medieval Influence
,
Page 127.
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CHAPTER VI
Keets's Genius and the Classic Influence
Keats when he began to write v/ondered if there could be anything new
to offer since the classic material of Greece and Rome had been used so
often and was well-known to educated readers. A mere reeding of
Pope or Dryden will reveal vividly what Keats was able to do when his fine
imagination touched with fire, color, and life the old names and myths of
classic antiquity. Under the magic of his imaginative wand these ancient
days become alive; they seem as real as when they were first originated.
To the older classicists, these names were a mere mark of learning and
culture. These names were dragged into their compositions as marks of
erudition^ but they remained merely that. Under beats' s glowing touch
the classic allusions live, endowed with meaning and memorable signifi-
cance. The dead and gone past glows with beauty and with life.
An analysis of Keats 's genius and its ability to reawaken to life
and beauty old names is an interesting study. Keats seldom merely men-
tions a classical allusion. There is usually some reference to mcveraent,
color, and sound connected with the allusion. For example in Endymion
Keats v/rites,
"At the ocean's very marge,
V/hose mellow reeds are touch'd with sounds forlorn
By the dim echoes of old Triton's horn."
Here ^'eats has vivified the image of old Triton, Neptune, ruler of the
ocean, by emphasizing the element of sound. Te see imaginatively the
(1). Keats in inis preface to the first edition of Endymion
, "I hope
I have not in too l&te a day touched the beautiful mythology of
Greece, and dulled its brightness; for I wish to try once mere,
before I bid it farewell."
John Keats
,
Dorothy Hewlett, page 176.
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bending reeds, s.nd hear the mournful rustle as the wind stirs the hollow
stalks. Then, as if by magic, the mind also recalls a remembered fresco
of an old sea god, half man, half fish, blowing upon the ccnch shell which
has the power to raise or to calm the waters of the sea. It is an action
picture; Neptune is blowing upon his shell and causing echoes to resound
among the reeds along the marshy margin of the sea. In Hyperion , we find
"Or with a finger stay'd Ixion's wheel". Keats is describing the giant
form of the deposed goddess Thea, wife of Saturn. A classic allusion is
made; but a graphic and lifelike one. It serves a two-fold purpose -
namely to clarify the impression of size and strength of the old Titan
goddess and also to recall the reader's knowledge of classic story. Ixion
had dared to aspire to the love of Zeus's wife; as a punishment for his
presumption he was condemned to Tartarus where he was bound to a large
wheel which was ever turning. So terrible were his sufferings on this
constantly turning wheel xhat it stands as a symbol of the dire punish-
ments which await those who should incur the wrath of the gods and be con-
demned to spend eternity in Tartarus. Yet Keats uses this heavy turning
wheel to intensify the strength of the Titan goddess, who could have
stopped the turning of tnis tremendous wheel merely by putting out ner
finger. Notice again, however, that this is an image of movement that
Keats has created. She could put out her finger and stop the movement of
the wheel. The mind supplies a contrasting figure. For any one else
but the goddess the stopping of this wheel would have involved tremendous
effort which probably would have been quite ineffective; the ordinary
person v/ould have been dragged along by the weight of the turning wheel.
.All this takes a long time to write, but such images flash with rapidity
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upon the photographic part of the mind of an imaginative person who reads
Keats slowly enough to meditate occasionally on picturesque lines, preg-
nant with thought and vivid in imagery. In the Ode to Psyche is +he line,
"Or Vesper, amorous glow-worm of the sky"
This is no mere dragging in of a scholarly reference. Color and action
have again done their work to make an old reference vital. The twinkling,
fiery light of the evening star is imaged as a flitting glowfworm which
darts about in the garden on summer evenings, a dancing bit of elusive
light as intense in color as it is swift in movement. The magic of Keets's
genius by suggestion turns the glowing light into the symbol of the heat
of passion felt by the beautiful goddess of love, Venus, so often and so
intensely. The adjective amorou s has effected this symbolism when it was
applied to the image of the glo»;;_^*orm.
Keats employs another method of making old myths and mythological
references vital and remembered. This is in his use of color. Gold,
rose and silver are Keats 's favorite colors. Gk>ld end silver, I imagine,
were used because of Keats* s love of rich extravagance; white is the color
of old marbles and sculptures from «hich so many of his images were
drawn; but rose is the color of life. In Lamia Keats, in describing
Hermes, said,
"A celestial heat
Burnt from rjis winged heels to either ear.
That from a whiteness, as the lily clear,
Elush'd into roses 'mid his golden hair.
Fallen in jealous curls about his shoulders bare."
The use of color has brought the winged god to life. His white skin
has turned to blushing rose under the intensity of his passion for the
nymph and mounts in crimson stain to the golden hair of the god.
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Color - white, rose, and ^old - has awakened to glowing life the graven
image of the winged messenger of Jove.
These are but examples to give the student an idea of the genius of
Keats and his ability to enliven and reawaken ancient Greece. Every page
of Keats abounds with similar examples which the student should find for
himself and dwell upon frequently. Sometimes sculptured marbles are
charmed to life by movement, or arrested movement, as in the Grecian Urn,
sometimes by recalling sound responses, and frequently by the use of
color.
Keats not only makes classical allusions vivid and memorable, but he
has also the same quality to make an old myth relive. Often the old myth
was merely a bare incident of a legendary nature, such as the Endymion
myth. Keats takes this old myth, expands it, plays with it, and makes
Endymion a person. We feel his intensity; we share his doubts and fears
as he traverses the universe seeking his ideal love. Endymion is no type
person, but one suffering sorrow, doubt, and fear. Endymion felt an
awakening tinge of sympathy for Gleucus and becomes a person, not a name
from classic myth. Again in the Ode to Psyche , Keats practically created
the myth. There were few stories about her because she was the last of
the goddesses to be admitted to the hierechy of ruling Olympus. Keats
makes her story a haunting one. I dare say that many persons remember
Psyche because Keats has written about her, rather xhan because of her
place in Grecian mythology. Psyche in Keats's ode is a real person, one
for whom xhe reader sympathizes because of her beauty, her devotion to
Cupid, and her lack of worshippers.
Keats is not a classicist in his interpretations. The
classicists

believed in restraint and strict adherence to form. Keats is anything but
restrained in his interpretation of emotion. He errs in straining to
give intensity. This over-wrought emotion can be seen in the love scenes,
especially of Endymion
.
which Amy Lowell(l)says are pitiful in their at-
tempt to give in verse an acute emotional experience. Keats, as he
matured, overcame this difficulty. The love scenes of Lamia are more
masterly in their presentation. They are restrained, less detailed,
yet always sense stirring. There is nothing of cold restraint in Keats.
Every page glows with sensuousness. As each sculptured image came to
life, Keats endowed it v/ith color and feeling. He played deliberately
upon all facets of sense perception and enjoyment - sight, hearing, tasxe,
scent, movement, and feeling. Lamia ^ the poem which Keats thought had a
"sort of fire",^ 'is a rich example of sensuousness set amid a series of
pristine marble figures which carry the reader back to the world of
ancient Greece. These marble figures set the background for the tale
by recalling graphically the history of the period. The reader almost
feels himself transported to the antique room of a museum, where amid an
ancient atmosphere a classic tale is unfolded; but it is a tale enriched
with feeling. Here Keats displays among the marble figures rich, glowing
colors to satisfy the eye, colors which include vivid green, blue, ver-
milion, and crimson, all spread with a lavish hand. Next the sense of
hearing is played upon. Keats had a remarkable ability to recreate the
sense of stillness and silence. This is admirably revealed in the famous
(1) . "It is pitifully weak because it would be so strong."
Amy Lowell, Life of John Keats , Vol. I, page 355.
(2) . Letter to George and Georgiana Keets, Sept. 18, 1819.

scene depicting night in the ancient city of Corinth. Keats described
Bounds and played upon the sense of hearing, but the sounds are muted
like thunder heard from afar. Corinth is seen as in a dream. The
streets "muttered", "the sandals shuffled" over the marble pavements.
Keats said Lamia's voice was "buobling honey", he mentioned the "soft
lute-fingered Muse", and "silent sandals that swept the mossy greene".
The sounds are hushed and muffled. Tnis creates a feeling of breath-
lessness 8.nd waiting wonder - just the atmosphere for the magic events
to follow.
When Keats pictured the banquet hall, he mentioned the fragrant
oils prepared for the guests. He scents the arched hall with "nec-
tarous cheer" and with every odor "From vales deflowered or forest-
trees branch-rent". Sumptuous dishes gleam on the sphered tables;
wine flows from golden goblets and heavy cups. All tempt the mind to
sensuous enjoyment, actually almost causing the mouth to water in
anticipation.
In addition Keats endows his myths with emotion and quickens the
readers* sympathy. In this respect Keats is very far from the myths
which he selected. Ovid's Metamorphoses recounts cruel and sensational
experiences, but in no way awakens sympathy for the victim. Ovid's is
a pagan recounting of cruelty, based upon acceptance of fate, no matter
how harsh or undeserved it may be. Ovid tells, and the reader may read
without one answering quiver of emotion, incidents of the direst
cruelty and lust. Ovid, for example, narrated the story of Philomela^
who was violated by her sister's husband, most brutually mutilatec
.
(1). Ovid, Metamorphoses , Book VI, Fable V and VI.

and imprisoned. Her tongue was torn out with pincers that she might not
reveal the enormity of his wickedness. Philomela finally succeeded in
informing her sister of her distress by weaving her story into a web of
tapestry which was delivered to the sister. The fable is a horrible one,
but it is repugnant only; there is no sense of pity or sorrow at the un-
happy fate of Philomela. How different is Keats 's interpretation of
classic storyJ Even the casual reader is awakened to a sense of haunt-
ing sadness by the Ode to a Nightingale
. In the Ode to Psyche one feels
the loneliness of the lovely goddess and sympathizes with her, as the
author did when he said he would build a shrine to her memory in his
mind. In Endymion there is the sadness of frustraticTn, in the seeking of
an ideal beyond one's grasp. 'flThy is the Ode on a Grecian Urn so well
known? It is not merely because Keats has recreated beauty, but be-
cause he has imprinted the urn with the sadness of mutilating time and
the fact that in life happiness or beauty never lasts. The lover's joy
will never fade on the vase, but by contrast Keats impresses the reader
with the transitoriness of joy in real life. Greece enjoyed a golden
age, but time wasted the glory away. The sadness of devastating time
and the passing of momentary happiness is emphasized in Keats 's ode, and
is the reason why it lives in memory. Once read, it is never to be
forgotten.
Thus it is seen that Keats used classic times as background mate-
rial for his philosophy or to interpret his emotions. He is not a
classicist in form or interpretation. Every sense is played upon by
this artist and all is endowed vi'ith a haunting sadness, the sadness of
life itself - not, of course, of despair.
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Keats added the element of romance to the classic myths which he
used. In fact, although we associate ancient Greece and Rome with the very
name of Keats, he is a romanticist. The classicists emphasized lucidity,
simplicity, dignity, and correctness of style. Keats, on the other hand,
was a poet of imagination. He believed in intuition and fancy. Endymion
is the result of letting his imagination embroider and expand a myth which
in classic literature is given in outline form only. Endymion is by no
means a clear and simple poem. There are many lines that must be read and
reread before they can be understood.
"There hangs by unseen film, an orbed drop (1)
Of light, and that is love; its influence
Thrown in our eyes, genders a novel sense.
At which we start and fret; till in the end
Melting into its radiance, we blend,
Mingle, and so become a part of it,
—
Nor with aught else can our souls interknit
So wingedly; when we combine therewith
Life's self is nourished by its proper pith,'
And we are nurtured like a pelican brood."
Keats in these lines is explaining that a person *ho loves is taken out of
himself and is fused with the object of his love. There are few readers
who could interpret these lines in only one reading.
The following quotation is, of course, not a selection from the best
of Keats 's verse, but it serves to illustrate how far Keats 's poetry is
from dignity of expression and classic restraint.
"My madness 1 let it mantle rosy-warm
With the tinge of love, panting in safe alarm.
This cannot be thy hand, and yet it is;
And this is sure thine other softling — this
Thine Of/n fair bosom, and I am so near;"
(1) . Endymion , Book I, Lines 805-815
(2) . Endymion , Book IV, Lines 313-317.
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Keats *s verse is often highly imaginative and intuitive, so that
there are many who do not attain a true understanding of its signifi-
cance. Endyraion is more than a love idyl; it interprets the pursuit
of the poet for ideal beauty. Another proof of the complexity of Keats *s
ideas is found in zhe closing lines of the Ode on a Grecian Urn
,
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty,- that is all
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know."
What speculation this has caused! What learned essays have been written
by scholars concerning the true meaning of these linesi Keats* s letter^-*-)
written upon the subject of omniscient knowledge and its revelation of
universal beauty in the pattern of creation is the best key to an under-
standing of the lines as well as J. Middleton Murry's essay in his
Studies in Keats . Under the Chapter on Keats *s Philosophy^^^in this
thesis this idea has been explained, but the lines are mentioned again
here to show the complexity of Keats* s thinking which dominated his
verse.
There is also an infiltration of a sense of witchcraft and en-
chantment woven into his treatment of classic myth by Keats. Lamia is
based upon a classic tale. There were witch women in ancient Greece
and Troy. Cassandra, the prophetess of the fated city, was perhaps the
most famous. Keats was quite true to Roman mythology in including the
transformation of a beautiful woman into a serpent. 0vid*8 Metamorphoses
is a whole volume devoted to such changes; here humans were changed into
birds, rocks, and trees. These changes were accomplished by magic, but
(1) . Letter to Reynolds on Chambers of thought. May 3, 1818.
(2) . Chapter III, Keats 's Philosophy , Page 25.
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they xere instantaneous and were accompanied by a complete loss of human
characteristics, except in instances where the power of speech was re-
tained. Keats was true to classic tradition in using the transformation
of Lamia. There is, however, some subtle difference between Keats*
s
Laraia and xhe use of transfigurations in ancient literature. It is
difficult to analyze, for it is more in tone and atmosphere than in the
actual deed. Keats *s Lamia is transfigured in a strange manner; it was
a slow and painful process, until "nothing but pain and ugliness were
left". Then she "melted and disappeared as suddenly And in the air,
her new voice luting soft." She was "Now a lady bright, A full-born
beauty new and exquisite". This is magic, but different from the magic
of the ancient world. Keats 's is vividly, realistically portrayed, in-
volving a complete disappearance and a rebirth into full-grown beauty.
This is magic, like the dead men rising in the Ancient Mariner . In Lamia
there are other magic touches that have the feeling of enchantment v.hich
is associated v/ith the Middle Ages. Weird "syrops" were used by the
nymph to steep her hair in order that she might effect invisibility from
Hermes; it was by magic that Lamia decreased the triple league to a few
paces; it was marvelous the manner in *rhich Lamia's house would appear
and disappear. Lamia, even in serpent form, was a faery figure. Keats
called her a "penanced lady elf", with a woman's mouth and human melan-
choly eyes. The atmosphere of a medieval ballad pervades the Grecian tale.
It does not spoil the unity of the poem, but it is rather an aroma, a
softening touch which is added to the story of old. To read Lamia is to
think at once of Christabel by Coleridge. Both women were beautiful
witches; both claimed one's sympathy.
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Perhaps the greatest power of Keats' s genius is the endowment of the
olden heroes with personality. In the old myths the gods and goddesses,
the men and women, the nymphs, were types of characters, merely the symbol
of cruelty, avarice, love, or jealousy. Hera is all jealous; Venus is all
loving; Jupiter is the symbol of desire; Hercules is the personification
of strength. The gcds themselves were under the dictates of fate. We see
no development of these traits; we trace no causes for them. Keats 's
treatment is different. He makes his mythical figures human beings, with
aspirations and desires, and even with changing character. Endymicn is
not the same person at the end of the poem that he was at the beginning.
His search for ideal beauty has ennobled him, especially his interest and
pity for old Glaucus; thought for others has made him more worthy of the
reception of ideal beauty, as symbolized by the moon goddess, Phoebe.
This is also true of Hyperion . The young Apollo, the new god of the sun,
the- god of intellect and learning, is not ready at the beginning of the
poem to asstmie his godlike office. He must undergo an ennobling process.
Here Keats has so personalized the god that in the revision Apollo seems
to be Keats himself in his own moments of doubt and wonder concerning "the
Burden of the Mystery". In fact. Professor Thorpe(^) thinks that this was
one of the reasons why Keats abandoned Hyperion and not because of the
Miltcnic inversions. Thorpe wonders how the delicate imaginative
Apollo was ever to win supremacy over the cruder and stronger Hyperion of
the older ruling gods and goddesses. Endymion and Apollo were to make
(1) . Editor's Note, page 308, of John Keats by Clarence DeV/itt Thorpe
(2) . Keats's letter to Reynolds, Sept. 22, 1819 - "I have given up
Hyperion, there are too many Miltcnic inversions in it. IvCiltonic
verse cannot be .vritten but in an artful, or rather, artist's humour".

themselves worthy of their destiny, it was not a blind fate which
assigned them their positions. The idea of individuality and personal
responsibility for one's life is inconsistent with the classic depen-
dence on the all-controlling pov/er of fate. "Fate had decided", "Fate
had assigned" are phrases that dominate classic literature. Keats'
s
classic figures were modern in their individualism and changing
characters.
Perhaps one reason that the old myths were not sentimental or emo-
tional is because originally the myths were used as a part of religion.
The myths portrayed the power of the gods to do anything they desired so
far as interference with human beings was concerned. They could mingle
with humans; they could assume any shape whatsoever. Jupiter is shown as
coming to earth in the form of an eagle, under the shape of a bull, or
even in the image of Diana. These gods had one human characteristic
which dominated their personalities, but it was always in an exaggerated
form. Jealousies existed among the gods on Olympus; wars were waged on
earth because of the jealous conniving of the gods among themselves.
Their power was devastating over man and his affairs. ?/oe to the human
who oecame the object of spite from one of the deitiesl He may have
offended by not offering proper sacrifice to a jealous god, or had as-
pired to be as great as a god. Arachne^-'-) dared to enter a contest of
sJcill, weaving in competition with IJinerva. She was struck cruelly by
the angry goddess who tore in shreds her own inferior web. The goddess
struclc Arachne many times with her shuttle. Finally Arachne, unable to
endure the pain, attempted to commit suicide; whereupon Minerva changed
(1). Ovid, 'Metamorphoses , Book VI, Fable I
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her into a spider. Alcithoe and her sisters (1)would not forsake their
household duties to assist in the v/orship of Bacchus. Bacchus took his
revenge by entering their house at twilight. He shook the dwelling to
its foundations, set fire to it with torches, and created phantoms in the
form of wild beasts to run rampant before their eyes as they crouched
fearfully in the corners, trying to avoid the fire and gleaming lights.
When they v/ere almost overcome with their fear, Bacchus changed them into
bats, creatures v/ho forever avoid light and crouch in darkness. Even
Bacchus could thus take revenge because of neglected religious rites; yet
as Ovid wrote, Bacchus was not one of the "real gods who they say can do
all things". The myths taught in awful example that the power of the gods
over humans was supreme, and that humans must do all in their power to ap-
pease these jealous gods. So fearful were the Romans that they might
have overlooked some deity, they erected a temple to an unknown god whom
they might inadvertently have neglected.
The pagan religion also taught an utter dependence on fate. Even the
gods were under this dominant force. Fate in the minds of the pagans was
represented by three sisters, the fatal sisters, one who wound the wool on
her distaff, another who spun the thread, and the third who cut the thread.
This thread represented the life of a human being, which was terminated
whenever the last sister used her scissors. All deeds end sorrows in
life were thus determined for each individual whose best policy was one
of acceptance. Aeschylus expresses this philosophy, teaching that humans
should accept what fate in life is sent to them, worrying only about the
things that humans have the power to change, but accepting with resigna-
(1). Ovid, ^letamorphoses . Book IV, Fable VI.
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tion whatever is beyond human povver to influence. When fate sends diffi-
cult tasks, it is the duty of the individual to endure stoically. This
religious belief gave rise to the development of the classic tragedy, for
dramas were first presented as part of the religious festivals. In classic
tragedy the victim is brought to a catastrophe usually through some
fault against the gods, which he may have committed often unintentionally,
or because he was too presumptuous. Prometheus, for example, was brought
to a tragic end because he had befriended man by giving him the weapon of
fire, once only the instrument of the deities.
There is no hint of classic tragedy in Keats's poetry. Instead his
verse has a haunting melancholy which is medieval in tone. Endymion of
Keats is a gentle shepherd, not a great noble figure brought to despair
and disaster. Endymion was not punished for loving a goddess, but won
through to success, winning the reward of deification so that he may be-
come the spouse of the moon goddess. Before the happy ending, however,
Endymion is subject to much mental depression and strife. We do not know
how I^perion would have ended. Yet Hyperion , an epic about the defeated
gods doomed to be supplanted by Jupiter's new hierarchy, was not to be a
tragedy. ^''"^ Instead v/e can safely say that when Apollo won he would have
brought a better order to the world he ruled, A'ith refinement, less
cruelty, and advancement in learning. This is a visionary, ideal ending,
quite unlike the ancient tragedies. Yet Hyperion is not a poem of happi-
ness, for a melancholy atmosphere pervades the poem. One feels sorry for
the defeated Saturn, so weary that it seemed "no force could wake him from
his place". The sculptured figure of the sleeping Saturn, with Thea, his
(1). Oceanus's speech in Hyperion, Eook II, lines 180-?15, indicates this.

wife, lying at his feet where "her falling hair might be outspread, A
soft silken mat for Saturn's feet", is an image to awaken sympathy. This
is indeed a picture of "Sorrow more beautiful than Beauty's self".
Classic tragedy is stern, cruel, stoic; Keats 's melancholy is soft, kind,
submissively pathetic.
The great odes are filled with this sense of sadness, tinged with
regret. The beautiful, but sad, voice of the nightingale can by its
melodious beauty charm the listener, and for a moment only steal away
from the heart the sad realities of life. Ke must again return to earth
and its trials after the momentary flight into the wood and into the past
carried on the wings of the nightingale's melodious song. Beauty brings
a temporary relief only. Ode on Melancholy
, the very name sets the tone
of sadness. Here the idea that forgetfulness cannot ease the mind of
sorrow is developed. Earth's beauties may help for a time, but Joy,
"whose hand is ever at Beauty's lips, bidding adieu, and aching Pleasure
nigh, Turning to Poison while the bee-mouth Eips",^^^is soon lost in pain
and sorrow. The Ode on a Grecian Urn is a delineation of the idea of sad-
ness in the world, where beauty and joy must fade. Psyche, the lonely one,
is primarily a figure to capture sympathy for her. All these lovely odes
are permeated with a haunting melody of sorrow, and are quite unlike the
note of bitter endurance which is found in classic literature.
Lamia , too, although it has an unhappy ending, is not a tragedy from
the classic point of view. In the first place Lamia is not a tragic
figure. She was not a great one brought to catastrophe. Secondly, there
(1). Keats's letter to George, March 13, 1819. "While we t>re laughing, theseed of some trouble is put into the wide arable land of events."

is no cruelty involved in the poem. Lamia and her lover die; they are
brought to ruin, but the cause of this ruin in one of the weak spots in
the poem. If sensuous love, which Lamia seems to represent, was an evil
thing, and she was destroyed by the intellectual scrutiny of the scholar
Apollonius, why did her lover die too? If, on the ether hand, there is a
place for physical love in the world, and Apollonius represented an evil
force in his ascetic devotion to science, why did he have the power to
kill both Lamia, the lovely, and her lover who had succumbed to her
charm? The poem loses its tragic force because its denouement is not
clearly portrayed. The poem represents the struggle between physical
love and beauty and intellectual pursuits; but there is no solution
offered. Perhaps Keats intended none; merely portraying with his usual
giraphic imagery the abstract idea that the world is a place of conflict
between idealism and actuality, between dreams and reality. This does
not make tragedy, hov/ever. In fact it is aesthetically unsatisfying to
leave a poem with undetermined conclusions. Lamia also is pervaded with
that same haunting melancholy previously explained. Lamia *as a sad
figure, even as a serpent, with her melancholy, haunting eyes, and her
soft woman's voice. She is also the object of our sympathies as she
moves about with assiduous care among the banquet tables, supervising
the preparations for the fatal festival which she knows is to bring her
doom, for "do not all charms fly At the mere touch of cold philosophy?"
Keats here uses the word philosophy, but later designates Appolonius as
a sophist, a thinker using specious or fallacious reasoning. Lamia is
then not only a pleasing figure of tenderness and affection, but the
means of her destruction is not mad© clear. Was she destroyed by reason
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or by false reason? This still further weakens the force of the would-be
tragic ending of the poem. Lamia leaves a sense of pervading sadness and
regret, but it is not classic trag«dy.
An analysis of Keats 'e imaginative genius reveals that he transformed
the legends of old Greece and Rome which he selected as his basic material.
Keats 's poems are original in content, interpretation, and imaginative
scope. No one who reads Keats thoughtfully can ixiake the mistake of calling
his poems "mere pretty pieces of paganism" . ^ In fact they are not pagan
at all except in the initial imagery. Keats 's figures of ancient Greece
are living, breathing creations, with color, character, emotion. Their
exploits are told in a manner to appeal to every sense of the reader, his
sense of vision, hearing, taste, smell, and feeling. They are embued with
a haunting sadness. There is nothing of classic tragedy in Keats'
s
poems; nothing exciting terror because of dreadful deeds of blood or
Vxorror; Keats 's verse has a mellow sadness, pensive, beautiful, dreamily
subdued. It is as if the breath of romance and magic, infused into the
olden tales by Keats, h-ad softened their crudeness with living, colorful
beauty. The woof thread of medieval romance has been woven across the
warp of classic myth to create new beauty, deeper emotion, and fuller
meaning. A medieval tapestry, warm and rich with color and sympathy,
has been flung across the pristine marbles of the ancient world. In
almost all of Keats 's great compositions the threads of medieval romance
and classic lore are intertwined, contrasting sharply with one another,
but weaving a rich pattern of beauty and thought.
(1). Wordsworth*s comment *hen Keats read his Hymn to Fan aloud.
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CHRONOLOGICAL CHART OF KEATS 'S CO:\^FOSITIONS
(1816-1819)
WITH CLASSICAL BACKGROUNDS OR THEMES.
1816 March
Spring - early
Suffiiner
October
December
Sennet on Leander
I Stood on Tiptoe (begun)
Sonnet on Chapman* s Homer
I Stood on Tiptoe (finished)
1817 February
March
May
June - August
September - October
November
Sonnet Addressed to Haydon
Sonnet on Elgin Marbles
Poans published
Endymicn Part I
Endymion Part II
Endymion Part III
Endymion Part IV
1818 May
June - August
August - December
1819 January - October
April - May
July - August
August - December
Sept ember
Ode to Mala
Scottish Tour
Hyperion (begun)
Hyperion (Continued work)
The great odes
Ode to Psyche
Ode on a Grecian Urn
Ode to a Nigjhtingale
Ode on Melancholy
Lamia
Fall of Hyperion
Ode to Autumn
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CHAPTER VII
Brief Critiques of Keats *s Poems under the Classical Influence .
Keats 's use of classic myth can best be understood by individual
studies cf the poems which he has written under this influence. It will
be clearly seen how Keats's genius quite transformed these myths, creating
original poems, merely based upon the classic material. Often these
poems will reveal traces of his love of medieval romance. This is found
primarily in the subtle atmosphere of these poems as well as in direct
reference to some element of medieval influence.
On an Engraved Gem of Leander
This was the earliest of Keats's poems based on a classic myth.
This sonnet was inspired by a paste gem, bearing the image of Leander
swimming across the Hellespont. According to the legend Leander was in
love with Hero. Every night he used to swim across the dangerous strait
to visit her in her lonely tower. Leander 7/as always guided by the light
shining from her -window. One stormy night Leander was lost in the angry
sea, for the storm had extinguished the light. The next morning Hero
found his body washed up on the shore and in grief threw herself from
the tower.
The octave of the sonnet is rather weak giving an irrevelant
pic-
ture of gentle ladies with eighteenth century sensibilities.
The sestet
contains concise imagery. In the phrase "toiling to his
death" Keats
recalls the whole story of the myth. "Dead-heavy" is an
excellent choice
of word, emphasizing the weight of a weary swimmer's
limbs and pro-
phetic of his fate.
Oji ajL Engraved Gem oX Leander an early
example of Keats's being

j.nspired by a scene he saw engraved, on this occasion on a trinket.
This is net an important sonnet, but shows Keats 's early interest in
classic myth and gives evidence of his ability to create phrases of
imaginative concentration.
Hymn to Apollo
This verse is a sort of apology written by Keats in 1816 as a
whimsical palliation to the inspirer of poets, Apollo, for the foolish
episode about Hunt's and Keats 's crowning themselves with laurel v/reaths
and vying with each other to see who could <vrite the best composition
within a given time. They wore the wreaths of laurel as a symbol of
Apollo's aid. Two ladies came to call at this inopportune moment. Hunt
removed his crown, but Keats stubbornly retained his. To commemorate
this episode Keats wrote two sonnets. On Receiving a Laurel Crown from
Leifih Hunt and To the Ladies Who Saw Me Crowned . They are of interest
because they show Keats 's ability to write light verse as well as his
well-known ability to write significant odes and highly philosophical
verse.
The Hymn to Apollo contains many apostrophes to the god of litera-
ture. There are many bombastic phrases, in which he speaks of himself
as a "worm" and a "mad man" to have dared to wear Apollo's crown. The
poem ends asking how it happened that this deity had spared his life aft
such a sacrilege, still allowing Keats to stoop in reverence to the god
of poetry. This close recalls the favorite custom of the old Grecian
gods to destroy in vengeance any human who dared to presume too high in
emulation of the gods, or who failed to ^ive proper observance to some
religious ceremony.
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The poem is not important, but it shows Keats 's feeling toward some
of the extravagant ideas of Leigh Hunt, whose friendship brought Keats
into unfavorable comment from the current reviewers, and whose ornate
style for a time colored Keats *s own writing until he threw off this
influence and developed his own style of writing.
On Seeing the Elgin Marbles for the First Time
In March 1817, Keats wrote two sonnets on the Elgin Marbles. One
is entitled To Haydon , the other is called On Seeing the Elgin Marbles
for the First Time . These sonnets show how deeply and how early Keats
was affected by these sculptures from the Parthenon at Greece. They also
show how long the image of these marbles lay in Keats' s mind until they
found ideal expression in the famous Ode on a Grecian Urn . These sonnets
express the same idea that is developed so much more effectively in the
later beautiful ode. The lines using the eagle figure in the light of his
early death have a strangely prophetic ring.
"Each imagined pinnacle and steep
Of godlike hardship tells me I must die
Like a sick eagle looking at the sky."
Keats tries to express his feelings as he looks upon these gran-
deurs from the ancient world whose stories had interested him from child-
hood. Keats says that he feels dizzy as he contemplates these evidences
of a long-lost civilization. He also feels the sorrow of the wasting ef-
fect of time upon objects of beauty such as these. Are these not the
identical thoughts on the Ode on a Grecian Urn , but expressed so much more
artistically two years later! In this early sonnet we find a linking of
an abstract idea with a viece of sculptured art. Keats says that he ex-
periences the same awe in looking at these marbles as he would feel if he
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could contemplate the glories and power of the "keeper of the winas", or
the "sender of each new morning" to the world. This is a beginning of the
touch of mystery in creation which Keats incorporated into his pagan hymn
to Pan in Endymion .
These early sonnets reveal the awakening of the mind of a poetic
genius. They show how ideas, sometimes half-formed ones, crowd the in-
tuitive mind of the artist, where they lie gathering force and power for
months and even years to find later expression in concentrated, artistic
verse after the power of expression has been developed by training and
experiment*
Endymion
In Endymion Keats has made a long, rambling poem out of a Greek myth
that was really very little known in Greek literature. There are only
vague references to the myth found in the writings of ancient Greece and
Rome. It is believed that Keats used the tale as it had been handed down
in legendary form during the middle ages. Keats 's poem has many close
parallels with the same myth as it was used in two poems by Michiael
Drayton. The references in classic myth merely tell that the moon
goddess made amorous visits to a young shepherd boy who admired the moon
during his nightly vigils over his flock.
Keats embroidered this story, making it into four long, complicated
books, written in heroic couplets. Keats adds long descriptive passages
of nature, which are imagined views of English landscapes. He includes
long conversations, first with Endymion* s sister, Peona, and later with
Glaucus and the Indian maid. The conversations are highly affected and
(1). See the accoiripanying chart showing the resemblances between
Keats 's and Drayton's poems.
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•usually analytical of emotions. Keats also included a journey of Endy-
mion on Jove's eagle to the beautiful valley where Endymion enjoyed sen-
suous beauty. He also added a long journey through the underv/crld.
This gave Keats an opportunity for descriptions of the cool, undersea
caverns, the strange temple of Diana, the remains of wrecks and skeletons
of men. In addition Keats incorporated into his poem philosophical passa-
ges concerning the nearness of sorrow and pain to love and happiness, the
gradations of happiness in this world, the ennobling effect of humanitarian
interests, the evil practices of tyrants, and the development of poetry
from the days of Greece to the late flowering of this art in England.
Keats also treats of the beautiful aspects of sorrow, the life of a
dreamer as opposed to that of a realist, the place of the poet in a mate-
rial iworld, and the concept that by means of love the soul is led to rea-
lize ideal beauty and universal love^— the highest attainment of the soul.
None of these ideas was in the original myth, which Keats has used merely
as a concrete means of weaving together his abstract thoughts. Keats
also used other myths in this story which he developed at great length.
These were the stories of Venus and Adonis, the story of Arethusa, the
story of Glaucus, and the religious observances of Pan and Bacchus. Keats
in Endymion has brought together several stories of ancient Greece. He
has woven them into a long complicated poem which expresses his concepts
of life and its meaning.
Endymion , unliko the standards of classic literature, is a very com-
plicated and difficult poem. To discover the thought of this poem re-
quires intensive and concentreted reading and rereading. The asides in
the poem divert the reader from the central theme and require constant
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reference to the invocations at the beginning of each book as well as
frequent rethinking concerning the main purpose of the poem.
There are vivid bits of sculptured art in Endymion . One of these is
the picture of cupids who surround the sleeping Adonis who is abcut to be
awakened from his winter's rest by Venus. At her summons, "the cupids
stirred, rubbing their sleepy eyes with lazy wrists, and doubling overhead
their little fists in backward yawns". This is a lovely figure, and true
to life. Who has not seen a sleeping child awaken in just this mannerl
Here Keats has made the sculptured symbols of love into chubby, sleepy,
little boys. The picture of Venus' s car borne by white doves and rising
to the heavens with Venus and her awakened love, Adonis, is a vivid
memorable view of a legend of antiquity.
The figures on Glaucus's robe are reminiscent of sculptured friezes.
Keats seems to be picturing the whole story of Neptune's kingdom, *ith its
whales, fish, and undersea life of all types. Neptune surrounded by his
sea nymphs in "beauteus vassalage" would be the central panel figure, as
he sat with his wand beside him and his book lying idle in his lap. The
less important figures would occupy the panels stretching out on either
side. Keats calls them figures on the robe, but they are more sculptured
images than those woven or embroidered on cloth.
The figures of Circe's victims are quite true to classic myth. The
witch stands over them gloating over their sufferings with her gnarled
stick held aloft. According to Ovid her victims were changed to swine,
but Keats has used various deformed figures, including animals of various
types as v-ell as snakes. Usually Keats softens his pictures taken from
classic myth, but here he merely depicts a cruel and vivid scene.
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Another picture recreating the world of classic myth is that of
Cybele, the mother of the earth, in her somber chariot, drawn by four
maned lions,
"Their surly eyes brow-hidden, heavy paws
Uplifted drowsily, and nervy tails
Cowering their tawny brushes. Silent sails
This shadowy queen athwart, and faints away
In another gloomy arch".
This is again a figure that might be depicted on a Grecian frieze; the
goddess is riding in her slowly moving chariot, drav/n by lions. Notice
how Keats gives life to the sculptured image; the lines containing
"surly eyes", "paws uplifted", and "nervy tails", suggest sullenness, re-
sentfulness, and anger rising to the breaking point.
The recreating of the ceremony of the festival of Pan is one of the
best evidences of Keats's genius. It has been suggested that Keats^^^saw
a picture v/hich he used to recreate this scene. The passage, however, is
very similar to the passages in Ovid which describe sacrificial cere-
monies. Probably it is the result of Keats's remembering passages he
had read and fusing them with pictures he had seen. Keats describes the
temple of Pan on a mountain top. The priest is waiting to receive the
sacrificial offerings. There are groups of children with flower garlands,
dancing maidens, and the sound of faintly heard music. Against this scene,
as a sort of undertone, is heard the echo of the distant lonely sea, as
it surges against the shore. The priest heaped the altar high with teem-
ing sweets and enkindled the sacred fire upon which he poured wine and
(1). The picture is A Sacrifice to Apollo, by Claude, explained by
Sidney Colvin, in John Keats , Chapter VIII, Ricb Correspondence.
(2). Books III, IV, IX of Ovid give details of religious ceremonies.
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frankincense, Keats gives a sensuous touch to the pictured sacrifice by
appealing to the sense of hearing and of smell. The reader in imagination
breathes the fragrant odors which would be intensified on the outdoor
mountain side, so close to the sea. The P^rmn to Fan is one of the lovely
bits in the poem, recreating in verse a pagan festival, endowed with
sensuous appeal.
In the Hymn of Sorrow
,
sung by the Indian Maid, with whom Endymion
falls in love, another graphic picture of classic myth is given. The god,
Bacchus, standing in has chariot, is playing idly with an ivy-dart, while
streams of red wine encrimson his plump arms and shoulders. Behind him,
in the screaming route of Bacchanalian followers, almost frenzied from
their wine and riotous ceremonies, rides old, wrinkled Silenus on his ass.
He is tipsily drinking and is being pelted with flowers as he rides along.
Along the route are unholy satyrs, evil demigods of the forest, wicked,
wanton creatures with tails and ears of horses. Also in the throng are
found tigers, leopards, and elephants from Asia, as well as zebras and
crocodiles, with laughing boys upon their backs. A similar scene on
vases and on the lid of a sarcophagus is pictured in Sidney Colvin*s
book on Keats. Probably these actual scenes on art objects plus reading
in Ovid ^"^^ enabled Keats to create this remarkable pagan scene in musical
verse. These are sculptured figures in verse. There is action and un-
restrained joy conveyed by Keats 'b description. It is vivid and de-
tailed. Notice "scaly backs of web-footed alligators", "striped zebras",
and "vine-wreathed crowns". It is marble picture work, however, because
(1). Ovid, Metamorphoses , Book IV, Fable I, contains similar pictures
of Silenus and Bacchus.
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there is very little color in the descriptions. They are stone figures
caught in the moment of their unholy ecstasy. The only colors used by
Keats, who loved color so much, are crimson for the wine, and yellow for
the stubble fields. The scene recalls the horrors of the Bacchanial
ceremonies, when women became so excited by the unholy rites that, aroused
to frenzy, they could by frantic impulse tear to pieces any one who op-
posed them, Ovid^"^^tell8 of Orpheus, who opposed the mad revels of such
worshippers, being torn to pieces by the crazed women. His own mother was
the first to wound her son.
Keats thus early in his poetic career evidenced the ability to re-
awaken fragmentary knowledge of the ancient days of Greece and to endow
it with new life and vitality. The mention of Endymion cannot fail, in
spite of its many defects, to recall Grecian temples with ardent wor-
shippers, old Bacchus and his boisterous route, lovely Adonis — waked
to life by Venus, or lonely Arethusa — the nymph who became an under-
ground spring which came to the surface in Sicily, still pursued by her
lover. They are sculptured figures primarily, but waked to life usually
by the subtle use of action verbs suggesting arrested movement at a high
peak of emotional intensity.
li^U iTPion is not classic in treatment or idea. There is no brevity,
simplicity, or restraint. Endymion is a creature of emotion. Much of
the poem is an analysis of his feelings — emotional depressions and
elations. Endymion, in addition, is really effeminate in many respects,
not a vigorous Grecian shepherd. Endymion wept when he saw Glaucus.
(1). Ovid, Metamorphoses , Book XI, Fable I.
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Again Endymion cries, "Ah, my sigh, ay tears, my clenched hands". This
sounds like a spoiled and thwarted woman, not like a Grecian hero. In
retelling the myths Keats has softened them. There is nothing, for
instance, of the horrible cruelty of the Bacchanalian ceremonies. His
are romanticised pictures of the ancient world with the cruelties and
injustices eradicated. In the tale of Venus and Adonis Keats omits the
vengeance side of Venus as told by Ovid.^*'-) Venus punished Hippomenes,
who loved Atalanta and won her through Venus 's aid, for she gave him the
golden apples which enabled him to beat Atalanta in the race. Hippo-
menes failed to express his gratitude to Venus, »ffhereupon the goddess
roused his passions to such an extent that he defiled the shrine of
Cybele making love to Atalanta at the very steps of Cybele's altar. To
punish them they were treuasferred into lions who must drag the chariot
of the mother of earth, Cybele. How transformed this once loving
couple were! "Their looks have anger in themj instead of words, they
utter growls; instead of chambers they haunt the woods; and dreadful to
(2)
others, as lions, they champ the bits of Cybele with subdued jaws."
This is quite a different picture of the lovely Venus v/ho sent sleeping
cupids to minister to her beloved Adonis as he slept and awaited each
year the awakening kiss of Venus. Keats 's Venus is loving, kind, sympathe^
tic; in antiquity she was a vengeful goddess making a stern example of
the ungrateful Hippomenes. "Was I not, Adonis", she said, "deserving
that he should return thanks to me, and the tribute of frankincense?
In his ingratitude, he gave me neither thanks nor frankincense. I was
(1) . Ovid, Metamorphoses
. Book X, Fable VI
(2) . Ovid, Metamorphoses , Book X, Fable VI
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provoked at being slighted, and I provided by making an example of him
that I should not be despised in future times, and aroused myself
against them". The goddess of love in Grecian myth could be a goddess
of revenge and bitterness.
Endyraion, as Keats portrayed him, was a changing character. He is
transformed by love and sorrow until he is made worthy of union with the
moon goddess, the symbol of ideal beauty. This is not a pagan character-
ization. Most of the characters in ancient mythology were static, usually
with evil and cruel propensities. Endymion's transformation was caused
by his pity for Glaucus and his plight. Glaucus was delivered from his
punishment because he experienced pity for the ship-wrecked sailors,
whom he could not assist. The idea of pity and love for one's fellow men
is Christian. Here Keats reminds one of Coleridge in the Ancient Iferiner,
for the mariner was released from part of his distress when he experienced
pity for the water snakes. This is consistent with the humanitarian sen-
timents of Keats *s age, but not pagan.
Regarding the lack of restraint in this poem, the love scenes are
awkwardly presented. The reader is inclined to smile, rather than to
feel intense emotion. "I'll kissing snatch thee into endless heaven",
"Why not for ever and for ever feel that breath about my eyes?", "Those
lips, slippery blisses", "twinkling eyes", "And by these tenderest,
milky sovereignties", are but a few of the unfortunate phrases with which
the love scenes abound. Against these in contrast the love scenes of
Lamia shine as examples of intensity, controlled and refined.
Endymion is also non-pagan in the interpretation of fate. Endymion
was an individualist. He was master of his own destiny, making himself
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worthy of the reception of ideal beauty. Keats wrote "Aye, above the
withering of old-lipped Fate, A thousand Powers keep religious state.
In water, fiery realm, and airy bourne. Yet few of these far majesties,
ah, few: Have bared their operations to this globe." This implies that
the gods are above fate. This is a modern interpretation, not that of
mythology. Juno vms fated to endure jealousy because of the many amours
of her husband. Pan was not fated to receive the nymph Syrinx. Free
will is a Christian belief.
There are other thoughts scattered throughout the poem that are
Christian and idealistic, not pagan and crude. For example, "Grief
itself embalms", "Love has the power to make men immortal", "Pleasure
is often a visitant; but pain clings cruelly to us", are but a few of
these thoughts. They were the result of Keats 's meditation; they are not
concepts based on fear of an all-powerful and vengeful group of deities,
but an inquiry into the reason why a loving God should send pain and
sorrow to the world.
Keats 's moon goddess, Cynthia, is quite different from the concept
of the ancients concerning Diana, the goddess of the moon. Diana was a
huntress, who exulted in her prowess in killing wild animals and in her
strength and endurance in the race. She was a chaste goddess who desired
no intercourse with man, or male gods. She was also cruel. Ovid^^^tells
a fable about Diana and her brother Apollo, who cruelly avenged Niobe for
her slights against their mother, Latona. Niobe had boastfully compared
her fourteen children with Latona* s two children. As punishment Diana
and Apollo killed Niobe' s seven sons before her very eyes. Niobe in anger
(1). Ovid, IJetamorphoses , Book VI, Fable II

•and distress cried, "Glut thyself, cruel Latona, with my sorrow; glut
thyself and satiate thy breast with my mourning; satiate, too, thy
relentless heart with seven deaths. I have received my death-blow,
exult and triumph, my victorious enemy. But why victorious? More re-
mains to me, in my misery, than to thee, in thy happiness. Even after so
many deaths, I am the conqueror". Niobe was thinking of her seven
daughters who yet remained to comfort her. Her consolation was brief,
however; for immediately Diana and Apollo murdered ruthlessly Niobe *s
remaining children and changed her to stone.
Another example of Diana's cruelty is found in the well-known tale
concerning the youth, Actaeon, ^^^who inadvertently came upon Diana as she
was bathing in a woodland pool. Diana, in rage, threw water in Actaeon*s
face and transformed him into a stag. "Now", she exulted, "tell if thou
canst how I was seen by thee without garments!" Diana, in transforming
Actaeon, added the element of fear. Actaeon ran afrighted through the
woods follo7/ed by a fierce pack of wild animals. His own hunting dogs
entered the chase. The leaders of the hounds reached him first, and they
held him until the rest of the pack came up and fastened their cruel
teeth in his body until there was scarce room for another wound. The
dogs buried their jaws in their master's body, tearing him in pieces.
The rage of the quiver-bearing Diana was not satisfied until his life
was ended by many a wound.
How different this swift, cruel huntress is from the gentle,
loving Cynthia of Keats's poem! '.Vho can imagine the armor-clad Diana
with her sharp javelin, well-stocked quiver, and ready bow, sending in
(1). Ovid, Mets-morrhoses , Book III, Fable III
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pity a ray of moonlight to comfort Endymion with beauty when he was in the
underworldl Diana of antiquity was so chaste (1) that when she discovered
that one of her nymphs had been seduced by Jupiter (who had disguised
himself as Diana) she, in disdain and anger, immediately exiled the nymph,
forbidding her a place among her attendant nymphs. Cruel, self-sufficient
Diana would never have assumed the form of the Indian maiden and made
gentle love to Endymion. In fact, Endymion seems too effeminate ever to
have caught the attention of xhe huntress Diana for one minute. Keats 's
Cynthia is yielding, filled with pity, gentle in her loving, and even
v/istful, especially when she sang the fiym to sorrow. In Endymion the
glossing power of romance and fancy have quite transformed the stern,
avenging Diana of antiquity. It would seem consistent with the charac-
ter of Diana in classic myth that she would have despised any lover who
"knelt adown before her in a blissful swoon" instead of taking him to
the heavens to reign with her. Keats, in making the moon goddess the
symbol of ideal beauty, utterly changed her character as it was revealed
in classic myth.
Endymion is also a graphic witness of the nearness in Keats 's mind
of medieval elements and those of classic mythology, ^here are passages
in Endymion which recall Shakespeare's Midsummer Ni^ht '
s
Dream - "A mad-
pursuing of the fog-born elf. Whose flitting lantern, through rude net-
tle-briar. Cheats us into a swamp, into a fire, Into the bosom of a hated
thing". Is this not the same mischievous elf of fairy land who had power
to deceive poor humans and lead them astray? This is Puck who provoked
Lysander and Demetrius, taunting them on until they dropped with exhaustion
(1).. Ovid, Metamorphoses , Book II, Fable V
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on the green sward. Even the language is similar to tfeat of Shakespeare*
Keats speaks of the butterfly wfcich Endymion followed to the entrance of
the underworld as disappearing "fairy-quick". Endymion also follows a
"fairy" journey - "Upon tois fairy journey on he hastes". As Shakespeare
brought an ass*s head into fairy-land, so Keats has ventured to bring
elves and fairies into a poem based on a classic legend. Endymion is also
a pattern of a medieval lover. He grows pale, he faints, he has no ap-
petite, no relish for the active things of life, such as hunting, or
riding. He desires nothing but to lose himself in indolence and ease,
"his breast of secret grief, here in this bowery nest". This reminds
one of the lover's code of courtly love in the teles of Chaucer. The
moon goddess is faithful to this code, too, for she must be pursued in
vain before she can with honor yield to her lover.
The vision motif used in Endymion is also a trick taken from
medieval story telling. How often the tales of Chaucer are grouped
about a dreeml In Endymion Keats used three dreams, one a dream v;ithin a
dream, in order to give his fancy free rein and to spin out his story.
Here too, as in other medieval tales, there is a connection between the
dream and reality, for as Endymion drea/ns of the moon goddess, she later
turns into a real love experience for Endymion.
There are other reminders of Chaucer in this tale. References are
made to the story of Troilus and Cressida. Keats also compares his
poetry with Chaucer's.
"Yet in our very souls, we feel amain
The close of Troilus and Cressida sweet."
"I may dare, in wayfaring
To stammer *here old Chaucer used to sing".
The flight of Endymion on the eagle recalls the similar flight of Chaucer
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in his House of Fame
,
although Keats 's eagle is net so knowing a bird.
There are references to medieval ladies noted for their tragic love -
Juliet and Imogene.
In atmosphere and feeling, too, the poem Sndymion reminds one of
medieval romance. There is a sense of enchantment in the pov.er of love
to make an individual worthy of high aesthetic experience. There was
magic in Peona's music, for "Surely seme influence rare Went, spiritual,
through the damsel's hand". As Endymion was wandering about in the
underv;orld, he heard strange music in the air which charmed away all
thoughts but those of love.
"Ah what is it sings
His dream away? What melodies are these?
They sound as through the whispering of trees.
Not native in such barren vaults".
This strange melody, net belonging there, reminds one of Glendower,
the Welshman, Aho could call forth mysterious music at will. Trjis seems
Celtic, medieval music - mysterious, strange, subtly enclianting.
In the famous I^mn to Pan a sense of mystery is found that w&s quite
lacking in the beliefs of the original worshippers of this god of the
forests and of shepherds. Fan is invoked by Keats as the unseen influence
behind the blooming flov/ers, the ripening fruit, and the mellowing har-
vest. Pan has the power to keep away miloewing disease, blighting storms,
or withering heat. He is also the symbol of the mystery that beats be-
hind all life. "He is the dread opener of the mysterious doors, Leading
to universal knowledge". He is a "symbol of immensity, A firmament re-
flected in a sea". There is an awe in this mystery of life which no man
can understand. Keats has incorporated a sense of wonder into his poem.
This is a modern questioning of why such things should be, and a sense of

wonder which dominated the religious beliefs of the Middle Ages. This
feeling of wonder and mystery is net classical, but an outgrowth of the
mysterious symbolism of the old faith as practiced by the fervent wor-
shippers of the medieval period. During this era religion was intense
and fervent and was based upon mystery and awe, which emphasized the
mystery of God's creative power and which was felt throbbing behind all
life. At times this belief led to superstitions and even to fraud, but
the belief and basic faith was felt by all the devout. Here in a pagan
hjrmn Keats is expressing this mystery of religion which teaches respect
for human life and reverence for the beauties of the earth, which God has
created as a tangible proof of his power, which is felt as a mysterious
influence behind all created life, but incomprehensible to the mind of
man. The feeling of tJrds hymn is certainly not mere pagan rejoicing in
the beauties of nature, but a delineation of the sense of wonder and
reverence for the power of creation.
Endymion is an uneven poem, full of long, rambling images and un-
natural conversations, and often weak or poorly expressed verse. Yet
there are golden kernels of pure beauty which make the study of Endymion
worth while. There is pure gold which is worth the seeking. Endymion is
a complex poem, which cannot be understood or its beauties appreciated,
by one reading. It is a poem to return to often, for new concepts, or to
discover musical bits of beauty which are being constantly unfolded to the
earnest student. The poem is also interesting because it shows the budding
genius of Keats, his earnestness, and his depth of imagination. A compa-
rison of Endymion with Keats 's later works shows what discipline end expe-
rience can do for the man of genius in enlarging his imaginative pov-ers
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and developing artistry of expression.
Endymion is a poem based on classic myth, Dut it is myth softened
and enhanced by a romantic interpretation. The poem also contains many
elements of medieval literature, which dwelt side by side with classic
lore in the fertile mind of Keats. The medieval influence does not spoil
the unity of the poem, but emphasizes its sense of mystery. Endymion is
mere than a mere love poem, it is the abstract idea of seeking ideal
beauty in the world, expressed in concrete fifc,ures culled from a roman-
ticised antiquity.
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Drayton's "Endimion £.nd Phoebe "
1. Begins with a long, colorful description of Mt. Latmos.
2. Endimion was a shepherd of flocks.
3. Endimion consecrated his life to the moon goddess.
4. Gk)ddess appeared to him in disguise and returned his love.
5. Goddess fed his flocks with him and had him crowned king
of shepherds.
6. Goddess tempted Endimion in the form of a wood nymph.
7. Endimxon remains true to his moon goddess to whom he has
dedicated his life.
8. The nymph departed, leaving Endimion pining for her love, which
he had refused.
9. Endimion at night still thinking of the nymph looks up to the moon.
10. At dawn the moon goddess, Phoebe, fors&kes the heavens and visits
Endimion, winning the disfavor of the other gods and goddesses.
11. Moon goddess kisses Endimion, who awakes recognizing the nymph.
12. Endimion tells her of his love.
13. In true courtly love pattern, moon refuses and makes Endimion woo
her still further.
14. Moon goddess reveals her identity to Endimion.
15. Moon goddess assumes her heavenly form, and wraps Endimion in a
fiery mantle.
16. Moon goddess takes Endimion to the sky where he is told the
secrets of the universe.
17. All the gods and goddesses attend a wedding festival for Endinaon
and the moon goddess.
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Drayton'
s
"Man in the Moon"
1. Similar story to the Endimion and Phoebe poem.
2. Includes a picture of the annual feast in honor of Pan.
3« Shepherds sitting around together after the feast tell stories.
4. One tells the story of Phoebe and Endimion.
5. Every month the moon goddess, not disguised, visited a young
astronomer who was interested in studying the moon.
6. Moon goddess wore a robe with various scenes depxcted upon it.
?• All the gods and goddesses were displeased at her visits to
a mortal.
8. Moon goddess tells Endimion of the composition of the moon and
its effect upon the universe.
9» The astronomer falls in love with the moon goddess.
10. The astronomer follows the moon goddess through the regions
of the world where she ruled.
11. Poem ends as the astronomer enters the chariot of the moon goddess
and is driven to the sky where he obtained a knowledge of astronomy.
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Similarities between Keats *s Endymion and Drayton's Poems.
1. The moon goddess represented ideal beauty in Keats, universal
knowledge in Drayton.
2. In both Keats's and Drayton's poems Endymion followed the moon
goddess in journeys through various realms of the earth. Keats
added xhe undersea journey to his.
3. In both Keats's and in Drayton's poems there are long detailed
descriptions of Mt. Lamos.
4. There is a feast of Pan in both authori* poems.
5. Both authors' poems end with wedding feasts for the moon goddess
and xhe shepherd.
6. In Keats's poem and in one of Drayton's poems the moon disguises
herself and tries to tempt xhe shepherd to be unfaithful to herself.
7. In both poems there are flights through the air.
8. In both Keats's and Drayton's poems xhere is the device of a pic-
torial robe. Drayton used one for the moon goddess in one of his
poems. Keats used one for Glaucus.
Other Authors Using the Endymion Theme.
1. Lyly wrote a play called Endymion , in which the moon was named
Cynthia.
2. Sappho, the Greek writer, is believed to have written a poem about
this myth, which has been lost.
3. Lucian, Ovid, and Cicero made allusions to this myth.
4. There are allusions to the myth in English literature during the
Renaissance.
Spenser's Epithalamion .
"Tho is the same which in my window peepes?
Or whose is that faire face that shines so bright?
Is it not Cinthia, she that never sleeps.
But walkes about high heaven all the night?"
"For thou liKev/ise didst love, though now unthought.
And for a fleece of woll, which privily
The Latmian shephard once unto thee brought.
His pleasures v/ith thee wrought." (Lines 371-380)

Marlowe's Hero and Leander
"Nor that night-wande ri
, pale, and watery star
(when yawning dragons draw her thirling car
From Latmus * mount up to the gloomy sky,
T/here, crowned v/ith blazing light and majesty,
She proudly sits) more over- rules the flood
Than she the hearts of those that near her stood."
(Lines 108-111)
Shakespeare's IJIerchant of Venice
"Peace, hoi the moon sleeps with Endymion
And would not be awak'd".
(Act V, Scene I, Lines 108-109)
Lyly, Drayton, and Keats are xhe only authors who develop the myth at
length.
This study is offered in an attempt to prove that a medieval
source must have been available of this myth, and that it was through
this intermediate source that the myth came to Keats, not from classic
mythology. This myth was merely mentioned by the classic writers, yet
it was known to writers of the Renaissance period.
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Ode to Maia
The Fragment of an Ode to Maia, written on Ma^ Day, 1818 , is an un-
finished ode of only fourteen lines. Tnis is an ode dedicated to the
mother of Hermes. She was a goddess admitted into the fold of the Roman
deities very late in the history of Rome. This ode is called the most
Grecian of all the things that Keats wrote. This is because it is very
sober in its manner, simple in its verse, and restrained in its tone.
In this fragment Keats invokes the goddess, calling her the mother of
Hermes, and asks for the privilege of singing a verse in her honor.
He looks backward with respect to the Greek poets, who "left great verse
unto a little clan", and asks for their old strength to help him with
his verse in Maia's honor.
There is a feeling of calm and serenity in this portion of a poem,
seldom found in Keats. Here we do not see Keats striving after fame, or
trying to express himself in impassioned verse. Instead he says he would
be content if his verse "should die away. Rich in the simple worship of a
day". J^eats was usually a striver after the unattainable. Here is a new
mood, one of peace and contentment.
The tone of the invocation is solemnity and dignity. There is a hint
of the romanticist Keats in the sensuous touches, evoked by iJaia's "quiet
smiles", "the primroses", and the "pleasant sward of Greece". This is an
idealized interpretation which Keats always seems to convey when he touches
the lands of ancient Greece and Rome. They become the lands of Arcadia,
a sort of Elysian Field on earth.
Very little is known about uhis goddess, who was the mother of Herraes.
She was one of the daughters of Atlas, the giant transformed into a mountain

and whose shoulders were used to hold up the heavens. She and her sisters
with the exception of Merope who loved a mortal and was thereupon pun-
ished by exclusion, were made into a group of stars called tne Pleiades.
She was adopted as one of the Roman deities and sacrifices were offered
to her on the first of May, the month named in her honor.
It is intriguing to speculate concerning wliat Keats would have done
with this ode if he had finished it, for he would have had to supply the
details omitted by the tales of antiquity* It was the same sort of task
that he attempted in Hyperion . Would Keats have been able to maintain
this note of classic simplicity and restraint? Would the final stanza
have emphasized the same atmosphere of quiet contentment set by the
opening lines? How regrettable that the genius of Keats had to be sac-
rificed before it had burnt itself out I The unfinished fragments cer-
tainly "tease the reader into thought"^ ^^accompanied with regret.
Hyperion
Hyperion had long been contemplated in the mind of Keats. It ^as to
be his great epic, depicting the replacement of the old ruling gods of
Greece by a newer dynasty, the Olympian deities. This v/ould have been a
tremendous task, for there is little information about these older deities
Uranus, Gaea, Cronus, and Rhea, to be found in Greek literature. Keats
would have had to supply the details of the struggle between the Titans
and the Olympians.
F^perion is classic in its construction and sober in its tone. The
words of solemnity describing gods in despair were selected carefully to
(1). Ode on a Grecian Urn , by John Keats.
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haraonize .vith the feelings and actions of deities. The poem opens in
what is often teraed the fifth-act manner, that is xhe climax is given
first and explanations follow. Cronus, or Saturn as Keats called him,
has just been defeated and is resting exhausted in a shady vale. Hype-
rion is the only god who remains undefeated and in possession of his
castle. As xhe poem progressed, Keats would have to explain the pre-
ceding events ^/hich had caused Cronus 's defeat and his present despair.
This style of writing follows the form used by the classic writers, and
led to the formation of the theory concerning the unities, which v<ere so
rigidly followed by the later classicists.
Hyperion goes to comfort Saturn and to rouse him to maxe one mere
effort to combat the newer Olympians. The council of the deposed gods
reminds one of liilton. The deities discuss their policies and attempt
to rally their forces in an effort tc regain their lest power. The ap-
peasing answer of Oceanus, who had never joined in the war against the
Olympians, gives Keats an opportunity to explain the central theme of
his epic - that all must submit to universal change, which brings pro-
gress to the w'orld. The new deities were mere cultured, bringing art and
literature to the world they were to rule.
"We fall by course of Nature's law, nor force
Of thunder, or of Jove."
"One avenue was shaded from thine eyes.
Through which I wandered to eternal truth."
"To envisage circumstance, all calm.
That is the top of sovereignty."
"So on our heels a fresh perfection treads.
A power more strong in beauty, born of us
And fated to excel, as we pass
In glory tliat old Darkness; nor are we
Thereby more conquer 'd than by us the rule
Of shapeless Chaos."

These verses taken from Oceanus's speech give the clue to the under-
standing of The poem. The rule of Uranus end Gaea was a better one than
when chaos existed and ^he world was a shapeless mass; just so the new
Olympians would bring a better age to the world they ruled. Keats applies
this theory to all life, saying that each age brings a new progress to the
world. The phrases, "a fresh perfection" and "a power more strong in
beauty" are significant. Apollo, the god of youth, beauty, poetjry, music,
and medicine, would replace I^perion. He would bring culture and learn-
ing to Greece. Apollo, the hero of the epic, does not appear until Book
Three, which remains unfinished. He is young, however, and must first be
made worthy to assume I^perion's power.
The tone of Book III changes abruptly. Here there are no somber
valleys and sorrowing deities. Instead a rich pastoral setting is pro-
vided, reminding one of Lndymion . The language is effuse snd lusciously
rich. Keats speaks of "ankle-deep lilies of the vale". Here in idyllic
setting are heard the nightingale, the thrush, and the murmurous sound of
distant waves. Mnemosyne, the mother of the muses, visits Apollo in this
lush grove to show "thy heart's secret to an ancient Power who has for-
saken old and sacred thrones, for the sake of loveliness new born". Here
the mother of the muses is telling Apollo of his high destiny.
Apollo remonstrates with Mnemosyne, telling her that he hasn't
enough knowledge to enable him to rule. Apollo reminds one of Keats him-
self who was always concerned over his own lack of knowledge^ ^^and spent
sometimes seven hours a day in study. The fragment ends with the physical
convulsion which was to endow Apollo with celestial deity. Apollo was
CI). Letter to John Taylor, April 24, 1818.
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thus through sorrow to be made worthy to rule.
Keats said that he abandoned this poem because it had too many
Miltonic inversions. Hyperion does remind one of IJilton both in the style
of verse and in theme. In Paradise Lost the poem begins with the expul-
sion of Lucifer. There is a council of the fallen angels during which
some opposition iw offered to Lucifer. In Paradise Lost
, however, Satan
is a strong figure, who by force of his personality arouses his followers
into action. Keats, in creating Apollo, makes h-im a gentle person. It is
difficult to see how the new Apollo was to overcome the strong Hyperion of
the earlier books of the poem.
In Hyperion there are graphic pictures, conjured out of Keats 's mind.
The most memorable is that of the sleeping Saturn, or Cronus of legendary
lore, "lying on the sodden ground. His old right hand nerveless, listless,
dead, Unsceptered, and his realmless eyes closed". "His bowed head seemed
listening to the Earth, his mother", as if seeking comfort. Saturn was
tremendous in size. At his feet lay his wife, Thea, her streaming hair
outspread, "A soft silken mat for Saturn's feet". Keats emphasizes tne
size of these old Titans by saying that one finger of hers could stop the
ever-turning wheel of Ixion in Tartarus. He also compared Thea with an
Amazon who would have seemed a pigmy beside her.
This figure of the exhausted Saturn and the kneeling goddess pro-
duces the effect of a sculptured frieze. A cold finger of a naiad was
pressed against her lips as she watched the sleeping figure of Saturn.
A fallen leaf rested where it fell. There is absence of color and warmth
in the picture. All serves to emphasize the chiseled effect.
"And still these two were postured notionless
Like natural sculpture in cathedral cavern".
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Sensuousness is infused subtly into the marble vista. The goddess is a
sorrowful one -vho felt cruel pain in her heart, "Where with one hand she
pressed upon that aching spot, *here beats the human heart, as if just
there, Though an immortal, she felt cruel pain". Saturn is also a figure
of sorrow. He "lifted up his faded eyes, and saw his kingdom gone". "And
all the gloom and sorrow of the place and that fair kneeling Goddess."
Overpowering despondency weighs heavily upon the god who regrets being
av/akened from forgetfulness into realization of defeat and loss of kingly
power. Not one bit of color penetrates the cold, statuesque effect of the
Grecian frieze. Yet the goddess's pathetic gesture, the god's listless
right hand, a fallen scepter, suffuse the sharply chiseled mural with
poignant feeling.
How different is the picture work in Book III, where Apollo is intro-
duced in an idyllic shepherd gladel Here red wine, green olives, vermilion,
rose, and gold flash vividly across the page, amid the riotous osiers near
a rivulet, where lush flowers grow. A brilliant tapestry, warm .vith color,
seems to have been unrolled against the cold marbles of the earlier books.
The scene is an English landscape of the conventional romantic type such
as Chaucer used in his romances.
Keats 's Apollo seems to be a sensitive English youth; he is by no
means a Grecian hero. There is no hint of the Apollo of ancient mytho-
logy who with the help of Liana, his sister, slew cruelly the fourteen
children of Niobe^ ^^and turned her to stone.
Other evidences of Keats' s interest in medieval literature
crop out
(1). See page 87 for a resale of this tale of Ovid, iJetamorphoses
,
Book VI, Fable II.
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.in the epic, I^perion. Saturn's hair is described as "Druid locks which
shake and ooze with s-^reat". The Druids were the pagan Celts of the British
Isles, whose worship centered in tree deities and never in sculptured
idols. Keats also brings a sense of medieval enchantment into the poem by
the use of magic, haunting melody. Clymene, a tender and yielding god-
dess to be included among the Titans, is the medium through which this en-
chantment is infused. She is telling of wandering along the seashore and
of picking up a sea shell into which she sang a melody; but the echo re-
turned by the shell was rapturous, strange, prophetic, calling out the
neme of Apollo, in a voice "sweeter, sweeter than all tune". There is
nothing Grecian about this. The tone is gentle, s<Areet; rather than the
avenging prophecy of a shrieking Cassandra.
Ifyperion also is not a type character; he is personalized. He ex-
periences despondency and feels the weight of the doom hanging over him.
He says "Saturn is fallen, am I too to fall? Am I to leave this haven of
my rest, This cradle of ray glory?" Hyperion is a human deity. He feels
that he is not strong enough for the task at l-iand, and regrets to have
his prized possessions lost in ruin. Apollo, who was to replace rJype-
rion, is so much a person that he seems to become Keats explaining his
reactions and feelings as he strove to attain poetic fame.
This study of Hyperion reveals that Keats has again used classic
mythology as a picturesque medimn for expressing abstract ideas concern-
ing the ultimate progress of the universe. The tales of myth and the
gods, however, have been softened by Keats 's romantic touch. His imagery
is vivid and clear; and the characters endowed with individuality and
emotion. The influence of medieval literature is found in this poem in
the form of reference and the use of magic melody. Fragment only as
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Hyperion is, the two dominant ini'luences of Keats* s life, medieval and
classic lore, are here interwoven to create an artistic poem, express-
ing Keats 's philosophy - an optiinistic view of life attained after
earnest intellectual inquiry.
Ode to Psyche
The Ode to Psyche is a pleasing one, showing a love for nature and
sympathy for old legend. It is a sweet ode that has notning to do with
the realities of life. The key note is set in the opening stanza with its
suggesxion of love secrets of Psyche, whispered into Keats 's ear.
The last three stanzas are better than the first two which are
sugared and ornate in xheir sensuousness, as they describe the love scenes
of young Psyche locked in Cupid's arms. Such phrases as "fainting with
surprise", "At tender eye-dawn of aurorean love", and "happy, happy dove"
are cloying and effusive. The last three stanzas are sedsxe and calm in
tone. They describe the lonely Psyche who came into Roman deification at
too late a date for temples to be erected in her memory, or to have fer-
vent follov/ers assist in reverent devotion to her. Keats says that he, as
a priest, will erect a temple to Psyche, the loved one, in his mind, and
worship her with "shadowy thought".
Psyche was a beautiful princess vjho was beloved by Cupid, Venus 's
son. Venus was very jealous of Psyche and imposed vengeful hardships upon
her. She sent her to Persephone, the queen of Tartarus, to obtain a
preciouS powder. 2ros, xhe god of love, contrived to help her, giving her
cakes to give to Cerberus, the three-headed watch dog of the underworld,
and giving her the fee to pay Charon, the stern boatman who should row
her across the River Styx. V/ith his help Psyche obtained the charm and
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returned to the upper world. She was deified and taken to dwell on
Olympus v/ith the other gods and goddesses. She was a late comer, though,
among the gods and no temples were erected to her or no ceremonies per-
formed in her honor.
The ode, though based upon a pagan goddess, is not harsh and severe
such as the myths of old were. There is a softness, an emotion of pity
and sadness that emanates from it.
"And in the midst of this wide quietness
A rosy sanctuary will I dress
With the wreath' d trellis of a working brain,
With buds, and bells, and stars without a name,
With all the gardener Fancy e*er could feign
Who breeding flowers, will never breed the same.
And there shall be for thee all soft delight
That shadowy thought can win."
Rosy sanctuary, vine encircled and rose-wreathed, suggests a medie-
val shrine or convent, rather than the open altars or marble pillared
temples of antiquity. The garden, too, surrounding this sanctuary is
an idealized garden, an imagined garden with "zephyrs, streams, and
birds, and bees. Where moss-lain Dryads shall be lull*d to sleep". This
is a conventionalized garden such as one finds in the romances of Chaucer,
and where unusual visions were prone to descend upon the loiterers there.
This same sense of a medieval atmosphere is also retained by the use of
the word casement , a window that opens outward. Roman and Grecian tem-
ples did not have casements.
The undertone of sadness and pity for the lovely Psyche creates a
tender romantic sentiment. It is not the realism such as one finds in the
older stories of this era, as told by their own writers. The Ode to
Psyche is a pretty bit of Fancy, mingling old myth with a romantic garden.
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and embued with tender pity and dreaming sentiment. Though an old myth
inspired it, the ode is medieval and emotional in tone.
Ode on a Grecian Urn
Many persons know Keats solely through this Ode on a Grecian Urn .
It is widely known and highly reputed. No one vase served as inspiration
for this poem; it is an imagined vase mingling figures from various Gre-
cian vases and friezes which lived in Keats's memory. The ode is pure
beauty and melody, richly endowed with emotion. These imagined views of
Greece have in concentrated language the subtle power to recall the life
of Grecian civilization as a whole. The town has been deserted for some
festival given in honor of a pagan god. There are scenes of love in
which, true to ancient mythology, the girl is running away from an ardent
lover. There are pictures of worshippers playing pipes and timbrels in
some wild, pagan ecstasy. Music is being poured into the ear of some loved
one. A sacrificial altar is described, toward which a garland-decked
heifer is being led for the sacrifice.
The picture is endowed with arrested life. The shepherds are dancing
and playing melodies. The heifer is being led to the altar. The lover is
pursuing the object of his desire. All if life and action; but action
arrested at a supreme moment. The picture is warm with throbbing life,
although it suggests a Grecian frieze. The loved one is ever warm, pant-
ing for love , and all breathing human passion . In this great ode Keats
has recreated the silent historian of the vase into breathing, respon-
sive life, but a life that cannot go on. It remains at the one high peak
of expression.
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This leads Keats to apply the ode to life in general. He comments on
the fact that here on the vase beauty is ever rich and glowing. It does
not fade as in real life. Here love is ever at a high pitch and does not
become satiated. Beauty is never lost on the vase, but time destroys all
beautiful things in life. Each stanza of the poem carries the reader on
to a higher plane of thought, starting with the imagined pictures on the
vase and finally applying the ideas to include all life, Keats seems to
be saying that the happy life on the urn is really superior to life as it
is actually lived. The vase is an object of beauty which will remain long
after old age has wasted his generation.
There is a note of sadness throughout the poem in spite of the images
of happy life pictured there. The images are active, happy ones, but the
impression they create is sad, for in real life such happiness could not
last as it did on the pictured vase. This is hard to explain, but is
easily felt by any one who knows the poem. The last two lines,
"Beauty is truth, and truth beauty, that is all
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know",
are very difficult to interpret. They have caused scholars pages of ex-
planation. Actually they are false statements as they stand, for in life
one needs to know much more than beauty. Keats *s letters giving his philo-
sophy seem to explain the meaning of the lines the best. Here Keats indi-
cates that if one had universal knowledge, such as an Omniscient Intelli-
gence, one could discern the ultimate beauties and know the universal
truths of creation. If we had a large enough intelligence, we could un-
derstand the mystery of the world and see its real pattern and beauty.
(1). See discussion under Keats'e Philosophy, Chapter III, Page 25
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Ode on a Grecian Urn immediately recalls the beauties and life of
the ancient world, but the intellectual tone of the poem is not classical.
First, the undertone of sadness is deeply felt. Also the meaning of the
poem is not classic, because it is not clearly understood. In fact the
mystery of life behind the poem is so difficult to understand that various
scholars have interpreted it differently. However, Keats imprints upon
his readers a sense of real beauty and a poignant sense of sadness that
beauty in life cannot last, or that a beautiful vase can outlive a human
life. This sense of mystery adds a medieval touch to the lovely ode,
which teases us out of thought in an attempt to explain it, Keats said
the vase "dost tease us out of thought as doth eternity" . We cannot ex-
plain eternity; yet we know there is mystery, beauty, and truth in it.
This is another example of Keats •s ability to try to explain abstract
truths by means of concrete classic examples. The Ode on a Grecian Urn
is one of the lovely things in our language. To talk about it is almost
to profane it. Though one cannot explain its meaning satisfactorily, the
sense of beauty and mystery is felt by all.
Lamia
Lamia is Keats 's most interesting long composition. Keats himself
liked this poem, preferring it to the Ode on a Grecian Urn, because it
was closer to life. "I am certain there is a sort of fire in it which
must take hold of people in some way - give them either pleasant or un-
pleasant sensation". In Lamia there is aesthetic,
emotional, and
\ T +^nn Here images of classical and luxurious beautyintellectual stimulation. oa
(1) . Letter to George and Georgiana
Keats, Sept. 18, 1819.

are bound together by a fast-moving tale that arouses thoughtful con-
sideration about a vexing problem - the place of sensuous, happy enjoy-
ment in a world of thought.
The lines at the beginning of the poem emphasize how close medieval
and classic literature were in Keats 's mind. His tale is to be set in
that far-away time before "the faery broods Drove Nymph and Satyr from the
prosperous woods. Before king Oberon's bright diadem, Sceptre, and mantle,
clasped with dewy gem, Frightened away the Dryads and the Fauns". Keats,
it seems, could not think of images for verse without associations from
both medieval literature and classical lore flocking into his mind.
The story concerns a serpent-woman, who regains her human shape,
charms her lover with her beauty, and lures him away to enjoy sensual
happiness amid her luxurious palace. The story is set in ancient Corinth,
with descriptions of the ancient city which are historically accurate.
There are many graphic pictures, reminding the reader of the sculptured
views on the Grecian urn. They include SuCh scenes as the ancient gods,
Hermes and Bacchus, Grecian wedding ceremonies, and pagan feasts. There
are images concerning Hennes, who left his golden throne empty to steal
through the clouds for an amorous meeting with a beloved nymph, the
graven facade of a Grecian temple whose "columns gleamed in far piazzian
line", and the god Bacchus stretched out at ease "beneath a glutinous
pine". Other classic views include Lycius straining foremost in the
chariot race, the bridal car drawn through the thronged streets of Co-
rinth, and the banquet hall with the tables heaped with luscious foods
and begirt with careless youths and maidens reclining on silken couches.
The finest image, however, is tiiat depicting the life at night in

Corinth. It is told with a sense of hushed sound and breathless movement,
and succeeds in making a long dead civilization real, intimate, and life-
like*
These pristine figures carry the reader back to the world of ancient
Greece. They set the background for the tale. The reader almost feels
himself transported to the antique room of a museum, where amid an ancient
atmosphere a classic tale is unfolded.
There is another type of picture work in Lamia . This is the luxu-
rious type of scene, similar to the sumptuous views in the Eve of St .
Agnes
. In Lamia these voluptuous, highly-wrought descriptions usually
occur whenever an emotional or dramatic incident is about to be related.
Keats indulges himself in a riotous display of richness and extravagant
detail; he splashes his canvas profusely with high color tones. It is
again as if a medieval tapestry were hung against the cold marble of a
frieze. How richly it glows; its warm woolen fabric bright with vivid
color, not faded as we would view such a tapestry after a long lapse of
intervening years, but woven with the strong, vital colors of the crude
dyes of the original'. Keats uses vivid green, blue, vermilion, and
crimson with a lavish hand, creating unforgetable, sense-stirring images.
Other evidences of the medieval influence are seen in this poem
when Lamia is called a penanced lady elf. Penance is a medieve.1 conception
an elf was a creature of fairy land. When Lamia made the nymph invisible
to Hermes, she had the nymph steep her hair in "weird syrops". Tide is
a witch-like touch. There were enchantments and transformations in
ancient mythology, but usually they v.fere instantaneous, without the use
of intermediate agents such as the syrops mentioned here. They were
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usually not accompanied with pain such as Lamia endured in regaining
her woman's form.
"Her eyes in torture fix'd and anguish drear,
Hot, glazed, and wide with lid-lashes all sear,
Flashed phosphor and sharp sparks, without one cooling tear.
The colours all inflam'd throughout her train,
She writh'd about, convuls'd with scarlet pain:
A deep volcanian yellow took the place
Of all her milder-mooned body's grace;
And, as the lava ravishes the mead.
Spoilt all her silver mail, and golden brede;
Made gloom of all her frecklings, streaks and bare,
Eclips'd her crescents, and lick'd up her stars:
So tiiat, in moments few, she was undrest
Of all her sapphires, greens, and amethyst.
And rubious-argent; of all these bereft.
Nothing but pain and ugliness v/ere left."
Keats also describes Lamia as "faerily" lingering by the wayside to
ensnare Lycius. This reminds one of the Belle Dgjne Sans Merci. a medieval
witch woman. The distance to Corinth was magically shortened by Lamia's
spells.
•'Made, by a spell, the triple league decrease
To a few paces".
The house in Corinth belongs to the lore of medieval witchcraft, for it
could magically appear and disappear.
Keats also introduces strange music into this poem. "Sounds Aeolian
Breathed from the hinges" as Lamia and Lycius entered the house of enchant-
ment. Strange music also filled the rooms during the fatal feast which was
to destroy the beautiful Lamia.
"A haunting music, sole perhaps and lone
Supportress of the faery-roof made moan
Throughout, as fearful the whole charm might fade".
The word 'jTaery-roof" and the word "charm" inject the medieval influence
into the midst of a Grecian poem. The servants, too, were from the land
of magic. The room was prepared sumptuously, wine and exotic foods were
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served, yet
"It was doiibxful how and v/hence
Came, and who were her subtle servitors."
"Subtle servitors" suggests supernatural aid, injecting the atmosphere
of a medieval witch tale into the story of classic legend, strictly
accurate in its details of Grecian customs.
The tone of Lamia is sad. Strangely the reader feels more sym-
pathy for the beautiful Lamia than for the intellectual Apollonius. If
she were wicked and her beautiful home a "purple-lined palace of sweet
sin", this is net conveyed convincingly to the reader. She seems a gen-
tle, lovely creature. She walJcs about the banquet hall seeing that all
is in readiness for tne coming feast. She does not desire any visitors,
but subdues her wishes to those of Lycius. The poem has an unsatisfac-
tory ending, for the meaning of the poem is not clear. Does Keats in-
tend the reader to believe knowledge is superior to love and happiness,
or that happiness is superior to mental achievement? Apollonius, the
representative of knowledge, was an unattractive figure, with bald
head and brow-beating manner. Lamia was enchantingly lovely. Appolo-
nius seemed unworthy to conquer the charming Lamia. Then, as already
suggested earlier in this paper, Keats uses the words "cold philosophy"
and "sophistries". Does Apollonius represent half-knowledge, deceptive,
inaccurate learning? Why should both Lycius and Lamia, the beautiful,
perish? Does this infer that physical love and sensuous happiness has
no place in life? Is such happiness sin? Perhaps Keats did not intend
to answer the question, but merely to present the conflict existing be-
tween these two phases of life. It is unsatisfying to leave the poem
with the problem unsolved.
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Lajnia is a strange and beautiful poem. It is filled with "fire" and
sensation. The story moves quickly and unfalteringly retains the reader's
interest. Strange, magic elements add to the wonder of the tale and im-
part a kind of medievalism to the classic legend. The atmosphere is one
of stirring beauty that is hushed and wondrous. There is a quality of
breathlessness about xhe melodious sadness of the musical verse, its
chiseled Grecian images, and its delightful flights of fancy. Lamia is a
poem to be remembered as a recreation of Grecian life and as a poem of
sensation. The mysterious manner of the strange transfiguration of the
serpent, the use of magic syrops, the wondrous shortening of the leagues
to a few paces, the strange marble palace of Lamia, impart to this tale of
Greek mythology the atmosphere of an old medieval ballad.
Ode to Autumn
The Ode to Autumn is considered, next to Maia , the most Greek poem
that Keats wrote. It is simple and sober in its tone, and a sense of
serenity and content pervades the poem. It may be considered as an
answer to the questions evoked by Keats in other poems. In the Ode to
Autumn there is a sense of quiet acceptance of the beauty of the earth in
its dying season, which makes a pensive beauty out of the stubble plains,
tinging them with rosy hues and soft music. Here, though we may not
understand the cycle of creation, we can feel the beauty of the world in
all phases of growth, knowing that each season has i"ts own particular
beauties and recompenses. This is true of life as well. In the autumn
of life there are quiet joys and pleasures just as there is beauty in
the harvest season of nature. Keats does not say this in so many words.

but that is the tcne and implication of the poem. It creates a sense
of untroubled serenity and acceptance of life. It is as if To Autumn
were the final answer to all the intellectual gropings and philosophical
inquiries that Keats had been seeking all his life, both in his poetry
and in his letters. Perhaps I^perion , if it had been finished, would
also have reiterated this philosophy of a belief in the ultimate pro-
gress of the world and a beauty in the ultimate pattern of creation.
To Auttnnn is a clearer expression of the idea in "Beauty is
Truth", only here Keats limits himself to the interpretation that
there is, after all, beauty in the world. The poem then invites the
reader to open his own mind to further speculation which the poem will
inspire. To Autvmin is net sad, but is sober in its tone, serene and
lovely.
The abstract conception of autumn is personified in Greek fashion
in the second stanza. Here we see autumn represented as a sleeping
figure, resting carelessly on a granary floor. A touch of sensuous
description is added by the wind softly lifting the hair on Autumn's
head, as she sleeps, the harvesting scythe idle for the mcreent, while
she spares the flowers, giving them one last opportunity to bloom in
loveliness and fragrance. This figure recalls lovely autumn days when
summer once more seems to come to the garden, and flowers bloom in pro-
fuse loveliness before the chilling frosts come.
In simplicity, selection, imaginative suggestiveness. To Autumn is
a fitting poem to mark the close of Keats*8 poetic career. To Autumn is
classic in tone, quiet and subdued, yet pensively thought-provoking. It
suggests that there is escape from the realities and troubles of life in

the happy world of quiet beauty. It implies that there is a beauty in
all of life, if we but seek it. Calm, contented speculation is opened
to the mind by Keats 'b beautiful, clear, concentrated ode, which marked
the harvest of his own brief career.
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CHAPTER VII
Keats *s Interest in Medieval Literature
.
Before studying closely xhe individual poems of Keats and tracing
the elements of classic thought and medieval romance, it is advisable to
consider the other dominating element in Keats 's compositions
,
namely his
interest in medieval literature. As with the classic influence, his in-
terest in medieval literature developed very early. His old friend and
tutor, Charles Cowden Clarke, who had fostered Keats 's interest in clas-
sic literature, also awakened Keats to the well-springs of medieval liter-
ature. Cowden Clarke introduced Keats for the first time to Spenser by
reading aloud to him the Epithalamion . Later Cowden Clarke lent Keats a
copy of the Faerie Queene . Keats reveled in the pageantry of prancing
white steeds, the armored knight with blazing red cross, dwarfs, elves,
dragons, bewitched trees, dark magic groves, and evil grottos.
Charles Brown says that it was due to the inspiration of the Faerie
Queene that Keats began to write. "Though born to be a poet, he was ig-
norant of his cirthright until he had completed his eighteenth year. It
was the Faerie Queene that awakened his genius". His first poem was
called Imitation of Spenser . Spenser's verse is very musical, it has a
fairy-tale atmosphere, and the rhyme is simple and recurrent. The dis-
cipline of a definite rhyme scheme is invaluable to the beginner in ver-
sification. Reading many of Spenser's verses aloud will give the poeti-
cally minded thoughts which echo the music and rhythm of Spenser's line.
This is especially true if one, as Keats did, does not try to puzzle out
(1), Charles Brown's comment is found in Sidney Colvin's
John Keats
, Chapter I, Page 20 - The Spenser Fever .
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the allegories, and concentrates on the medieval pageantry, allowing the
recurrent rhyme and musical rhythm to be absorbed by xhe mind. Keats *as
at this time eighteen years of age and serving his apprenticeship in medi-
cine. He was so captivated by the readirig of Spenser's verse in his
leisure time that he said that in the midst of a lecture on medicine his
mind would revert to dreams of medieval romance. Keats wrote "The other
day, during the lecture, there came a sunbeam into the room, and with it
a whole troop of creatures floating in the ray; and I was off with them
to Oberon and fairy-land".
This comment leads to xhe other source which fed Keats 's love of
romance with a medieval background, namely, avid readir^s in Shakespeare,
who became Keats 's ideal. Strictly speaking the Middle Ages extended
from the year 400 A. D. to 1400 A. D. Shakespeare, of course, lived in
1564 - 1616, but his dramas are impregnated with all the elements of
medieval romance. They are usually set in some far-away place such as
in Midsummer Night 's Dream and Romeo and Juliet ; they are concerned with
the thrilling and supernatural elements. Macbeth was under the spell of
the three weird sisters who at times seemed to control his fate. The ap-
pearance and disappearance of these witches is a decided proof of the me-
dieval elements in Shakespeare. All of the violent deeds and dire conse-
quences of uhe Shakespearean tragedies are thrilling in their drama. Thus,
although Skakespeare is listed as being in the Renaisannce Period, h-is
influence on Keats increased hxe love for the elements of medieval ro-
mance. Most of Shakespeare's history plays, too, deal with the listory
of the medieval ages, teaching the populace the background of history in
(.1). Sidney Colvin, Chapter II, Page 29 - Aptitudes and Ambitions
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^;he eras preceding their great queen Elizabeth. Henry IV( 1399-1413 )
,
Henry V (1413-1422), Richard II (1377-1399), Richard III (1483-1485),
King John (1199-1216), King Lear (700*8).
Keats constantly read Shakespeare throughout his life. His annota-
tions upon the margins of his text are most interesting and have been
collected and commented upon in a very interesting study by Caroline
Spurgeon.^^^ Students of sources have been interested in tracing the
similarity of lines in Shakespeare and in Keats. For example, Keats *s
use of "Tip-toe" can be traced to Shakespeare. "I stood tip-toe upon a
little hill". In Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet , Act III, Scene 5,
this line occurs,
"Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops".
Keats even felt that he was under the spell of Shakespeare. On
April 14, 1817, when Keats was beginning his work on Endymion , he took a
trip to the sea, living in lodgings at Shanklin Carisbrooke. In the
boarding house was a bust of Shakespeare which appealed very much to the
impressionable Keats. This bust was afterwards given to Keats by the
landlady when she realized how much it meant to the young man. In his
spare time Keats was carefully rereading Shakespeare, which strongly in-
fluenced his verse. Keats wrote in one of his letters to his brother
George, under the date of April 23, lt>l7, "Whenever you write say a word
or two on some Passage in Shakespeare that may heve come rather new to
you, which must be continually happening, notwithstanding that we road
the same Play forty times". Keats felt as if Shakespeare were a sort of
hovering, guardian angel, directing his poetical destiny. On ;Jay 10, 1817,
(1). Caroline Spurgeon - Keats and Shakespeare .
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he wrote to Haydon concerning this same bust of Shakespeare, "I remember
your saying that you had notions of a good Genius presiding over you. I
have of late had the same thought, for things which I do half at Random are
afterwards confirmed by my judgment in a dozen features of Propriety. Is
it too daring to fancy Shakespeare this PresiderV When in the Isle of
Wight, I met with a Shakespeare in the passage of the House at which I
lodged — it comes nearer to my idea of him than any I have seen — I was
but there a Week, yet the old woman made me take it with me though I went
off in a hurry. Do you not think this is ominous of Good?"
Keats, in nis sonnet On Sitting Down to Read Kin^ Lear Once Again ,
expresses in verse this same idea -
"Chief Poet! and ye clouds of Albion
Begetters of our deep eternal theme,
^i/Vhen through the old oak forest I am gone.
Let me not wander in a barren dream.
But when I am consumed in the fire.
Give me new Phoenix wings to fly at my desire."
Haydon was another friend who encouraged Keats in his reading and
study of Shakespeare. Here in Haydon* s studio, surrounded by the pic-
tures and reminders of the past, they read Shakespeare aloud. Here there
were casts of the new and wonderful Elgin marbles as well as Haydon 's
great canvas, the Last Supper. These were evenings of inspiration and
delight. Haydon wrote^^^"I have enjoyed Shakespeare more with Keats
than with any other human creature." In fact, Keats loved Shakespeare
(2)
60 much that he '"merged himself in Shakespeare, feeling the beauty, the
strength, and the rightness of Shakespeare's perfect expression on his
(1) . Sidney Colvin, John Keats , Chapter II, Page 66, An Enthusiastic
Friendship .
(2) . Dorothy Hewlett, Adonais , Chapter X, Page 121. At Burford Bridge.
\
pulses". Keats once said "Shakespeare has left nothing to say about
nothing or anything". All devotees of Keats know that Keats found
many things to say in beautiful verse that Shakespeare had not said.
The stamp of his idol, hoArever, is imprinted on many of his lines, es-
pecially in Endymion .
Keats was also interested in dramatic criticism of Shakespeare.
Keats, as a dramatic critic, spoke of the poetry of Romeo and Juliet
,
of ffemlet, and of Macbeth , as remaining in all men's hearts a perpetual
and golden dream. (^^"The poetry of Lear
.
Othello , Cymbeline is the
poetry of human passions and affections made almost etherial by the
power of the poet. The poetry of the historical dramas is often times
poetry wandering on xhe London road. We feel that criticism has no
right to purse its little brow in the presence of Shakespeare". This
is, of course, criticism of the romantic school in which the critic
is giving his own impressions and reading his own feelings into the
lines, and not scientific criticism based upon the actual lines and
their interpretation in the light of the times, as research and
study might reveal them; but it shows Keats 's keen admiration of
Shakespeare, and testifies to the lasting influence which the reading
of Shakespeare had upon Keats throughout his career.
While Keats was devoting himself to dramatic criticism, he criti-
cized the perforaance of Kean, the actor, in a Shakespearean death
scene. "His death was very great. But Kean always dies as erring men
do die. The bodily functions wither up, the mental faculties hold out
(1) . Letter to Reynolds, November 22, 1817.
(2) . Dorothy Hewlett, Adonais, A Life of Keats, Chapter X, page 131
Theatrical Criticism.
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till they crack. It is an extinguishment, not a decay. The hand is ago-
nized with death; the lip trembles with the last breath, as we see the
autumn leaf thrill in the old wind of evening. The very eye-lid dies.
The acting of Kean is Shakespearian". ^"^^ This shows the imaginative
ability of Keats to feel himself one with the poet and the actor, as well
as KeatB*8 power to observe the slightest movement that might add to the
dramatic interpretation.
At another time Keats, writing to his brother George^ ^^in America,
asked him to read a passage of Shakespeare at a definite time of evening.
Keats said that he, too, would read a passage of Shakespeare at the same
time, and thus their two minds would be in accord and in sympathy, though
they were separated by the great ocean and half a continent.
Thus, by reading aloud with his friends, studying carefully, annota-
ting his copies, and by dramatic criticism of Shakespearean performan-
ces, Keats steeped his soul in the master craftsman of dramatic art. In
fact, he did tnis so well that Matthew Arnold^ said of Keats, "No one
else save Shakespeare has in expression quite the fascinating felicity
of Keats, his perfection of loveliness". Undoubtedly Keats 's mind,
so constantly fed by the music and rhythm of Shakespeare's verse and its
dramatic quality, owed much of its inspiration for writing musical and
stirring verse to the greatest dramatist of all time. Romeo and Juliet ,
(1) . Dorothy Hewlitt, Adonais, A Life of Keats, Chapter X, Page 132,
Theatrical Criticism .
(2) . Keats*8 letter to George and Georgiana Keats, Dec. -Jan. 1818, 1819.
"I shall read a passage of Shakespeare every Sunday at ten o'clock -
you read one at the same time and we shall be near each other as
blind bodies can be in the same room".
(3) . Dorothy Hewlett, Adonais, A Life of Keats, Chapter IX, page 114.
Hampstead, Isle of Wight, Oxford.
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King, iiear, Macbeth, Midsummer Night's Dream , and Antony and Cleopatra
seem to have been Keats's favorites.
Chaucer, the first English pcet writing during the Middle Ages, if&s
also one of Keats's sci*rces of inspiration and enjoyment during his career.
Much of Keats's poetry reminds one of Chaucer. In Endymion the flight of
Endymion on the eagle to the realm of sky recalls the flight of the eagle
in Chaucer's House of Fame . In the Eve of St_j. Mark the little fragment of
the book that Beatrice was reading maices one think it is a page stolen
from Chaucer because of the meter and the old-fashioned language. "Swe-
venis", "farre", "grounde", "whanne", "hir dethe", are words directly
taken from the vocabulary of Chaucer. It is Chaucerean in feeling too,
reminding one of the Romance of the Rose . The dream figure used so often
by Keats is also reminiscent of Chaucer. Keats has several dreems in
Endymion
. one in the Fall of I^perion , and one feels that if he had con-
tinued the Eve of St_. Mark , Beatrice might have lapsed into a dream.
(2)Isabella , or The Pot of Basil , is also under the influence of Chaucer.^ '
The meter, the simple Italian story, the verse is just the sort of thing
that Chaucer might have written, as well as the little asides to the reader
and the invocations with which the poem is sprinkled.
( 1 j • Keats's Shakespeare , Caroline Spurgeon. Page 5.
(2). Isabella , or The Pot of Basil
.
Stanza XX.
Grant thou a pardon here, and then the tale
Shall move on soberly, as it is meet;
There is no other crime, no mad assail
To make old prose in modern rhyme more sweet;
But it is done - succeed the verse or fail -
To honour thee and thy^^^gone spirit greet;
To stead thee as a verse in English tongue,
An echo of thee in the north-wind sung.
(a) Boccaccio, apostrophized in stanza XIX
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As in the case of Spenser and Shakespeare, it was one of Keats 'e
friends who stimulated hie interest in Chaucer. Bailey speaks of reading
Chaucer aloud with Keats. They were reading Troilus and Cressida which,
in spite of its length, is such an interesting poem, because of the de-
tail work, the subtle characterization of Cressida, who cannot be faith-
ful to her Troilus, and the double dealing of Pandar, the go-between.
Such concrete pictures of Troilus in his armor prancing by the window end
arousing Cressida 's love and admiration are reminiscent of Keats 's own
vivid imagery and sense-appealing verse. Landor^^^wrote of Keats, "Of
all our poets, except Shakespeare and Milton, and perhaps Chaucer, Keats
has most of the poetical character — fire, fancy, and diversity. There
is an effluence of power and light pervading all his works, and a fresh-
ness such as we feel in the glorious dawn of Chaucer". Perhaps Keats
caught some of this freshness and fire, as he undoubtedly did the feeling
and verse form, from his appreciative readings in the first of the Pjiglish
poets
.
Another testimony concerning Keats' 8 acquaintance with Chaucer is in
the episode concerning Keats 's finding his friend, Cowden Clarke, asleep
with a book open on his lap at the page bearing the Floure and the Lefe,
attributed to Chaucer. Keats wrote on the blank space at the end of the
poem a sonnet while he was waiting for Clarke to awaken. Here Keats apos-
trophizes Chaucer and criticizes his verse. This sonnet shows ti.at Keats
was already familiar with the poet, that he appreciated Chaucer's
"simplicity , melody , his full- hearted stops , and the mi^htx po^er of a
(1). Sidney Colvin, Chapter XVII, Epilogue, Page 537,
Lander's letter to Milnes concerning Keats's works.
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gentle story ." Keats wishes that he too might win poetic fame as Chaucer
had done.
"Oh what a power has white simplicity!
What mighty power has this gentle story:
I that do ever feel athirst for glory.
Could at this moment be content to lie
Meekly upon xhe grass, as those whose sobbings
Were heard of none beside the mournful robins."
Keats again testified to his interest in Chaucer by using a quotation
from Chaucer as a preface to his poem Sleep and Poetry
,
"As I lay in bed slepe full unmete
Was unto me, but why that I ne might
Rest I ne wist, for there n'as erthly wight
As I suppose had more of hertis ese
Than I, for I n'ad sickness ncr disese."
Chaucer
The medieval thread running through Keats 's poetry nad its inception
undoubtedly in the English woods, the daisy's lovely image, and the
stories of old romance with their dream figures, their love motifs, their
pageanti*y and flowering bowers, which are described by Chaucer who was
both realist and romancer. Just as Chaucer had the pov/er to take oft-
told tales and stamp Lhem with xhe individualism of Chaucer, so Keats
had the ability to use Chaucer's influence, endowing old tales with
romantic imagery and stamping them with the personality of Keats.
Keats *s poems which were v/ritten under xhe medieval influence are
Calidore , Isabella , Eve of St_. Agnes , Eve of St_. Mark , and La Belle Dame
Suns Merci . Individual studies of these poems will serve to reveal and
emphasize their medieval elements.
1
GHROMCLOGICAL CIIART OF K1-JlTS'& COMPOSITIONS
WITH MEDIEVAL BACKGROUNDS AND THEIiES
(1816 - 1819)
May Specimen of an Induction, Calidore
February
April
January
February
April
September
Beginning of Isabella
Isabella
,
completed
The Eve of St . Agnes
The Eve of St. Mark (Never completed)
La Belle Dame Sans Merci
Revision of The Eve of St. Agnes
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CHAPTER VIII
Brief Ctitiques of Keats 's Poems under the Medi eval Influence
We have seen how Keats was interested all his life in the stories
and poems of medieval romance and that this influence continued to domi-
nate seme of his poems and to color and embellish others. In this chap-
ter the poems tiiat are dominated ty the elements of medieval romance will
be considered. It will be noted that occasionally Keats's other interest,
his love of classic literature, finas its way into these poems in the
form of classical references with which Keats 'a mind was filled and which
affected so much of his imagery.
Imitation of Spenser
The first poem, as has been noted before, that Keats wrote was a
little selection entitled in Imitation of Spenser * This is a flowery
picture of morning, with flowing streams, flo*er-girt, with king fishers
and graceful swans, written in the Spenserian stanza using the rhyme
scheme, ababbcbcc. Most of the pictures are rather generalized views
that leave no deep inpression on the reader and create no emotional re-
action that would make the verse live in memory. The poem contains over-
ornate phrasing such as "lawny crest", "amber flame", "arched snow",
"Afric's ebony", "coerulean sky". There is, however, one clear-cut
image, quite original with Keats and prophetic of the verse he was to
produce, "It seemed an emerald in the silver sheen of t>ie bright waters."
The short selection Imitation of Spenser is medieval in its picture
of nature. This might be the setting for such a garden as Chaucer de-
scribed in his poems; it is an imagined scene, not one found in nature.
There are mossy beds, woven bowers, smoothly flowing streams, end fish
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with silken fins. Here there are no realistic rocks to mar the scene, no
weeds to choke the blossoming flowers. The vale has become a bower with-
out the careful attendance of some faithful gardener. In other words,
Keets has created a scene of romantic prettiness; he has his eye on no
actual scene in nature, and permits none of the crudities of nature to
intrude.
The effect of Keats 's reading in Shakespeare is reflected in this
poem by the reference to King Lear , whose "bitter teen" would be beguiled
away by this "fairest of lakes". The tempo of the poem also indicates
Keats *s reading and study at this time. It is slow and langorous like
the Castle of Indolence by Thomson, who used the same Spenserian stanza,
and whose Cave o f Morpheus was "a pleasing land of drowsyhed", all human
activity, sickness, worry, tnd unhappiness, giving way to "indulgent
ease, good-natured lounging, and tender Indolence".
"Amid the groves you may indulge the muse
Or tend the blooms, and deck the vernal year;
Or softly stealing, with your watery gear Thomson
Along the brooks, the crimson-spotted fry
You may delude; the whilst, amused, you hear
Now the hoarse stream, and now the rephyr's sigh.
Attuned to the birds, and woodland melody.
"For sure so fair a place was never seen.
Of all that ever charm 'd romantic eye;
It seemed an emerald in the silver sheen Keats
Of the bright waters; or as when on high.
Through clouds of fleecy white, laughs the coerulean sky."
"And all around it dipp'd luxuriously
Slopings of verdure through the glossy tide,
Which as it .vere in gentle amity.
Rippled delighted up the flo*ery side.
As if to gleen the ruddy tears, it tried,
Vthich fell profusely from the rose-tree steml"
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Keats uses the same rhyme scheme and the same atmosphere of lan-
guorous beauty, a conventionalized beauty, which has power to assuage the
grief of the human soul. Hints of the Keats to come are evident, however,
even in this early verse. With originality, Keats says that the scene
was so beautiful that it tried to dry even the rose's tears. He has in-
jected action also into his picture
^ notice the forceful verbs, the sky
laughed
,
the scene gleaned xhe tears. Then the concrete imagery of the
emerald figure contrasting against the silver waters. Vivid color even
in these rather weak verses has transformed the intellectual picture of
Thomson's verse with vague "muse", "vernal year", and 'Zephyr 's sigh" into
glowing color. Keats, even in this early verse, denotes an advance in
sensuous appeal and more individualized imagery. This is only a hint of
what Keats was later to do, but it is a potent hint for discerning eyes
to discover. "Bright waters", "slopes of verdure", "rose-tree stem" are
vivid and picturesque phrases when compared with "hoarse stream", "ver-
nal year", "woodland melody". Keats includes sensuous touches also by
using the phrases "luxuriously dipped" and "fell profusely", which awaken
to life the older quieter movement of his model.
Imitation of Spenser is a pregnant beginning, presaging the flowing
musical verse that Keats 's genius was to produce. It is medieval in con-
tent, but lacks the depth of emotion that Keats 's later verse acquired,
giving U8 merely a hint of Keats 's originality, concrete imagery, magic
use of color, and power to waken to life creations of the past. In this
early poem, also, Keats mingles some of his classic information. The two
elements, classic and medieval, dwelt side by side in his unccnscious
mind. Here we find a reference to Dido, the ill-fated queen of the

Aeneid
,
end the classic reference to Flora, the Roman goddess of flowers,
in the phrase "Outvying all the buds in Flora's diadem".
Imitation of Spenser « Keats 's first attempt at verse, so far as
students can discover, is of interest as an example of Keats 's awakening
genius. It is a poor poem, v/ith weak, flowery phrases and generalized
imagery, containing no element of intellectual or emotional stimulation,
but giving hints of what is to be found in Keats later verse. Here,
too, is found the infusion of classic elements into a composition domi-
nated by the medieval theme and atmosphere. Imitation of Spenser may be
considered as tangible evidence of the ideas and half-formed images that
were crowding into the mind of Keats and which he was struggling to ex-
press. Els mind was alive with varying impressions culled from and
nourished by the literature of classic Greece and Rome and of medieval
roLiance. His poetic genius is in the state of development where he
feels deeply and is struggling to attain adequate expression in verse.
Calidore
Calidore , an unfinished poem with an induction, was Keats 's next
attempt to write verse in the medieval vein. Here Keats is working
under the influence of Spenser whose aid he invokes in the beginning.
Keats is trying to tell a tale of chivalry with all the trappings of
medieval romance, prancing steeds, waving plumes, shining armor, and
loving ladies. Hunt had just published a few months earlier his
romance Rimini , which Keats imitates.
The result is an unsatisfactory one. The verse, heroic couplets,
is not smooth and musical, the images are confused and generalized, the
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(attempts at emotion fail utterly and there are many infelicitous phrases,
some of which are cloying, others amusing, while a few might be termed
repugnant, •'He leaps along the oaken floors", "with hasty trip", "The
palfreys twain were slanting out their necks with loosened rein", are
phrases that evoke a smile at the picture of an armored knight leaping
and tripping along in his shining armor, and of long-necked horses such as
Washington Irving might describe. "All the soft luxury that nestled in
his arms", "This he fondled -ith his happy cheek", "he gently drew his
warm arms, thrilling now with pulses new, from their sweet thrall", "he
devoutly pressed a hand heaven made to succour the distressed", "A hand
that from the world's bleak promontory Had lifted Califore for deeds of
glory", are attempts at passionate verse which fail in their artificial
elegance and lack of genuine feeling. How different are the love scenes
in Lamia , when experience and maturity had strengthened Keats 's control
of emotional scenes!
The knights of old were hardy individuals, braving the dangers of
warfare against envious noblemen at home or infidels in the Holy Land,
They engaged in jousts and tournaments which often ended in death for
the defeated contender. Keats *s xnights in Calidore have an effeminate
aura, created by such phrases as "with a step of grace came up", "lerge-
eyed wonder end ambitious heat of the aspiring boy", "visor arched so
gracefully Over a knightly Orow", "gladdening in the free and ciry feel
of 6 light mantle". This is an example of the weakening of the bold,
cruae men of the Middle Ages, far worse then tnat of Tennyson in the
Idylls of the King , whose knights are ledy-like, vain ctrpet Knigbts co:q-
pared wioh the vigorous Itolory in his lilorte d'Arthur .

The verse is halting and unmusical in Galidore -
"The bowery shore
Went off in gentle v/indings to the hoar
And light blue mountains} but no breathing man
With a warm heart, and eye prepared to scan
Nature's clear beauty, could pass lightly by
Objects that look'd out so invitingly
On either side. These, gentle Galidore
Greeted, as he had known them long before."
The pauses in the verse seem to come in the wrong places. Two adjec-
tives, such as hoar and light blue, should not be separated. "Heart
and eye" seem a natural grouping of words, not to be separated by a
caesura. Prepositional and infinitive phrases, "by objects", "to
scan Nature's clear beauty", should run together, not be divided
by rhyme stops at the ends of the couplets. No one advocates the
definite two- line stops of a Dryden or a Pope, but enjambment should
be smooth and natural, so that closely related words and phrases will
fall together within the line. It is poor versification also to
have the subject of a sentence at the end of one line of a couplet
and the predicate beginning with the next line, for exeimple, "gentle
Galidore greeted these " is the natural order of these lines, the words
of the verse should be grouped in this order. The result of this en-
jambment is roughness - an uneasy, halting versification. How different
the verse of Lamia, when Keats returned again to the use of the rhymed
couplet! Here one can read pages of the verse, enthralled by the
swift-moving tale and quite unconscious of the rhymed couplets, so
skillfully and naturally is the enjambment of the lines handled, and
the monotony of the verse form varied by the alexandrines.
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"Soft went the music the soft air along, ^ ^
'Afhile fluent Greek a vowel' d undersong
Kept up among the guests, discoursing low
At first, for scarcely was the wine at flow;
But when the happy vintage touched their brains.
Louder they talk, and louder come the strains
Of powerful instruments; — the gorgeous dyes,
The space, the splendour of the draperies.
The roof of awful richness, nectarous cheer,
Beautiful slaves, and Lamia's self appear.
Now, when the wine has done its rosy deed.
And every soul from human trammels freed,
No more so strange; for merry wine, sweet wine.
Will make Elysian shades not too far, too divine."
Euphuistic phrases also mar the effect of Calidore . "Those little
bright-eyed things That float about the air on azure wings" is annoying
and extravagant language for "insects". "Made him delay to let their
tender feet come to earth" is a wordy substitute for the simple word
dismount . Such sugared phrases are quite out of keeping with the rugged
medieval days Keats was using for background for his tale.
There are, as in the earlier attempt, indications of the Keats to come.
"Then how shall I
Revive the dying tones of minstrelsy.
Which linger yet about long gothic arches
In dark green ivy, and among wild larches?"
Here is found connotative phrasing, recalling the atmosphere and giving
concrete pictures of the medieval days. "The lance points slantingly
athwart the morning air" is original and vivid. The verb "points" is an
indication of Keats's ability to inject speed and action into his imagery.
But on the whole, Calidore is merely a set of trappings for a tale that is
never told. It is a series of remembered images, confused, too varied and un-
unified, lacking in selection, emotion, and force. Th.e lakes, the
streams,
the flowers, knights, and towers merge into vague picturesqueness,
gener-
(1). Lamia, Book II, linos 199 - 211.
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alized, unmarked by feeling, and soon forgotten.
In Calidore a few classic allusions are found. In listing xhe flowers
abundant in nis fairyland of nature, Keats speaks of Cassia, which is a
Greek word for tropical trees such as the cinnamon. What did this tropic,
aromatic tree, more fragrant still because of the fresh summer shower,
have to do with the northern scenery of Arthurian legend, evoked by the
introductory lines concerning minstrelsy, long gothic arches, green ivy,
and larch trees? The waving of Sir Calidore 's plumes is described as
"high as the berries of a wild ash tree or as the winged cap of Mercury".
Here a classic reference cuts into the picture of medieval romance. It
is a mere allusion, however, and quite unlike the living image of the
amorous Hermes in Lamia , "who blushed into roses *mid his golden hair",
with passion icr the wood nymph. "Hesperus is coming" is Keats* s phrase
for "evening is approaching". Here again the classic reference is a
name merely, more in the style of Keats's predecessors, Dryden and Pope.
There is no color, or picture verb to give life and feeling to a classic
name.
Calidore , as a whole, is a failure which Keats probably wisely aban-
doned. His poetic art was in the experimental stage. He was filled with
zeal, his mind crowded with poetic images, but he lacked at this time the
discipline necessary to order these images into a unified composition.
His tale was unformed and weak. He lacked the artistry to express his
thoughts in musical and potent verse. As an experiment, it reveals how
early the medieval and the classic influences were assuming shape in his
mind, crowding it with images soon to blossom into rich, inspired verse.
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Isabella , or The Pot of Basil
The Pot of Basil is a medieval love tale taken from the Decameron of
Boccaccio, and retold in octava-rima by Keats. There has been much con-
troversy concerning the merits of tnis poem, some praising highly, others
condemning. The student can best decide for himself by reading the poem
and judging it by the personal impression it makes upon him. After making
up his mind concerning the personal appeal of this poem, the student
should then go to the critics for substantiation or refutation of his
opinion.
This poem, it seems to me, was written under the influence of Chaucer.
It is the sort of thing that Chaucer did, taking an old story from the
Italian and reworking it, inserting apostrophes and asides for the reader.
The vocabulary is very simple, most of the words are one-syllable Anglo
Saxon words, and there are few words of more than three syllables. The
effect is one of simplicity, recalling the old ballads. It tells a
tragic love story that would have appealed to Chaucer. Isabella's mer-
cenary brothers oppose the love of their sister for a lowly man. The
brothers contrive to murder their sister's lover in the woods. The lonely
girl grieves for him. One night he appears in a vision to her, revealing
the circumstances of his murder. The girl, accompanied by her faithful
nurse, locates the scene of the crime, uncovers the corpse and severs the
head from the body. Returning home, she buries the head of her lover in
a flowering pot of basil for which she tenderly cares, so that it blooms
magically, watered by the very tears of love. Her brothers, noticing her
devoted care of the plant, investigate. They discover her secret, the
mouldering head of Lorenzo. The poem ends as the brothers exile themselves,
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and the lovely Isabella, deprived of her pot of basil, languishes and
dies. It is a typical medieval tale of thwarted love, including visions,
languishing love, and an unhappy ending. It is very simple to understand.
There are repeated lines that hiave the effect of refrains as in old bal-
lads. There are apostrophes to music, to the tragic Muse, and to the
reader, which are in the Chaucerean vein. The Pot of Basil is a simple
love t&.le, clearly told.
There are some verses of clear imagery, beautiful and moving.
XLV
"Who hath not loitered in a green church-yard,
And let his spirit, like a demon-mole.
Work through the clayey soil and gravel hard.
To see scull, coffined bones, and funeral stole,
Pitying each form that hungry Death hath marred
And filling it once more with human Soul?
Ahl this is holiday to what was felt
V/hen Isabella by Lorenzo knelt."
The first six lines are graphic, clear, imaginative, suggestive, "Hungry
death" is an example. In two words he calls up a whole concept of Death,
the ever hungry, never satisfied, preying upon human life and destroying
happiness. "Death hath marred the body" is connotive phrase. Later, when
Isabella found Lorenzo's glove, she kissed it with "lips more chill then
stone". This is exact, suggestive, sensuous writing.
Isabella, however, is an uneven poem. Such phrases as the above are
spoilt, in my opinion, by the closing couplet, "Ahl this is holiday", etc.
"Holiday" does not seem the correct word to use amid this atmosphere of
solemnity and an open grave. It snatches the mind back from somber death
to trivial vacation days, and spoils the impression of the passage,
"Those dainties made to still an infant's cries", a euphemistic, over-
wrought expression for "bosom", is, if not vulgar, at least a weak phrase
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that deflects the power of an otherwise highly emotional passage. This is
the climax where Isabella conceals in her bosom the glove of her murdered
lover as a symbol of affection. When she recognised the token she kissed
it in memory of her loved one, and turned back to the dreadful task of
seeking the actual body. Realistically she throws back her hair as it
interferes with her labor. It is unfortunate that such unlovely touches
mar the beauty of an otherwise pleasing poem, one perhaps that appeals
primarily to young persons.
Keats 's own estimate of the poem, Isabella , is worthy of comment.
He said, "There is too much inexperience of line, and simplicity of
knowledge in it — which might do very well after one's death, but not
while one is alive. Isabella is what I should call were I a reviewer
'a weak-sided Poem, with an amusing soberness about it.*"
Isabella is a medieval tale, told in the simple ballad manner. It
has passages of picturesqueness and simple beauty of verse and emotion.
Isabella is a decided advance over Calidore in conciseness of imagery and
in condensation of his tale. There is a movement away from generalizations
to vividness and vital coloring. "He leant into the sun-rise over the
balustrade of the garden terrace" has action and vividness. "The light
whisper of her footstep soft", in spite of the inversion at the end of
the line, is simple, clear, and effective, especially in its suggestion of
muted sound. "And see the spangly gloom froth up and boil" is vivid to
the point of realism. Nothing like this can be found in Calidore .
Isabella is a sad tale of thwarted young love, woven against a background
of medievalism, where flowers bloom magically, where Druid music haunts
(1). Letter to Woodhcuse, April 25, 1819.
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the young girl's dream, and where ogres in the form of the cruel brothers
spoil the idyll of young love.
Keats* 8 ballad, however, has tinges of classic lore. Keats is saying
that we shed too many tears over the fate of lovers who are really in a
happy state, except for the story from the classic myth of "Theseus 's
spouse". This is a reference to the myth concerning Ariadne^^^, the
daughter of the king of Crete. She saved the life of Theseus who was
attempting to kill the Minotaur, the great two-formed creature, half
bull, half man, formed as the result of the adultery of Llinos's mother
and Jupiter, and concealed in a great underground labyrinth. At inter-
vals he ravaged the countryside. Youths and maidens, chosen by lot, were
sacrificed every nine years to the creature, as a form of appeasement.
No one wno entered the labyrinth was ever able to find his way out.
Ariadne gave Theseus a ball of yarn which he imravelled as he entered the
labyrinth. Then, after killing the creature, he retraced his steps by
winding up the yarn again, thus finding the exit. Later he took Ariadne
over the sea with him where he cruelly end ungratefully deserted her.
Keats also makes another reference to Dido, comparing her love with
that of Isabella. Dido was the beautiful Egyptian queen who loved Aeneas.
She committed suicide when she was ruthlessly deserted by Aeneas who pro-
ceeded on to Italy to found xhe city of Rome. Dido's name is enough to
recall the tragic fate of the lovely queen. Keats uses the name of Greece
and her legends in the line "Because red-lined accounts ?/ere richer thtn
xhe songs of Grecian years". This is a reference to the mercenary brothers
who were proud of their achievements in the commercial world, but in reality
(1). Ovid, metamorphoses . Book VIII, Fable VI.
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had nothing to be proud of, for the accumulation of money is negligible
compared with the literary achievements of ancient Greece.
When Isabella bent to sever the head of her murdered lover from his
body, Keats uses another classic reference to describe the sword Isabella
was using. He said
"With duller steel than the Persean sword
They cut away no formless monster's head,
But one, whose gentleness did well accord
With death, as life."
The Persean sword is a reference to the myth concerning Perseus^^^who cut
off the gorgon*s head. She was a creature with a woman's head writhing
with living snakes instead of hair. This creature could turn to stone
everyone who looked at her, by the hypnotic power of her eye. Perseus
killed the gorgon by looking into his shining shield and not at her.
As her blood spilled out countless snakes were formed which infested that
region for many years. Later Atlas refused to acknowledge that Perseus
was the son of Zeus, whereupon Perseus exhibited the head of the Medusa
which he had cut off. Atlas promptly *as transformed into a mountain.
Perseus then journeyed to Aethiopia where he found the beautiful Andro-
meda exposed with her arms bound upon the hard rock, the light breeze
lifting her hair, and the warm tears running down her cheeks, a living
sacrifice to the sea monster which seemed large as a ship as it ap-
proached. Perseus, <vho could fly through the air, hovered above the
huge creature and plunged his sword up to the hilt in the creature'e back.
Perseus retired to a rock and, bracing himself to thwart the wounded
creature's attacks, finally succeeded in killing him. ^/hereupon he
claimed Andromeda for his bride. The use of Persean , from classic
(1) . Ovid, Metamorphoses . Book IV, Fable IX.

mythology, serves to recall the old story, but primarily emphasizes the
task of the old nurse and the maiden when they tried to sever Lorenzo's
head from his body, but with a sword duller than Perseus 's sharpest
weapon. 7/ith one word Keats has impressed the enormity of the woman's
feat.
In Isabella is found a mingling of an old medieval tale with
classic allusion. There is an advance, however, in the use of classic
myth, for here the image is not a mere name, but a means of vivifying
the image and furthering the sense impression of the line. Medieval
romance, clarified by classic myth and classic reference, recreates
an old medieval ballad.
In the Eve of St . Afenes Keats has recaptured in beautiful and
emotional verse the beating heart of the medieval ages. It is almost
a sacrilege to write about the beauties of this lovely gem. It seems
too beautiful to touch, liKe fragile china, - too precious for human
handling. There is a breath-taking sense of mystery, *ith haunting,
sumptuous beauty which gleams in contrast against a background of a
gloomy, icy-cold, stone castle. There is a sense of wonder and swift
movement, emphasized by contrast with the silent, sleeping castle.
In The Eve of St. Agnes is found suspense, a feeling of impending
tragedy, especially intense when the watch dogs stir, but remain
silent as they recognize their mistress. A touch of the atmosphere of
Romeo and Juliet is imparted by the nurse .vho helps Pcrphyro conceal
The Eve of St . Agnes
himself in the chamber.
from the warm vision o
The closing stanza drops the reader at once
f requited love to reality, for the cold castl
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deserted by the young lovers, becomes the icy tomb of Angela, the "old
and palsy-twitch'd" and the penitent Beadsman who "after a thousand aves
gold, slept ainong the ashes cold." The effect of this return to the cold
atmosphere of the castle unifies the poem, for it returns to the tone of
the opening stanzas. The moment of impassioned love seems a warm dream,
a happy interlude, amid the cold reality of the world, for the lovers
also fled away into xhe storm. V/as not their happy love but momentary tool
The poem is based upon an old legend xhat if young girls will fulfill
certain requirements - such as going to bed supperless on St. Agnes Eve,
lying on their bucks, looking straight upward, and glancing neither to the
right or the left, - they will see in a vision their future husbands.
After attending the revelry held the eve before the saint's day, Madeline
fulfills all the requirements. She dreams of Porphyro who, with the as-
sistance of the old paleied nurse, has concealed himself in the chamber.
The wintry moon shone with transforming beauty into the room through the
high casement window and fell upon the beautiful Madeline as she knelt in
prayer, holding in her hands a silver cross adorned with amethyst, her
hair forming a halo about her head. Finally she fell asleep. She had
not ventured to look sideways for fear of spoiling the charm. Porphyro
then placed a table covered with a gold embroidered cloth and set with
candied apple, quince, plimi, and gourd, exotic foods, spices, syrops,
and all the luxuries brought in medieval days from the Orient. These
exotic foods were heaped in golden dishes and silver baskets, filling
the chill room with "purfume light".
Madeline awakened to find her dream changed into reality. Her
lover of whom she had dreamed is xhere by her side. Madeline experiences
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the "blisses of her dream so pure and deep". Then the lovers make their
escape from the castle, passing the sleeping guards and wakeful dogs who
stir, rattling their chains, into xJie cold and stormy night. Death and
coldness claim the gloomy castle now that love has fled; the old nurse
and the Beadsman die. The poem, after the bright interlude of the sump-
tuous scene of warm and happy love, has reverted to the atmosphere of xhe
opening, coldness, spirit-haunted dreams, and death.
The Eve of St . Agnes must be experienced by the imaginative reader.
No one can interpret the effect upon the individual of this sensuous
poem, rich with golden, silver, and vermilion dyes, the symbolic colors
of splendor and life. The poem plays expertly upon every sense of the
reader, who feels xhe chill and sees the pale moonlight slanting athwart
the dark stone chamber, making even more beautiful xhe sleeping maiden,
and the gleaming dishes for the sumptuous feast. The rare and spicy
dishes, brought at such cost from the Orient, perfume the chamber and
quicken the palate. Against all this, and contrasting sharply with it,
is the gloomy castle of chill, hard stone.
The tone of The Eve of Sx . Agnes is medieval. The pictures of the
arched hallways, the castle guards, the watch dogs, the chapel aisle with
its tombs for the dead, end carved heads of angels on the beams, are vivid
drawings of an ancient baronial hall. There is pageantry which shows the
rich costumes of the medieval ladies and their armored, plumed knights
who attend the evening revel. The Middle Ages was a time of superstition;
Keats here has developed aesthetically one of these superstitions. He
also introduces other beliefs of the people in the supernatural. He
speaks of Madeline asking Angela, her nurse, concerning the "holy loom
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which none but the secret sisterhood may see". This is a direct referenc
to the belief in witchcraft, which is repeated again at the end of the
poem when Keats describes Madeline's father as dreaming of witches. It
also has a hint of the belief in fate, which persisted thj-oughout the
Middle Ages in spite of the doctrines of the church against this fatal-
istic theory. The old "Wyrd" of Anglo Saxon belief was too strong to
be expelled immediately. It persisted in the old charms which the far-
mers used to ensure good harvests. The name of the Christian deity was
mingled in these charms with the pagan elements believed to placate the
evil influences which might prevent a good yield. Superstition, belief
in fate, flourished side by side with Christianity in that strangest
of all nistorical periods designated as the Dark Ages. Keats also
utilizes the expanding trade of the Middle Ages whereby the adventurous
dared to penetrate to the Orient and bring back silk and precious
spices. There is one direct reference to the Arthurian tales in the
passage "Never on such a night have lovers met Since Merlin paid his
Demon all the monstrous debt". This is the only reference I have found
that Keats maKes to the Arthurian legend. Faeries abound throughout the
poem. As Madeline slept "legion* d faeries pac'd the coverlet". As part
of the magic charm Madeline is told by the old nurse to hold "water in a
witch's sieve and be liege-lord to all the Elves and Fays".
In The Eve of St^. Agnes Keats has captured, in thrilling verse, the
tempo of the old medieval days. He unrolls a rich tapestry, bright with
gold, silver and precious gems, amethyst, sapphire, and bright red, the
color of passion, and enriched with all the pageantry of the liiddle Ages.
Here we find prayer contrasted with superstition; sumptuous happiness
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contrasted with coldness and death. The bright tapestry of Madeline and
her lover glow against the hard, cold stone of the castle wall. The
sleeping guards testify to the life cf constant fighting and distrust
that existed in the Middle A^es. Fairies and witches are brought to
mind amid the strained atmosphere of that magic night. Isabella , another
tale of the olden days, is pale and devoid of feeling when read after the
magic experience which the reader finds in beautiful St. Agnes Eve. The
first is just a simple tale, the second is heightened romance breathing
with beauty and emotion, breath-taking in scope and feeling. The choice
of words is worthy of comment. In St_. Agnes Eve Keats uses such phrases
as "smooth-sculptured stone", "an elfin-storm from faery land", "a
chain-drocp'd lamp was flickering by the door", "The wakeful blood-
hound rose, and shook his hide", "The chains lie silent on the footworn
stones". Compare these picturesque phrases with the colloquialisms of
Isabella - "in the name of Glory", and "money-bags", or the unnatural
conversation of the evil brothers, "Come down, we pray thee, ere the hot
sun count Kis dewy rosaiy on the eglantine", which is not the talk of
business men or villains. These few illustrations will serve to show
the advance that Keats, the artist, had made in mastery, expression, and
story telling by the time he came to write The Eve of S^. Afrnes .
In this lovely t&le of medieval influence and theme there are also
touches of classic lore. Keats speaks of the Morphean amulet. Porphyro
is 'Wishing that he had a charm to put Madeline to sleep quickly so that
he may assemble the feast, ilorpheus was the god of dreams and slumber
who dwelt in a cave of silence and indolence. Keats seems to have a fond-
ness for this figure. Perhaps he suffered from sleeplessness himself end
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hence appreciated the blessed relief that sleep can bring to such sufferers,
or perhaps he was still haunted by the Castle of Indolence , which is a me-
dieval interpretation of the classic cave, and which influenced Keats 's
early attempts at verse. The figure of Porphyro kneeling by Madeline's
bad, "pale as smooth-sculptured stone", is reminiscent of the classic
figures which Keats imagined as the result of looking at friezes and
marbles in the British Museum. In his most complete picture of the liLddle
Ages Keats portrays Porphyro in an attitude similar to those of classic
sculpture.
The effect of classic allusion and the carved figure offers no dis-
cordant note in the poem, mingling classic and medieval life. The refer-
ence to Morpheus clarifies the meaning of the line by emphasizing the
depth of the slumber which Porphyro wished for idadeline. Liorpheus cave
brought complete sleep which he hoped would hold Madeline in its thrall
while he crept about the chamber assembling the feast. The sculptured
image serves to emphasize first the depth of Porphyro 's passion, so
deeply affected that he was pale as marble, and to emphasize his immo-
bility as he knelt by her bedside entranced by her loveliness. Here a
sculptured figure is contrasted with the rich tapestry, a replica of
glowing, colorful, medieval life.
St . Agnes Eve is an achievement in artistry, beauty, and emotion.
Its loveliness must be experienced; it cannot be described. The above
study, directing attention to its medieval qualities, emphasized by two
classic references, to the beauty of language and depth of feeling, is
merely a signpost which should serve as a guide to aid the student in
selecting beauties that he can discover end dwell upon for his own
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aesthetic enjoyment. St. Agnes Eve, like Shakespeare's dramas, is an ever
new experience, for each re-reading makes one aware of new concepts undis-
covered in previous readings. The student should search for beauty in this
imaginative verse to ,7hich the critic can but suggest the path of dis-
covery.
The Eve of St^. Mark
The Eve of St_. Mark is a teasing fragment of verse wr.ich we regret
that Keats did not finish. (How one v/ould love to know what Keats would
have done with tnis lovely bit of verseJ) Like The Eve of St. Agnes , this
poem is based upon a medieval superstition. This time it is the belief
that on the Eve of St, Mark if one placed himself near the door of the
church he would see an apparition prophetic of the year to come. Those
that were seen entering and leaving rather promptly would enjoy good
health, those that remained a long time would suffer illness; those who
did not come out would die.
The setting of the poem was inspired by Keats's visit to V/inchester,
a cathedral town. Keats enjoyed the subdued quiet of the old town, and
wrote^^^"The great beauty of poetry is that it makes everything, every
place interesting. The palatine Venice and the abbottine Winchester are
equally interesting". This same atmosphere of subdued quiet Keats trans-
formed to his own poem. It is a lovely, peaceful poem, in which the town,
dominated by the stone cathedral, its arched porches and stone towers and
(1). Letter to George, Sept. 17, 1819. This fragment of a poem was
included in a long letter to George begun at Winchester. The
poem follows an appreciative description of the subdued quiet
o.f the cathedral to-vn. See footnote 1, page 325, of John Keats
edited by Clarence De'Htt Thorpe.

protected walled-in gardens, is contrasted with the chill evening and the
fatal prophecy. Keats 's interpretation is not true to medieval history.
It is a picture of Winchester as he saw it, not as it was in medieval
times. Nevertheless it creates the impression of an old cathedral town
such as we imagine Canterbury to have been when Chaucer's inimitable
pilgrims set out upon their journey. The feeling upon the modern reader
is of being transferred to the old and dreamy town when all the staid and
pious groups of worshippers had left their warm firesides to attend the
evening service. According to history, medieval people enjoyed riotous
festivals upon the night before religious feasts; in fact they did not
have evening services then. This deviation from historical fact does
not matter. The impression is to take one away from a hurried, bust-
ling world into a dreamy world where religion v/as an active pt.rt of
everyone's life, where old superstitions, survivals of the old pagan
Celtic and Anglo Saxon days, still thrived side by side with the beliefs
of Christianity. There is a feeling of hushed wonder as Bertha takes
down her illuminated book. One feels that she is going to dream over it
and that her dream will merge, as in St . Agnes , into some actual experi-
ence connected with the current superstition of the dusky, portentous
eve. The sound of a v/orshipper returning homewards late, passing the
minster-gate, heightens the sense of waiting and of foreboding. The
fragment of Chaucerean verse, with its imitation of the middle English,
is a recapturing of Chaucer in style and feeling. How unfortunate that
the experiment was not finished*
The picture of Bertha, who lifted her soft warm chin above her
plaited lawn-frill, and bent her golden head above her saintly book, is
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a medieval image of beauty and awakening interest. Why was she called a
"Cheated soul"? What was to heppen to her? Ker huge shadow, hovering in
giant size upon the wall, heightens the sense of loneliness and of impend-
ing disaster. Keats 's use of the word hover instead of dance sets the
atmosphere of wonder and awaiting disaster. This fragment again proves
Keatss ability to impart hushed silence with its quivers of enchantment
and anticipation of awe-inspiring events to follow. This is a feeling
difficult to phrase, but any one who has read Keats imaginatively has
surely felt the atmosphere of suspense and wonder which Keats 's descrip-
tions of silence and hushed sounds impart. The whispers were "hushed", the
feet were "shuffling feet", the town was steeped in "gloom and silence",
broken by the "Still foot-fall" of a late returning worshipper. These are
the pcvers of a great poet, more potent than any historically correct
treatise on medieval days. Keats, for whom "medieval mythology had
become symbols and incarnations, as living as in the days of their first
creation", had the power to convey this living conception to his readers
in beautiful and emotion-provoking verse. In feeling and atmosphere Keats,
in the Eve of St. Mark, carries the reader far away into the realm of
medieval romance where there is pageantry, beauty, and a sense of magic
wonder. Harsh, realistic, scientific criticism should withhold its hands
from exposing to the crucible of historical research and investigation a
fragment of such fragile beauty as The Eye of St . Mark , where its imagi-
native and aesthetic impressions might be utterly dissipated. The poem
should be read in a leisurely manner so that one may dreajn over the pro-
vocative lines, inviting speculation concerning ..hat Chaucerean tale might
(1)"^ Sidney Colvin, John Keate, Chapter II, Page 110. Calidore
.
Influence of Hunt.

have been developed here by the beauty-loving and sense-stirring Keats.
La Belle Dame Sans Merci
La Belle Dame Sans Merci is a well-known poem of Keats. The name of
the song that Porphyro was singing to Madeline in the Eve of St_. Agnes
during their love tryst was also entitled Jm Belle Dame Sans Merci. This
indicates xhat, as in xhe case of Hyperion , the poem was already taking
shape in Keats 's mind while he was '/vriting another poem.
La Belle Dame Sans Merci ^'^^is an imitation of an old ballad. It is
xhe story of the strange witch woman of medieval romance who enchants her
lover with "language strange" and, after awakening his love, leaves him
to languish on the cold hillside still seeking among the "withered sedge"
for his cruel lady love.
The ballad stanza used by Keats is a four-stress quatrain, rhymed
a,b,a,b, but xhe last line is shortened so that there are only two
stressed syllables. The effect is to increase the speed of the verse, as
well as to give variety. In tone and atmosphere the poem is completely
medieval. It i^as an atmosphere of the far away and strange. The reader
is projected into a world of unreality where witch women charm their vic-
tims by supernatural means and then leave them to face a cold, unrelent-
ing world, still captivated by the charms of unreal love. The element of
fairy lore is injected by the line "The Lady was a fairy's child", with
all the power to meddle in human affairs and to invoke magic. She also
worked her spell in medieval manner, giving her love strange roots to eat,
(1). The title of this poem was taken by Keats from a medieval
French poet, Chartier, who wrote a poem with the same title.
The title appealed to Keats, who used it for his own poem.
Keats's poem, however, in no other way resembles Chartier's.
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and charming him with her spell-weaving song. The element of pageantry
is retained in the images which the lover saw, the pale kings and princes
and the warriors, which had succiunbed to xhe lovely-lady's Circe-like
charms*
There are two versions of the poem. The revised edition rearranges
some of the stanzas and eliminates some of the more sensuous phrases.
Most moderns prefer, I think, the first edition. Here Keats says 1 shut
her "wild wild eyes with kisses four", the revised says so "Kissed to
sleep". The first is a more vigorous and definite phrase. Again in the
first edition Keats writes "she lulled me asleep". The second is "we
slumbered on the moss". The first is a more active figure, the second a
more ordinary and sugared phrase. "And I awoke, and found me here On the
cold hill's side" was changed to "On the cold hill side". Tne first is
less prosaic, it seems to me, for it makes a figure of speech of the hill,
thus quickening the sensuous appeal of the line. The first version is
more in iceeping with tne medievel tone of the poem and more Keatsean,
whereas the second version seems a softened nineteenth century type of
writing such as Tennyson's.
In La Belle Dame Sans Mercl there is absolutely no reference to
classic myth. Keats has pruned his poem to obtain complete unity of ex-
pression and medieval theme. Tnis was written in his later years (if
twenty can oe considered late) when Keats perhaps was more conscious of
form and less given to intuitive expression.
La Belle Dame Sans Merci has often been quoted, in fact it is so
well-known that its original force has been lost and its beauties
tarnished by over use. Some have also read into it a personal interpretation

of Keats *s own experience of an unhappy love affair with Fanny Brawne.
Nevertheless L& Belle Dame Sans Merci is a careful remaking of an old
ballad that might, except for the modern spellings, be listed with the
Two Sisters and The Wife of Usher's Well * In a story with medieval,
supernatural el^ents, it recreates the same atmosphere of strangeness
and wonder, pervaded by a sense of melancholy, that is found in the old
ballads of legendary lore.
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CHAPTER IX
The Classic and Medieval Ll amenta in Keat s * s Verse Forms .
A study of the verse form used by Keats reveals that in this re-
spect Keats was not a classicist. His masters in versification were
Petrarch, Chaucer, Spenser ,'^"ttie old Elizabethan lyric song writers.
Classic verse, contrary to English verse, is based upon the length
of the vowel sounds. English verse is based upon stressed syllables.
Keats wisely avoided classic experiments with English words. English
is a Germanic language and does not lend itself easily to quantitative
verse experiments. Longfellow attempted in his Evangeline to use a
Latin meter, namely dactyls, but this was a forcing of a foreign
influence upon the native English. It results in monotony and arti-
ficiality after the first few stanzas. Keats used classic literature
as the source for his imagery, but in no instance as the model for
his versification.
Keats 's verse is remarkable for its greater freedom and fluency
when it is compared with his immediate predecessors. Pope and Dryden,
who used almost exclusively the closed heroic couplets. Keats also
used couplets in his poems, but Keats 's couplets are rich and varied,
modeled after those in Elizabethan verse and the couplets of Chaucer.
Instead of having definite pauses at the end of every line and a
full
stop at the end of every two lines as Pope did in The Ra£e
of the Lock,
Keats used sentences of varying length, which weave their
way in and
out among the rhymed couplets, thus stressing thought
rather than
form, and giving variety and lightness to the verse.
Sometimes the full
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Stop in Keats's verse is placed within the line.
Endymion , Book III, Lines 1010-1018
"At Neptune's feet he sank. A sudden ring
Of Nereids were about him, in kind strife
To usher back his spirit into life:
But still he slept. At last they interwove
Their cradling arms, and purposed to convey
Towards a crystal bower far away."
Keats not only chose to vary the sentence length of the unit of
thought, but he also varied the placement of the caesura in the line.
The above quotation is illustrative of this also. In the first line
the pause occurs after the third stress i in the fourth line it fol-
lows the second stress. The result is to eliminate the rocking horse
effect of Pope and Dryden. It gives fluency and variety to the
finished poem.
Later Keats found another means of varying his heroic couplets.
This was by the use of the alexandrines which he used in Lamia . The
alexandrine is a longer line of six stressed syllables which Keats in-
serted at irregular intervals throughout his poem.
Lamia, Part I, Lines 298, 299
"A song of love, too sweet for earthy lyres,
While, like held breath, the stars arew in their panting fires."
Most of the alexandrines mark a long pause in the sense of the poem and are
followed by strong stop marks such as dashes, semi-colons, or periods.
In Keats's early poems he often erred in the use of awkward enjamb-
ment, which caused unnatural line endings involving xhe separation of a
natural grammatical unit.
"Through the thick branches, poor ring-doves stretch forth
Their timid necks and tremble; so these both
Lent to each other trembling;"
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The natural grouping of these clauses would be "the ring doves stretch
forth their necks" and "these both lent to each other trembling", or
"trembling these both lent to each other". The object should not be
separated from its verb, or the subject from the predicate if it is
possible to avoid it. Keats, however, early rid himself of this fault.
He had a musical ear. He had steeped himself in the melody of Spenser.
This enabled Keats to recognize this defect and to eliminate it. He
continued to use enjarabment, variety of thought, unit, and placement of
the caesura, but the enjambment became controlled, and the line endings
indicated natural pauses in thought. Lamia is an example of this. To
read this poem is to be quite unconscious of the rhymed couplets, which
are very natural and fused easily with the thought. Chaucer, not the
neo-classicists, was Keats 's model in the use of the rhymed couplets, if
one may judge by examining Chaucer's couplets and realizing that on
Keats's own testimony he was familiar with the first English poet.
The Knight * s Tale
(Unes 2405-2409. 2429-2434.)
"Thy sovereyn temple wol I moost honouren
Of any place, and alwey moost labouren
In thy plesaunce and in thy craft es strongs,
And in thy temple I wol my baner honge
And all the armes of my compaignye;"
"And moore encens into the fyr he caste
With othere rytes mo; and atte lasts
The statue of Mars bigan his hauberk rynge;
And with that soun he herde a murmurynge
Ful lowe and dymn, and sevde thus, "Victoriel"
For v/hich he yaf to itors honour and glorie."
Notice the frequent enjambment, and the full stop in the middle of the
second line of the last example.
Such freedom in Keats *s verse was sheer heresy to the reviewers of
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his day, who had been accustomed to rigid adherence to form as epitomized
by the literary dictators of the previous age, Pope and Dryden. Much of
the adverse criticism heaped upon Keats by his contemporary critics was
due to this free style of versification, as well as to his friendship
with Leigh Hunt.
Many of Keats 's early poems were in the form of sonnets, usually
the Petrarchian form with octave and sestet, the rhyme scheme of which
may be varied. The sonnet was a form created in Italy during the early
Renaissance there. Thus Keats in using the sonnet was taking advantage
of a type invented in the middle ages and not known in classic literature.
Keats also used blank verse, another form of verse which was intro-
duced from Italy by Surrey in the early sixteen hundreds. Surrey used
it for a translation of the Aeneid. This type of verse was unknown in
classic literature. Keats 's blank verse was greatly influenced by
Milton, who used paragraph-like divisions of thought, and an unusual
amount of variety concerning the placement of the caesura within the
line. Milton also frequently repeated a word within a line or two,
giving a slightly different use of the word. This is called a Miltonic
turn. Keats used similar expressions in Hyperion .
"If sorrow had not made
Sorrow more beautiful than Beauty's self." Line 35, Book I.
"Two wings this orb
Possessed for glory, two fair argent wings
Ever exalted at the God's approach." Lines 283-285, Book I.
"Now comes the pain of truth, to whom 'tis pain/'
Line 202, Book II
The effect of Milton on Hyperion is also seen in the elevated, somber
style of the poem, with its atmosphere of solemn grandeur, so well suited
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to the portrayal of gods. The conference of the gods in P^perion would
almost make the reader think he were reading Paradise Lost .
Keats also used octava rima, variations of the ballad stanza, and
the Spenserian stanza. All of these are verse forms popular during the
Elizabethan era and. earlier; they are not classic verse forms adapted
from the literature of ancient Greece or Rome. Spenser greatly influ-
enced Keats, for it was Spenser's melodious stanzas that attuned Keats *s
ear, training him in melody and sound effect. Keats was also familiar
with the love lyrics of the Shakespearean period with their emphasis
on inspiration, music, and feeling. Keats often talked about the effect
of vowel sounds on the music of verse. He said that vowel sounds should
be so managed as "not to clash with one another, so as to hear melody. ..(1)
Keats was aware of the difference between open and closed vowel sounds,
which he believed should be "arranged to give a rich and varied music
(2)
either by variety or by repetition of sound", Keats consciously
worked with vowel sounds and studied their effect, deliberately arrang-
ing them in patterns to create richness and variety of sound which was
appropriate to the thought. In Lamia harsh, strident sounds are used
in Part Two, the shattering of the dream of love; soft, liquid sounds
in Part One, the yielding to love's charm.
Keats was also conscious of the tempo in his verse. He had a pecu-
liar ability to convey hushed silence and swift movement. He varied the
speed of the verse to suit the mood of the poem. In the Ode to Psyche ,
the verse moves rather sv/iftly, corresponding to the idea of young love
(1) . Sidney Colvin, John Keats, Chapter V, page 147, Letters from Oxford
(2) t Sidney Colvin, John Keats , Chapter V, Page 147, Letters from Oxford
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^nd the whimsical note of the ending. The Ode on a Grecian Urn and To
Autumn are slower in pace, suited to the meditative tone of these poems.
Keats*s best known poems are his odes. These odes, however, are not
classic in form. Keats does not use the Pindaric ode, wnich has a definite
verse pattern, including a strophe and antistrophe, both written in iden-
tical verse style, and an epode written in a contrasting pattern. Grecian
odes were usually used as a part of a religious ceremony or a pai*t of a
dramatic performance. The strophe was sung by one chorus, and the anti-
strophe sung by another. Usually the strophe presented a question, which
the antistrophe answered, whereas the epode summarized the thought of the
ode. Keats 's odes are English odes, or stanzaic odes, in which the stanzas
are similar in pattern, but the verse employed is in varying line lengths
and has original rhyme schemes. Keats 's odes are also not classic because
they are subjective, impassioned outbursts of personal feeling, not objec-
tive interpretations of life. To Autumn is closer to a classic ode than
any of the others because the stanzas are very uniform in pattern and the
thought is less subjective. To Autumn , however, is also a stanzaic ode,
following in no way the Pindaric pattern.
In Keats 's vocabulary were many medieval words, which he re-employed
in the language. Examples of revivals of old words are "atween", "dis-
traught", "perceant", "poesy", "bower", "naught", "alarum", "anon", "ken",
"casque", "cuirass", "ye", "whence", "fane". The effect of the return to
the older language was to enrich his verse, and to free it from the
Latinisms of the erudite neo-classicists. Spenser, Chaucer, Chatterton,
endowed Keats «ith a vocabulary, which had a flavor of the ancient English
heritage. This was refreshing and vitalizing to the language, long

I'aboring under the heaviness of the Latin vogue.
In summarizing this study of Keats *s verse, it is found that his
(1)
verse was influenced by medieval as well as Renaissance styles of versi-
fication and vocabulary. He does not follow the edicts of classic ver-
sification. Keats*s verse stands for freedom of expression, based upon
intuition and subjective impassioned feeling. The classicists believed
in strict adherence to form, their verse was based upon reason rather
than upon imagination and was strictly restrained as far as emotional
expression was concerned. Keats 's verse has none of these characteris-
tics. Keats 's verse can best be described by these lines from Endymion .
(Book III, Lines 170-171)
"Oh, what a wild and harmonized tune,
My spirit struck from all the beautifull"
(1). The Petrarchian sonnet and Chaucer's free heroic couplets sup-
plied the medieval influence; Spenser and the Elizabethans
gave the Renaissance influence.
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CHAPTER X
Conclusions .
This inquiry into the poems of Keats reveals that his best poems fall
into one of two classifications, those dominated by the Grecian influence
and those under the influence of medieval literature. The Ode on a Grecian
Urn and the Eye of St_, Agnes are the best examples of these two types.
This study also proves that Keats 's poems are not true to the basic ele-
ments of classic literature. He changed the source of his inspiration,
making original interpretations and supplying a heightened atmosphere.
Sometimes he mingles the two elements, classical and medieval, to create
moving poems, original in thought, development, and atmosphere.
Classical literature was based upon selection, simplicity, and
strict form. The original myths are cruel stories which served a re-
ligious purpose, teaching the power of the gods and the dire misfortune
of those who should incur their wrath, either willfully or through neglect.
In these myths there are no overflowings of emotion or subtle analysis of
character. Classic religion was based upon fate and its absolute control
of man and his affairs. The most cruel tales are recounted in these myths
in a matter-of-fact manner, v-hich causes not a twinge of emotion or pity
in the reader.
Keats's classic tales are really romantic interpretations of life.
His are gentle, loving characters, not caught in the web of fate, but
working out their own destinies. Keats uses mythology as a background to
interpret his own emotions or his philosophy of life. There is no hint
of classical^ ^^restraint in most of i.eats's poems, but rather an effusive
(1). Mai
a
and To Autumn are exceptions to this statement.
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pouring out of personal emotion.
As one thinks of Keats, classic images appear simultaneously in the
mind, for Keats quickened into life and meaning classic antiquity. His
classic allusions were never merely erudite references, sprinkling
learned verse, as was the case with his predecessors. This study reveals
that Keats is not a classicist except in his imagery, but is deeply ro-
mantic, making ancient times seem an age of ideal beauty and love, and
basing his interpretations of life upon intuitive thinking.
The basic elements of medieval literature are concerned with the
strange and far away. These writers believed in magic and endowed their
tales with incidents of enchantment and witchcraft. These are the types
of tales which resulted in folk lore such as Hansel and Gretel. Here
imagination reigns supreme. Visions, charms, conventionalized gardens,
pageantry, and catalogues of the loved one's beauties are found in this
literature. The convention of courtly love dominated almost all the
plots. This was a formula followed by each lover and his sweetheart.
The lover was mysteriously awakened to love by some magic ray emanating
from the eye of his loved one. He grew pale and sickly. He cared no
longer for an active life of sport or warfare. He became listless and
melancholy. He must pursue the lady of nis heart persistently, and she
must steadily refuse. Only after many attempts on the lover's part may
she, according to the precepts of this strict code, accept.
Individual studies of Keats 's poems reveal many of these features
of medieval romance in Keats 's poems. Usually his poems were set in
far away places. Endymion was a perfect example of -the courtly lover,
swooning with the force of his passion, listless, uninterested in hunting

and in his daily life. His lady-love also followed this pattern. She is
described with many catalogues of her charms; she must be pursued through
the earth, air, and under the sea before she accepts her lover.
Witchcraft is found in Lamia and in La Belle Dame Sans Merci . Dream
visions occur in both Endymion and in the Eve of St . Agnes as well as in
Isabella . Pageantry is found in the Eve of St . Agnes and in the Eve of
St . Mark.
Most of Keats' s poetry is a fusion of these two elements. Endymion
,
Hyperion, Lamia, Ode to Psyche , and others give evidence of these two in-
fluences in one composition. This does not spoil the unity of the poems,
however. In Lamia , for example, Keats does not confuse one putting me-
dieval life into a Grecian setting. The Greek setting, in fact, is very
exact according to hisxorical research; the medieval influence merely
softens the original myth, supplying a haunting atmosphere and injecting
magic and wonder into the story. The witch of ancient mythology is
transfigured in Lamia to a creature of loveliness, gentleness, and sympa-
thy. In Isabella , a poem with a medieval setting, classic allusions
are used to make concrete, clear impressions, and to increase the imagi-
native response of the line. In no way do they spoil the uniuy of the
ballad; they merely add picturesqueness and vividness.
This study has also attempted to prove that Keats' s versification
does not follow the edicts of classic antiquity. The pattern* of verse
he used were sonnets, blarJt verse, couplete* His couplets do not follow
those of the neo-classicists, but were very free in construction with en-
jambment and varying placement of the caesura. Keats' b odes are English
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odes, not following the pattern of the Pindaric odes, but based upon
stanzaic form. In metrical pattern Keats was not a classicist, but
followed the early English masters, — Chaucer, Spenser and the Eliza-
bethan lyricists.
This study has portrayed Keats as a creature of imagination, intui-
tion, and sensation. His genius was inspired by the past, the legends
of old Greece and Rome, as well as by the legendary tales of medieval
romance. He softened and beautified these old tales, omitting details
of cruelty and avarice; his knights were gentle, almost effeminate, not
armor-clad warriors of the Crusades. His goddesses were kind and loving,
not cruel and vengeful. Sleepy, rosy, yav/ning cupids, majestic heart-
weary Saturn, the ever-loving Hermes, recall equally vivid images of the
lovely Madeline, gentle Isabelle, and the heartless La Belle Dame Sans
Merci. Classic antiquity and medieval romance were softened, romanti-
cized, and clothed with charm and wonder in the crucible of Keats 's fer-
tile mind. To read Keats frequently is a stimulating diversion, steep-
ing the mind in wonder and beauty, recalling the great names from the
legendary past, and inducing the intelligent reader to meditation con-
cerning life and its meaning.

CHAPTER n
.
Keats 's Popularity
Keats is beloved by modern reaaers of verse. His clear imagery,
reviving the past of Greece and Rome as well as the lands of medieval
romance, is endowed with emotional responsiveness which strikes an ac-
cordant note in the minds and hearts of poetry lovers. The pictures
are distinct and life-like. The emotion is inxense and readily, al-
most magically, transferred from the black and white page. Keats's
verse is aesthetically and emotionally satisfying.
Mental stimulation is also derived from reading Keats's poetry,
for he wrote sincerely about a wide range of human problems, which
are as vexing in our day as in his. Some of these are the nearness of
sorrow and joy, the reason for pain and grief in a world of beauty,
man's eternal quest for happiness, the mystery of life, the underlying
pattern of creation. Speculation concerning these things vaguely
troubles all thinking men; these are not problems that concerned a past
era only — such as slavery or absolute monarchy. Keats expresses in
melodious verse what is felt at times in every man's life, for all must
face sorrow and disappointment; all desire at times escape from the
world. Keats wrote to his brother George under the date of March 13, ll
"Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced even a Proverb is i
(1). There are infelicitous lines even in the best of Keats's poetry.
For example, in Lamia occurs, "She had a woman's mouth with all
its pearls complete." The endings of Keats's poems have a ten-
dency to be weak. The reader is led along on high elevated
planes of thought, to be suddenly dropped into the cold plunge
of unsatisfactory or confusing endings. These flaws, really
few in number, are quite overshadowed, however, by the sparkling
beauty and music of truly magical verse.
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proverb to you, till your Life has illustrated it." Keats expresses in
lovely language moods and vague feelings which almost all have experi-
enced. Keats suggests that although one cannot permanently forget the
cause of sorrow, he can, for moments at least, drown it in contemplation
of the beauties of the physical world or in surrender to the lovely melody
of a bird's sweet song. One of the joys of poetry is that it awakens the
mind to a realization of beauty and invites individual appreciation of
similar scenes when they are encountered. Remembered verse enhances a
lovely view when it is encountered; it also makes one more poignantly
aware of beauty in the world — such as a rare sunset, a churning moun-
tain stream, or wheeling gull against a winter sky. No poet had the
ability to awaken the soul to hidden springs of beauty more than Keats.
For this reason, if for no other, Keats is beloved today.
Keats 's poetry also invites the reader to intellectual stimulation.
His verse expands the readers' concepts, inviting further speculation
concerning life and its meaning. Keats does not +each a lesson, however.
He wrote in a letter to John Hamilton Reynolds, dated February 3, 1818,
"We hate poetry that has a palpable design upon us, and, if we do not
agree, seems to put its hand in its breeches pocket. Poetry should be
great and unobtrusive, a thing which enters into one's soul, and does not
startle or amaze with itself, but with its subject." This is particularly
true of modern readers of verse. They do not like didactic verse, yet
they desire thought-provoking poetry, something more than mere prettiness.
Keats does not preach; yet his verse is more than pretty imagery, v/hich
pleases for the moment but seldom retains a beloved place in memory.
Keats 's popularity is based upon the fact that it is intellectually
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.satisfying as well as providing sensuous delight in musical and stirring
language.
Modern taste in poetiry lies in naturalness and simplicity of ex-
pression. The best of Keats's poetry fulfills these requisites. The
reader is absorbed in the content, the image, and the music, and is not
lost in the verse pattern. Hyperion , Landa , the great odes are testa-
ments of this; the subject and imagery is impressed upon xhe reader, not
the intricacies of metrical device and form, Keats jsfrote to Miss
Jeffreys, in May 1819, "I hope I am a little more of a Philosopher than
I was, consequently a little less of a versifying Pet-lamb." Keats was
never, except in the very beginning, a versifier. His poems carry the
reader into a realm of fancy and delight; they are never mere exercises
in word manipulation, which the word "versifying" suggests.
Keats had very definite theories concerning poetry. In a letter
written to John Taylor on February 27, 1818, Keaus gives his axioms
concerning poetry.
"1st. I think Poetry should surprise by a fine excess and not by
singularity; it sLould strike the Reader as a wording of his own high-
est thoughts, and appear almost a Remembrance.
"2nd. Its touches of Beauty should never be half-way thereby
making the reader breathless, instead of content; the rise, the pro-
gress, the setting of imagery should like the sun come natural to him -
shine over him and set soberly although in magnificence leaving him in
the Luxury of twilight. But it is easier to think what Poetry should be
than to write it. And this leads me to
"Another axiom - That if Poetry comes net as naturally as the
Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all".
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Because the best of Keats 's poetiy fulfills these axioms - charming
The reader with touches of beauty, striking a responsive note in the
reader's experience, and seeming the natural expression of inspired
thought - Keats has become the poetic ideal of the twentieth century.
To list his poems is to give a "Bede-rcll of beauty"; but to read them
is to experience beauty impassioned with sincere, deep-felt emotion.
Most of Keats 's verse contains clear-cut images, concise, vivid, richly
colored, suggesting the modern imagists in these respects. Most of
Keats 's verse is arranged in natural sentence order with fev/ inversions
or rhetorical turns. This is pleasing to the modern ear, which has been
taught to avoid unntitural grammatical constructions or strange inversions
of word sequence.
To read Keats is to recall much that is beautiful in English verse.
The statues and myths of ancient Greece serve as lovely images, softened
and endowed with life and emotion, so that this ancient day seems to have
been a land of ideal beauty, enhanced from the lore of medieval romance
with enchantment and mystery. ia*iaored knights and Icvely ladies mingle
with winged gods and youthful shepherds to v,'hisk the reader into a make-
believe world of idealized beauty and romance, imbued with optimistic
philosophy, expressing a belief in the ultimate progress of the v.orld
from age to age. For aesthetic refreshment and cultural stimulation
turn frequently to lovely The Eye of Sx,. A^nes , memorable Ode on a
(1). Keats often coined words, added "y's" to words, and elided
syllables. This is contrary to ncdern verse principles;
but Keats must be judged as a nineteenth century poet. He
was really very advanced in his precepts, using a simple,
natural style, which is much closer to modern principles of
verse than most of his contemporaries and many later writers.

Grecian Urn, hauntingly sweet Ode to a Nightingale , end the mellow con-
tent of To Autumn . Greek mythology and medieval romance is eloquently
woven into patterns of rich, glowing beauty, bright with living thought.
Keats *s verse is like the nightingale's "melodious full-throated ease",
to which the reader gives a lingering farewell.
"Adieu I adieul thy plaintive anthem fades
Past the near meadows, over the still stream.
Up the hill-side; and new *tis buried deep
In the next valley-glades
«
Was it a vision, or a waking dream?
Fled is that music - Do I wake or sleep?"
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
The Classic and Medieval Influence in Keats
Keats's letter to his brother Tom, dated May 1818, provides a key-
to an understanding of the prevailing interests which dominate his poetry.
He wrote, "I know not how it is the Clouds, the Sky, the Houses all seem
anti-Grecian and anti-Charlemagnish. " Keats thought in terms of imagery
taken from xhe literature of ancient Greece and the lore of medieval ro-
mance, which enabled him to create graphic pictures in verse whereby he
expressed Deauty and emotion, or delineated an abstract thought concern-
ing life and its meaning. He had a peculiar ability to recreate the life
of the past, endowing it with movement, color, and feeling. The best of
Keats' 8 poetry will be found to have settings of Grecian antiquity or
medieval influence. The Ode on a Grecian Urn and The Eve of St . Agnes are
two of his most beloved poems i the first recalls the life of ancient days
in Greece and xmpresses the reader with the transient quality of life and
the sadness of lost splendor; the second recreates the life of a medieval
castle with its gloom, superstition, and mystery. In many poems Keats
fuses these two influences, using classic reference in tales of the Middle
Ages, and infusing some of the qualities of medieval romance into poems
with classical backgrounds or tliemes.
Keats 's interest in classical nythology began when he was in school,
where he was often seen studying the classical dictionaries. Later this
interest was developed by independent reading and study. His former tutor
and friend, Cowden Clarke, was instrtmiental in fostering this interest in
Keats by reading aloud with him passages from Chapman's Homer and by
lending him books upon the history of ancient Greece. Another friend.
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Benjamin Robert Haydon, introduced Keats to another source of classical
inspiration, namely art. Keats *s picture work shows definitely the in-
fluence of his many visits to the British Museum where he studied the
sculpture of ancient Greece. The Musee Napoleon , a collection of art
objects taken by Napoleon during his conquests, was also a source of
pictorial inspiration to Keats. Ovid, Virgil, and historical treatises,
such as the Archaeologia Graeca of John Potter, provided Keats with most
of nis knowledge concerning Grecian history and mythology.
Keats used classic lore in three ways. There are constant references
to classic literature in almost all of his poems, even in those devoted
to medieval subjects. They are never mere names brought into the poem as
a mark of erudition, but glow with life and color to enhance the beauty
or emotional significance of the verse. lie also used classic material
to fcm the background of certain poems, such as Lamia, Hyperion , and
the great odes. In these poems Keats uses antiquity to create artistic
settings and graphic imagery; the classic material, however, ie ertistry
used to embellish and illustrate concretely Keats *b philosophy or some
emotional mood. In Lamia the abstract thought is the struggle in life
between the intellect and sensuous delight; in Hyperion the law of univer-
sal change and progress is portrayed; in the Ode on a Grecian Urn the
sadness of mutilating time is presented. Keats also used the mere out-
line of a myth which he developed and endowed with sensation, using it
as the central theme of a poem. Sndymion and the Ode to Psyche are based
on myths that were little known in antiquity. The mere recreation of an
ancient era, however, in these poems is net Keats 's primary concern; he
uses the mythology to express in vivid imagery philosophical ideas and

emotion. Sndymion is a delineation of the poet's search for ideal beauty;
the Ode to Psyche expresses a mood of delicate whimsey concerning the lone-
liness of a lovely goddess.
Keats quite transformed the myths that he used. He endowed the
figures with life and told their exploits in a manner to play upon every
sense of the reader — sight, hearing, taste, smell, and feeling. Most
of his poems are endowed with an atmosphere of haunting sadness. Under
the influence of Keats 's romantic mind the myths became softened and more
beautiful. His gods and goddesses are soft, gentle, yielding, not cruel,
avenging, determined, as in the original myths. Keats omits crude, ruth-
less incidents told in ancient mythology, choosing his material so that
he makes the life of ancient Greece seem an era of ideal beauty, happiness,
and love. In addition Keats uses elements of medieval romance to endow
his classic tales \^ith magic, wonder, and pensive thought, Keats also
changed his mythical figures by giving them personality. They act and
feel as individuals, not as type characters.
Keats 's interest in medieval romance also began early in his life.
His friend, Cowden Clarke, interested Keats in this literature, by lend-
ing him a copy of Spenser's Epithalamion and by reading passages from
Spenser aloud to Keats. Another friend, Charles Brown, averred that it
was through the inspiration of Spenser's Faerie Queene^ ^^that Keats be-
gan to write verse. Spenser's verse is smooth and musical and had a
beneficial influence upon Keats's style. Keats also read Chaucer and
Shakespeare. In fact he came to regard Shakespeare as a sort of guardian
angel presiding over his career. Keaxs continued his interest in
L). See Chapter VII, Keats's Interest in Medieval Literature.

Shakespeare all his life, becoming at one time a dramatic critic of
Shakespearean performances.
Keats used the stories of medieval romance to form the theme of
poems which vividly recall the life of the Middle Ages. These poems
are The Eve of St . Agnes ^ the fragment The Eve cf St. Mark, Isabella
,
and Belle Dame Sans Merci . Keats 's historical data concerning the
Middle Ages is not authentic. For example, the evenings before a re-
ligious festival v/ere usually spent in riotous rejoicing, not in at-
tending religious services. The atmosphere and feeling of the poems,
however, are quite medieval. Keats recreates a sense of weirdness and
enchantment; he makes old superstitions relive, imparting the same sense
of supernatural wonder which the persons of that age must have felt,
Keats softened the images that he culled from medieval literature. His
knights are gentle, not hardy, ruthless warriors. Even the cruel
brothers of Isabella, although they are murderers, talk in terms of
"dewy rosary" and "eglantine", and overcome with remorse go into volun-
tary exile.
The influence of medieval romance is found in Keats 's poems based
on classic mythology. Tiiis does not spoil the unity of the poems, but
is felt in an enhanced atmosphere of enchantment, wonder, and height-
ened emotion. Endymion is a medieval lover, following the pattern of
courtly love. Keats makes use of magic music in Endymion , Hyperion ,
and Lamia . He also uses spells. The nymph used strange "ayrops" to
make her invisible, Lamia decreased the distance to her home by magic;
her home wondrously appeared and disappeared. Keats also makes use of
the dream motif, found so often in medieval romance. In classic poems
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he makes reference to such things as "faerie" happenings, "elves" and
"fays". He described Hyperion as having "Druid locks". The manner in
which Glaucus tore the scroll to pieces, scattered the fragments on the
breeze, muttered to himself, and struck the air nine times with his wand,
injects into a classic myth the atmosphere of a medieval charm. The
feeling of mysterious wonder in creation found in the Hymn to Pan is
Christian mysticism, not pagan rejoicing in the mere physical character
of nature. The note of pensiveness pervading most of Keats's verse
suggests medieval emotionalism rather than pagan stoicism.
Keats's versification does not reflect the influence of classic
antiquity. He used later verse patterns — the sonnet, ballad stanzas,
Spenserian stanzas, and couplets with enjambment freely used in the manner
of Chaucer rather than of the classicists. Some of Keats's versification
was medieval in its pattern, that is his poetry which was based upon the
Petrarchian sonnet or written in imitation of Chaucer's freely constructed
heroic couplets. Keats's vocabulary included many words taken from the
early English literature. The pattern of Keats's odes was not that of
the Pindaric ode. He used the English stanzaic ode, which is flexible
and free, not following a strict classical form.
In fact, although images of ancient Greece and Rome crowd into the
mind whenever the name of Keats is mentioned, he was not at all a classi-
cist. He gave romanticised interpretations of life, using the ancient
mythology for concrete imagery and beauty. The classicists believed in
simplicity, clearness, iind strict adherence to form. Keats's poetry is
not clearly and simply told; in fact, it is often difficult to discover
his meaning. He is never restrained in his expression; rather he errs

at times in over-wrought emotionalism. His poetry was based upon imagi-
native intuition and not upon reason.
Keats used the stories of old to create beauty, about which he wove
his emotional response or philosophy of life. He softened and romanti-
cised these crude old stories, endowing them with elements derived from
medieval romance. The result was the creation of sheer beauty, glowing
with sensuous delight, and bright with living thought, expressed in
natural, melodious, sense-stirring verse. Keats is one of the best be-
loved poets of our age; the "melodious, full-throated ease" of his
verse providing aesthetic and emotional satisfaction as well as cultural
stimulation.
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